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GENERAL   INFORMATION   ON   TRAVELING-WAVE   TUBES

Introduction

Engineers  who  design  and  build  circuits  which  use  conven-
tional  low  frequency  vacuum  tubes  usually  have  at  least  a  speak-
ing  acquaintance  with  the  theory  upon which  these  tubes  operate.
In  designing  their  circuits  or  in  d.ecidlng  which  type  of  tube  to
use,   careful  use  is  made  of  the  various  characteristic  curves
associated  with  the  tubes.     It  is  the  purpose  of  the  following
brief  discussion  to  similarly  acquaint  the  applications  engineer
with  the  simple  theory  of  the  operation  of  the  traveling  wave
tube  and  to  familarize  him  with  the  various  characteristic  curves
which  describe  its  operation.     From  this  discussion,   it  is  hoped
that  the  daLta  sheets  contained  in  this  catalog  may  take  on  ad.ded
meaning  and  that  a  better  understanding  of  the  basic  functions  of
the  tr.aveling  wave  tube  may  be  obtained.

Microwave  Am llflcatlon
As  the  microwave  region  of  the  radio  frequency  spectrum  has

come  into  practical  engineer.ing  use,   engineer.s  have  been  constantly
on  the  lookout  for  d_evioes  which  could.  fimction  as  better  ampli-
fiers  and  osolllators.     In  the  fr'equency  range  above  a  few  hundred
megacycles  conventional  vacuum  tubes  no  longer  amplify  properly
because  the  period  of  one  cycle  of  the  radio  frequency  wave  ap-
proaches  the  time  it  takes  the  electrons  to  travel  from  cathode  to
anode  within  the  tube.    As  a  result  the  amplification  factor  of  the
tube  decreases  with  increasing  f requency  until  no  useful  gain  can
be  obtained.    This  is  known  as  the  transit  time  effect.

The  first  devices  which  served  as  practical  amplifiers  above
a  few  hundred  megacycles  actually  made  use  of  transit  time  effects®
These  devices  are  known  as  klystrons  and  became  useful  primarily
as  oscillators  although  they  are  also  capable  of  acting  as  am-
plifiers.    Klystr'on amplifiers  are  capable  of  giving  high  values
of  amplif ication,   but  they  have  one  Serious  limitation  f or  many
applications.     They  are  relatively  narrow  band  devices;  having
usually  no  more  than  a  few  megacycles  bandwidth  between  half -
power  points.    Tuning  of  the  amplifier  to  different  fr.equenoies
I.equir.es  a  meohanloal  adjustment.     The  klystron  is,   however,   the
f operunner  of  a  whole  gen.eral  class  of  microwave  electron  devices
which  utilize  transit  time  effects  in  electron  beams.    This
general  class  of  devices  includes  the  tr.aveling wave  tube.

A  klystron  is  a  narr.ow  band  device  because  lt  involves  the
use  of  a  very  sharply  resonant,   high-impedance  tuned.  circuit.     It
is  neoessar.y  for  a  klystron  to  use  such  a  circuit  because  inter-
action  takes  place  with  the  eleotrons  over  only  very  E3hort
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physical  distances  and  it  must  develop  high  electric  f ields  to
have  efficient  inter.action  with  the  electrons.     However,   it  was
reasoned  that  one  might  obtain  a  very  br'oad.band  amplifying  device
if  one  used  a  low-impedance,   br.oadband  circuit  which  developed
relatively  small  electric  f leld.s  but  which  inter.acted.  with  the
electrons  over  a  long  physical  distance.     Such  is  the  basis  on
which  the  traveling  wave  tube  works  and  this  basic  concept  has
led  to  a  wide  range  of  devices  which  ape  useful  as  broadband
amplif ier`s  and  oscillator.s  in  the  microwave  region.

Ihe  traveling wave  tube  ls  basically  capable  of  giving  high
values  of  amplif ication  over  wide  frequency  ranges  without  I.equir-
ing  the  change  of  any  mechanical  tuning  mechanism  or  the  variation
of  any  voltages  or  currents  applied  to  the  tube.     Power  amplifica-
tion  greater  than  10,000  (ie.,   4.0  db  gain)   over  a  2:1  frequency
range  has  been  obtained  with  this  type  of  tube.     The  actual  number
of  megacycles  cover.ed  by  such  tubes  can  be  a  staggering  f igure.
An  oper.ating  bandwidth  of  2000  megacycles  has  been  obtained  in  one
typical  tube  type;   7000  megacycles  has  been  obtained  in  another.

Tubes  can  be  built  which  emphasize  various  special  character-
istlos.     For  instance,   tubes  can  be  built  which  have  low  noise
properties,   or  high  power.  output,   or  controlled  var.iations  of  gain
with  frequency.     Many  special  tubes  have  been  designed  and  built
for  particular  applications.

le  Descri tlon  of  Theor of0 eratlon
Forward-wave  Helix  Type  Amplif ier

One  of  'the  simple.st  ci.I.cult  elements  which  satisfies  the
broadband  low-impedance  circuit  requirement  of  the  traveling
wave  tube  is  a  simple  helical  tr.ansmission  line.     On  this  so-
oalled  helix,   the  I.adio  frequency  energy  essentially  travels  at
the  velocity  of  light  along  the  wire  from  which  the  helix  is
wound.     But  since  the  wire  and  the  energy  f ollow  this  helical
path,   the  actual  progress  of  the  energy  along  the  axis  of  the
helix  is  at  some  fraction  of  the  velocity  of  light.     This  veloc-
ity  is  determined.  by  its  dimensions  (ie. ,   its  cir.cumfer.ence  and
pitch)  and  by  the  dielectric  loading  due  to  the  structure  which
supports   the  helix.     The  fields  associated  with  this  "slow-wave"
extend  outward  and  inward  into  the  regions  adjacent  to  the  helix
and  it  is  into  these  regions  that  eleotrons  are  sent  to  interact
with  the  waves.

If  electrons  are  sent  along  the  axis  of  the  helix  at  essen-
tially  the  same  velocity  as  the  waves,   an  interaction  between
waves  and  electrons  occurs  wherein  the  electrons  become  bunohed
and  then  become  packed  into  tighter  and  tighter  bunches  as  the
electr.ons  progress  down  the  helix.     Simultaneously,   the  radio
frequency  f leld.s  on  the  helix  increase  in  magnitude  as  they  pro-
gress  down  its  length.     The  increase  ill  ener.gy  of  this  "growing
wave"   is  just  balanced  by  a  decrease  in  the  aver`age  kinetic
ener.gy  of  the  electr.ons  in  the  beam.     In  other  words,   the  electrons
on  the  average  have  been  slowed  down  and  have  given  up  just  enough
energy  by  this  slowing  down  process  to  account  for.  the  incr.easing
ener.gy  or  power  level  in  the  waves  on  the  helix.
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FIG.   1

Schematic   View   of   Traveling-Wclve   Tube

In  practice,   the  electron  beam.  is  formed  in  a  gun  and  is
f ocused  down  the  center  of  the  helix  to  a  collector  electrode  on
the  farther  end  (see  Figure  i).     The  velocity  of  the  electr.ons  is
determined  by  the  voltage  cliff erence  between  the  cathode  in  the
electron  gun  and  the  helix,   and  this  is  adjusted  to  give  the  elec-
trons  Just  the  right  velocity  for  interaction  with  the  waves.     The
signal  to  be  amplif led  is  coupled  onto  the  end  of  the  hellx  nearest
the  electron  gun  and  propagates  along  the  helix  in  the  same  d.irec-
tion  as  the  electron  beam.     Because  of  the  interaction,   the  fields
on  the  helix  grow  exponentially  with  d.istance  and  these  amplif led
waves  are  coupled  off  of  the  helix  at  the  end  farthest  from  the
electron  gun.     The  devices  which  couple  the  ener'gy  on  and.  off  the
helix  at  its  beginning  and  end  are  oormected  to  the  input  and  out-
put  transmission  lines.     The  electron  beam  that  ls  formed.  in  the
gim  is  maintained.  in  a  tight  pencil  beam  throughout  the  length
of  the  tube  by  the  confining  f orces  of  a  longtitudinal  magnetic
field.  which  Burr.ounds   the  tube.

The  devices  which  couple  the  energy  onto  and  off  of  the
helix  ar.e  special  directional  couplers  which  ar.e  in  themselves
helices.     These  helices,   which  are  outside  of  the  vacuum  envelope
of  the  tube,  ar.e  matched  to  the  input  and  output  coaxial  trans-
mission  lines.     They  are  capable  of  transferring  most  of  the
ener.gy  from  the  lines  to  the  main  helix,  which  is  inside  the
vacuum  envelope,   without  having  to  make  physical  contact  to  the
helix.     These  "coupled  helix  matches"   have  the  additional  advan-
tage  that  they  have  very  wideband  transfer  characteristics  and
are  capable  of  presenting  a  standing-wave  ratio  to  the  coaxial
transmission  line  of  1.5:1  or  less.

ecif ic  Characteristics

In  the  following  sections,   the  various  characteristic  curves
that  ar.e  encountered  in  oper`ation  of  the  traveling  wave  tube  are
shown  and  discussed.

Helix  Voltage  vs.   Frequency

trave¥S::1:yv:i::±±; ¥:i:h:er::::8:;di;=8ht:h=738h:f" :i:W=::::::y
of  light.     If.  the  velocity  of  the  waves  is  examined  as  a  function
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of  frequency  lt  is  f ound  a  helix
will  have  a  general  char.acter'-
lstic  curve  similar  to  that  shown
in  Figrire  2.

There   is  a  region  A  whel`e
the  velocity  of  the  waves  var.ies
as  a  function  of  frequency,   and
there  is  a  region  8  where  the
velocity  of  the  waves  is  essen-
tially  independent  of.  frequency.
It  is  in  this  region  8,   known  as
the  "non-disper.sive  region" ,
where  a  broadband  amplif ier`  is
normally  operated®

As  mentioned  be for.e,   it  is  necessary  to  have  the  electr.ons
travel  doim  inside  the  helix  at  essentially  the  same  velocity  as
the  waves  (synchronous  velocity)   in  order  to  obtain  the  growing
wave  interaction.     Thus  if  the  velocity  of  the  wave  varies  as  a
function  of  frequency,   the  velocity  of  the  electrons  must  also  be
varied  so  that  interaction  is  maintained.     Since  the  velocity  of
the  electrons  is  determined  by  the  voltage  difference  between  the
Cathode  and  the  helix,   thele  is  also  a  characteristic  curve  of
synchronous  hellx  voltage  as  a  function  of  fr.equency  which  ls   shown
in  Figure  2.

Ihe  reason  why  a  helix  type  tr.aveling  wave  tube  can  amplify
over  wide  bandwidths  without  changing  helix  voltage  can  now  be
easily  seen.     In  the  r.egion  a,   the  non-dispersive  region,   the
synchronous  voltage  of  the  electrons  is  essentially  independent
of  frequency.     That  is,   the  helix  voltage  which  gives  the  desired
interaction  bet,ween  the  waves  and  electrons  can  be  f ixed  at  one
value  and  this  will  be  the  correct  value  to  provide  interaction
and  amplification  over  a  wide  r'ange  of  frequencies.

Gain  vs.   Helix  Voltage

lo  obtain  the  greatest  interaction  between  the  waves  and  the

GI  /  4  /  i-10-55

electrons  and  thus  the  greatest
ampllf ication,   the  helix  must
be  operated  at  synchronous  volt-
age.     If  the  helix  voltage  is
var.led  away  from   synchr.onism,
the  gain  will  decrease  as  shown
by  the  cur.ve  in  Figur.e  3  which
is  parabolic  in  shape.

Gain  and  Power  Output  vs.
Frequency

Figure  4/  shows  a  typical
plot  of  gain  vs.   frequency  for
Sin:±=esLV£:¥eg::nh:: i:b¥:I::8e.            €
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for.  all  values  of  input  sigrial  level  except  those  which drive  the
tube  near  its  maximum  or  saturation  power  output.     Satur.ation  gain
is  the  gain  obtained  when  the  tube  is  driven  to  its  maximum  or
saturation  power  output.     It  is  seen  that  the  gain  and  power.  out-
put  cur.ves  generally  have  a  maximum  near  the  center  of  the  band
and  that  the  curves  droop  off  towar.ds  the  band  ends.

Power.  Output  and  Gain  vs.   Power  Input

Figur.e  5   shows  a  typical  var.latlon  of  power  output  and  gain

::i LE°¥::e:n¥::u%t i:  £±=::nf:e%:e;C¥t  o:h:h:m3:i::e:h±:hL:::%:s
the  amplif ier.  to  satur.ation.     At  this  point  the  power  output  curve
begins  to  dr.oop  over',   and  gain  of  the  tube  begins  to  deer.ease.     At
satur.ation  the  power  output  ls  a  maximum  and  the  gain  has  decreased
to  a  value  which  is  Called  saturation  gain.     As  the  tube  is  d.riven
beyond  saturation  the  power.  output  drops  off  and  gain  continues
to  decrease.     To  obtain  maximum  power  output  from  an  ordinary
tr.aveling  wave  tube,   Just  the  I.ight  amount  of  power  input  must  be

%:P±±:g. sa:::a€::#r:::::c::g±::Lg°:£a:a: se¥::£:tL:h:o:%:::i:#a:ff   \
low  frequency  amplifier  tubes.

FIG.   6

Ic^"  '4
Fl®.    .                OA"       V8.       a(iu       CURfltNT
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Gain  vso   Beam  Current  and.  Gr.id  Voltage

Figure  6  shows  that  the  gain  at  any

:ix:£efE;gus::gri:fes!:n5:::1gu:r:::c:i3n
decr'eases  as  beam  current   is  decreased..
Figure  7  shows  that  as  the  grid  electrode
is  made  negative  with  respect  to  the
cathode,   t,he  gain  of  the  tube  decreases.
This  results  from  the  fact  that  operating
the  grid  negative  with  respect  to  the  cath-
ode  causes   the  beam  our.rent  to  decrease®

If  the  beam  curr.ent  is  decreased
below  a  oer.tain  value  as   shown  in  Figure  6,
the  gain  of  the  tube  measured  in  db  becomes
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eoial  Characteristics

negative,   ie.,   the  tube  is  acting  as
an  attenua*or..     If  the  beam  current  is
reduced  to  zero,   the  net  "cold''  atten-
uation  of  the  tube  is  available.     The
total  change  in  sig]ral  output  level  as
beam  current  is  deer.eased  from  its
normal  value  to  zero  is  equal  to  the
sum  of  the  net  gain  of  the  tube  plies
the  cold  attenuation.     This  can  ap-
proach  a  variation  in  signal  level  of
about  loo  db.     This  ls  accomplished
mer.ely  by  varying  the  control  grid
voltage.

Low  Noise  Amplif iers

On  a  typical  low  power  amplifier  one  may  find  a  noise  f igure
of  20  db.     Certain  applications  requir.e  lower  noise  figures  than
this.     Techniques  are  available  in  electron  gun  design  whereby
the  ''shot  noise"   in  the  beam  can  be  "de-amplified"   before  it
reaches  the  beginning  of  the  helix.     Special  pur.pose  tubes  built
in  this  fashion  have  reached  noise  figures  as  low  as  6  db.

Nar.row  Band  Amplif iers

Wher.e  an  application  does  not  require  extr.emely  wide  band-
widths,   tubes  have  been  built  which  operate  in  the  d.ispersive
region  of  the  tube  characteristics  where  the  velocity  of  the  waves
varies  as  a  function  of  frequency  (see  Fig'ure  2).     In  this  region
operation  at  a  f ixed  voltage  leads  to  amplif ication  over.  only  a

::I:t i:;iy68a€:°;ob:%dga°:nfrf8#:n%::£. ob¥:::::e:gc£:gg  ¥%:u;:o£:em
of  controlling  spurious  oscillations  is  much  simplified  since  the
tube  exhibits  gain  over.  only  a  relatively  narrow  band.

Special  Gain  Var`iation

Sometimes  special  requirements  are  imposed  on  the  gain
variation  of  the  tube  as  a  function  of  frequency.     Tubes  have
been  built  which  exhibit  an  essentially  constant  value  of  gain
across  the  band.     Others  have  been  built  which  have  linearly
increasing  gain  with  frequency.     Various  other  combinations  are
also  possible.

Cif  /  6   /  +ufJ-S5
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MEASUREMENT   TECENIQUES

As  tr'aveling  wave  tubes  have  come   into  more  common  use,
the  need  has  become  apparent  for  a  clarification  of  the  vari-
ous  measurement  techniques  involved  in  an  evaluation  of  the
tube  character.istlcs.     Since  the  traveling  wave  tube  is  a  ver.y
broadband  device  the  emphasis  must  be  upon  broad.band.,   untuned
measuring  techniques  and  test  equipment.     OtheINise,   much  time
will  be  lost  in  the  repetitive  and  laborious  adjustment  and
tuning  of  narrow  band  d.evlces  to  make  point  by  point  measure-
ments  across  wide  frequency  ranges.

It  will  be  noticed  that  the  emphasis  on  measuring  equip-
ment  has  been  placed  upon  coaxial  systems.     This  ig  done,
obviously,   because  of  the  inherent  wideband  properties  of
coaxial  test  equipment.     Waveguide  equipment  is  used  only
where  equivalent  coaxial  equipment  is  not  available  or  will
not  do  an  equivalent  Job.

The  various  types  of  broadband  test  equipment  commonly
used  are  listed  below:

4.

:
7
8

Self-tr.acking  tunable  signal  generator  with  cali-
brated  power  output.
Untuned  coaxial  crystal  detector.
Untuned  coaxial  bolometer.  or  thermistor  mount  with
self-balancing  power  bridge.
Broadband  coaxial  f ixed  attenuator.
Coaxial   switch  (SPDT).
Coaxial  slotted  section  (for  VSWB  measur`ement)   with
untuned  detector.
Coaxial  or.  waveguide  directional  coupler.
Fluorescent  noise  source.

The  oharacterlstics  to  be  measur.ed.  comprise  essentially
the  following  lista

1.     Gain
2.     Power  Output
3.     Stand.ing  Wave  Ratio  or  Reflection  Coefficient
4.     Insertion  Loss
5.     Noise  Figure

EN  /  I  /  1-19-55



PROCEDURES

A.     Measurement   of  Gain

The  most  rapid  and  satlsfactor'y  method  of  measuring  gain
is  to  make  an  inser.tion  gain  measurement  using  the  substitu-
tion  method.     This  method  does  not  require  a  knowledge  of  the
detector  character.istics  nor  an  absolute  power.  calibration  of
the  signal  generator.     Its  accuracy  depends  only  upon  the
Calibration accuracy  of  the  output  attenuator  of  the  signal
generator.

``                                                                .:                                     ``                                                             ,.`                                                 .`,                                   `.`

BLOCK   DIAGRAM     OF     GAIN      MEASUBEMENT     SET-UP

As  shown  in  the  block  d.iagram  of  Figure  1,   the  output  of
the  signal  generator  (which  has  a  matched  50  ohm  output)   is
fed  to  the  input  of  the  tube  through  a  coaxi.al  single-pole
double-throw  switch.     The  output  of  the  tube  is  fed  through
another  coaxial  switch  and  at  least  a  6  db  coaxial  f ixed  atten-
uator  pad  to  the  untuned.  detector..     The  pad  can  be  eliminated
lf  the  detector`  is  matched.     The  output  of  the  detector  is  fed
to  the  ver.tical  defleotion  chamel  of  an  oscilloscope.     The
tube  is  by-passed  when  the  switches  are  throrm  to  the  other
position.
Procedure :

Apply  pulse  or  square  wave  modulation  to  the  signal  gen-
erator..     With  the  tube  operating  and  the  switches  in  position  1,
the  output  attenuator  of  the  signal  gener.atop  is  adjusted  to
give  some  convenient  deflection  on  the  scope.     This  is  atten-
uator  reading  i.     The  switches  are  then  thrown  to  position  2
and.  the  attenuator  readjusted  to  give  the  same  deflection  on
the  scope.     This  is  attenuator.  reading  2.     The  insertion  gain
of  the  tube  is  then  the  difference  of  the  attenuator  readings
i  and  2  measured  in  db.

Precautions :

i.     Both  the  signal  gener.atop  and  the  detector.  must  pr.e-
sent  good  impedance  matches  as  seen  by  the  switch.     If  they
are  not  matched,   then  reflection  losses  can  give  up  to  several
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db  err`or  in  gain.
urmatched.  detector.
1. 5 : 1.

This  is  the  reason  f or  the  pad  ahead  of  an
A  6  db  pad  guarantees  a  VSWB  of  at  most

2.     The   switch  used  must  have  a  low  VSWB  and  ver.y  low
crosstalk.     Crosstalk  is  the  stray  feedthr.ough  from  input
ter.minal  to  output  terminal  of  the  I)Pin  switch  combination
thr'ough  the  unused  chamel  of  the  switch.     Crosstalk  ratio
is  lneasur.ed  by  discomecting  the  tube  from  terminals  i,   and.
measuring  the  difference  in  signal  generator  attenuator  read-
ing  with  the  switches  ln  position  1  and  position  2  f or  the
same  d.eflectlon  on  the  scope.     This  cr.osstalk  ratio  should  be
at  least  20  db  greater  than  the  gain  of  the  tube  to  be  measured.
This  prevents  regenerative  feedback  around  the  switch  which

I:]=rg:¥:re :a::sa%:ugafg E£: s¥€e::%£;bL;f c:go:r3g s::±gu::E±o
with  the  setup  of  Figure  i.     See  section  D  on  inser.tion  loss
mea surement .

3.     If  small  sigrral  gain  is  to  be  measured,   care  must  be
taken  that  the  output  power  level  of  the  tube  is  at  least  10  db
below  the  satur.ation  power  level.     This  eliminates  errors  due
to  the  decreasing  gain  characteristic  of  the  traveling wave
tube  in  the  region near  saturation.

e
8®      Measurement   of  Power  Output

When  power  measur.ements  are  to  be  made   over  wide  frequency
ranges,   it  is  convenient  to  use  broadband  (untuned.)   bolometer
or  thermistor  mounts  as  power  detectors.     When  these  mounts  ar.e
operated  in  conjunction with  a  self-balancing  wattmeter  brid.ge
they  provide  a  convenient  system  for  the  measurement  of  abso-
lute  power..

If  the  power.  level  to  be  measured  is  greater  than  the
maximum  allowable  power  input  to  the  mount,   then  it  is  neces-
sary  to  insert  a  calibrated  attenuator  pad  ahead.  of  the  mount.
The  most  convenient  type  of  pad  to  use  is  the  I.esistive  f ilm
type  which  has  attenuation  Characteristics  which  are  essentially
ind.ependent  of  frequency.     Care  must  be  taken  not  to  exceed  the
maximum  input  rating  of  the  attenuator..

If  power  levels  to  be  measur.ed  ar`e  greater  than  the  rated.
dissipation  of  standard  attenuator  pads,   then  a  directional
coupler.  must  be  placed  on  the  output  of  the  tube.     The  main
arm  of  the  coupler'  is  terminated  with  a  broadband  load  and  the
power  detector  with  appropriate  pads  is  placed  in  the  auxiliary
arm  of  the  coupler..     Broadband  coaxial  directional  couplers
with  coupling  ratios  of  10  and  20  db  from  main  arm  to  auxlllary
arm  ar.e  available.

If  gain  measurements  ar.e  to  be  made  in  conjunction  with
the  power  measurements  then  the  power  output  of  the  signal
genel.atop  must  be  calibrated  using  its  power  monitor.  at  each
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f requency.     For  the  sake  of  accuracy,   the  power  output  reading
of  the  signal  generator  should  be  initially  checked  using  the
bolometer  mount  and  the  wattmeter  bridge  at  least  over  the
range  of  power  levels  that  the  br`idge  can  accur.ately  read.     If
care  is  taken  to  check  the  calibration  of  the  attenuator.  pad
and  the  signal  generator.,   then  the  small  signal  gain  measure-
ments  obtained  with  this  equipment  should  check  with  small
Signal  gain  measurements  made  by  the  method  of  section  A.

If  all  power  measur'ements  are  recorded  in  terms   of  dbm

t±:. ;ofgrw:::d:: :P:i: ::t:::a:::1(±¥:t:tj  :£:ntzges:=d±ng:n:f
erator`  need  be  merely  add.ed  and  subtracted.  to  obtain  power
output  and  gain®     Conveniently,   most  signal  generators  and.
power  bridges  are  calibrated  in  dbm  as  well  as  milliwatts.

E= EE E EERE
FIG.2           BLoCK     DIAGnAwl     oF     powEn     MEAsunlNG      SET-up

Figure  2   shows  the  block  diagr.am  of  the  power  measurement
setup.    Ihe  power  output  ls  then  given  by  the  equation:

Pout   (dbm)   =  Pad  Attenuatlon  (db)   +  Ratio  of  Direct;1onal
Coupler   (db)   +  Power  Br.idge  Reading   (dbm)

The  gain  of  the  tube  is  given by  the  equation:

Gain   (db)    =  Pout   (dbm)   -Pin  from  Sig.   Gen.    (dbm)

The  above  gain  measurement  is  valid  not  only  for  small  signal
gain,   but  also  for  gain  measur.ed  in  the  saturation  region  and
beyond.

C.     Measurement  of  Standing-Wave  Ratio  or  Reflection  Coefficient

For  dir.ect  measurement   of  Voltage  Standing-Wave  Ratio  (VSWR)
the  coaxial  slotted  line  is  the  simplest.     To  speed  up  broadband
measurements,   however.,   it  is  essential  to  have  an  untuned  detec-
tor  on  the  slotted  line.

For'  situations  wher'e  it   is  necessary  to  examine  the  VSWB
continuously  over  a  wide  frequency  range  and  where  fast  checks
are  I.equired  such  as  on  production  test  setups,   the  slotted
line  type  of  measur.ement  becomes  prohibitively  time  consuming
and  labor`ious.     For.  such  situations,   the  measur.ement  of  reflec-
tion  coefficient  through  the  use  of  directional  couplers  is
recommended.     Two  directional  couplers  co]meoted  so  that  one
will  give  an  output  proportional  to  the  incid.ent  wave  and  the
other  an  output  propor.tional  to  the  reflected  wave  from  the
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load  can  be  used.     These  two  outputs  Can  be  detected  and  com-
pared.  with  a  ratiometerl  to  give  a  dir.ect  read.ing  of  reflection
coeff icient.     The  ref.lectlon  coefficient  can  be  converted  to
equivalent  VSWR  if  necessary.     The  higher.  the  accuracy  required
in  the  measurement  of  reflection  coefficient,   the  higher  the
dir.ectivity  of  the  directional  couplers  must  be.     In waveguide,
directivity  greater  than  dyo  db  over  the  waveguide  range  can  be
obtained  which  allows  measurement  of  ref lection  coeff icient  of
0.1  with  an  accuracy  of  plus  or  minus   .02.     This  means  that  a
load  VSWR  of  1®2  will  give  an  indicated  reading  between  1.15
and  1.25.     A  waveguld.e  to  coaxial  tr.ansitlon  can  be  used  to
adapt  the  reflectometer.  to  ooaxial  systems.     In  this  case,   the
residual  reflection  in  the  transition  llmlts  the  accuracy  at
low  VSWR.

Using  such  a  reflectometer.  setup,   once  the  initial  cali-
bration  is  per.formed  it  is  necessary  only  to  tune  the  signal
generator.  across  the  frequency  range  and  the  reflection  coef-
f icient  values  read  dir.ectly.     An  excellent  detailed  discussion
of  this  method,   its  errors  and  limitations,   is  given  in  the
Hewlett-Packard  Journal,   Volume  6,   Number.1-2,   Sept.-Oct. ,19j4.

Even  faster.  measurements  can  be  made  when  a  swept  oscil-
lator  is  employed.     Refleotlon  Coefficient  can  be  displayed
directly  on  a  scope  as  a  function  of  frequency  and  the  measure-
ment  can  be  made  at  a  glance.

D.     Measurement   of  Insertion  Loss

It  is  often necessary  to  measure  insertion  loss  in  the
range  of.  40  to  loo  d.b  (eg. ,   the  measur.ement  of  the  cold  loss
of  a  traveling  wave  tube)   over  a  wid.e  range  of  frequencies.
Such  a  measurement  carmot  be  made  with  1  milllwatt  signal
generator  and  a  broadband  detector  as  this  type  of  system  does
not  have  the  power  levels  nor  the  sensitivity  to  measure  much
more  than  45  db  insertion  loss.     Such  a  wid.eband  measurement
can  be  made  quickly  and  easily  with  the  use  of  one  or  two
traveling  wave  tubes  as  amplifiers.     Use  of  a  traveling  wave
tube  with  a  noise  figur.e  of  20  db  ahead  of  the  detector`
a  sensitivity  into  a  broadband  detector.  of  the  ord.er  of E:;es
to  -75   dbm.     This  alone  allows  the  measur.ement  of  insertion
loss  of  6j  to
generator  is az5i:PiedF¥:tg£: ' p:£e:h:e::EP:±  :£et#:tsL(gr3:  dbm)
by  the  use  of  a  medium  power  traveling  wave  tube,   the  total
insertion  loss  then  measurable  becomes  95  to  105  db.     The
only  adjustment  necessary  as  frequency  is  changed  across  the
band  is  the  tuning  of  the  signal  generator  since  the  traveling
wave  tubes  are  broadband.  untuned  devices.     The  insertion  loss
measurement  can  be  made  in  the  same  manner  as  the  insertion
gain  measurement  shown  in  Figur.e  I  except  for  the  addition  of
the  amplifiers  be for.e  and  after  the  switches.     Commercially
available  switches  when  connected  as  shown  in  Figure  1  have
been  measured  to  have  a  combined.  crosstalk  ratio  in  excess  of
120  db  which,   of  course,   elimirrates  any  crosstalk  error  in
insertion  loss  measurements  in  the  range  of  93  to  105  db.
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E.     Measurement   of  Noise  Figure

Where  one  is  interested  in  measuring  noise  figure  at  a
number  of  frequencies  throughout  a  wide  fr.equency  band,   the
best  method  employs  a  fluorescent  tube  noise  source  and  a
superheterodyne  receiver.  with  a  second  detector  which  is
square  law  (ie.,   a  power  detector).     If  noise  figure  does  not
vary  too  rapidly  with  frequency,   a  simple  receiver  can  be
used  which  employs  only  an  untuned  crystal  mixer,   a  local

%g£±L:%ts::s%L38t¥%n[ 8¥. in:±::Pt%#€n%  ¥:W::e&:te%E%£.outN:te
preselector,   the  receiver  will  I.espond  equally  well  to  the
signal  frequency  and  to  the  image  frequency.     With  a  30  mc
I.F.   amplifier,   these  two  frequencies  will  be  only  60  mc  apart,
and  lf  noise  f igure  is  not  a  rapid  function  of  frequency  then

:€et£:a;¥:::e::i::  €58::eag::±. beT%¥sa¥:I:g:u::t:h:n::B£  ¥%±ues
::s:pE¥:g::::;  d:ff:::£; :Sg¥::  ¥:::::n::e:ag:::gdtg%tm:f ¥±::
preselection  is  necessary.

The  noise  f igur.e  of  an  amplif ler  is  clef ined  as  the  ratio
of  signal  to  noise  I.atio  at  the  input  of  the  amplifier  to   ,
signal  to  noise  ratio  at  the  output  of  the  amplifier.

N.F.  =ife     (power ratio)
When  the  measurement   is  made  according  to  the  method.  outlined
below,   using  a  noise  source  whose  level  is  lj.8  db  above
thermal  noise,   the  above  equation  becomes:  `

RT.F.   =g=        (power.  I.atlo) (1)

where  Pi  and  P2  are  defined  in  the  measurement  proced.ure  below.
k  is  a  number.  smaller  than  1.0  which  accounts
for  any  cable  loss  between  the  noise  source
and  the  tube.     It  is  the  cable  loss  in  db
conver.ted  to  a  power  ratio.   (eg. ,   for  cable
loss   =   i   db,   k   =   .79dy)

When  a  fluorescent  noise  source  is  used  it  is  not  neces-
sar.y  to  know  the  effective  BF  noise  bandwidth  of  the  receiver.

Procedure :

The  tube  to  be  measur`ed  is  connected  into  the  setup
showri  in  Figur.e  3.     The  power  detector  in  the  r.eceiver  may
take  the  form  of  a  bolometer  or.  a  thermistor  operating  into
a  self  balancing  wattmeter.  bridge,   or  it  may  be  a  thel`mo-
couple  whose  output  is  connected  to  a  microammeter.
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SET-uP       FOR      MEASURING        NOISE       FIGURE

1.    With  tube  operating  and  local  oscillator.  tuned  to
the  desired  frequency,   switch  tube  input  to  the  fluorescent
noise   sour`ce.

2.     Adjust  variable  30  mc  attenuator`  until  the  reading
on  the  output  meter.  is  appr.oximately  full  scale.     This  is
I.eading  P1.

3.     Switch  tube  input  to  the  matched  load-.     The  reading
of  the  output  meter  is  P2.

4.     Insert  values  for  P|  and  P2  in  equation  (1)   for  noise
f igur.e.     Noise  f igure  in  db  is  obtained  by  merely  converting
this  number  to  d.b.

Precautions :

The  accur.acy  of  this  measurement  is  based  upon  the
assumption  that  the  receiver  is  linear.     This  will  be  true
if  the  local  oscillator  signal  is  large  enough  to  produce
linear  mixing  and  if  the  I.F.   amplifier  is  oper.abed  ln  the
linear  portion  of  its  character.istics.

The  measurements  should  be  taken  quickly  enough  so  that
power`  meter`  drift  will  not  effect  readings.

--  L.   A.   Boberts
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DOMESTICATING  THE  TRAVELING  WAVE  TUBE*

Peter  D.  Lacy**

Introduction

In a reportl  on the  status  of traveling wave tubes  at the Symposium on Modern
Advances  in Microwave  Tecbniques   last  November,  Dr.  Watkin-s   6f  Stanford
characterized tra.veling wave tubes  as  "the  most advertised,   least delivered tubes
in  electronics  history" .    A major  reason for  this  st€TLte  of  a,ffairs  has  been their
failure to find wide  application in the  electronics  industry.    The  unique  character-
istic  of  TWT's,   wide  bandwidth,   poses  a  difficult  question:   How  can it be  used?
This  requires  careful  study of the  types  of  systems  in which it will be  useful and
intensive development of new techniques  for handling  such bandwidths.   Some
possible directions  that broadband  systems  may follow will be  indicated later.

In this  discussion of  TWT'sg   no tubes  that are  new or  that have  improved
charaLcteristics  will be  considered  since the new advances  have been well  covered
elsewlierez.   Rather,   it is proposed to  consider  only the  most ordinary of TWT's

ffi     :h£=ttha,r epoa£:: r:i:::ta:ndd£=o:: =fTgeurrc:a:fptrh°edsuec:i%ne sn°d:.noT hd:ffear±n: u: :::i±t¥L?ya¥::in
the first tube  described by Pierce  and Fields in 1946.    These are  tubes  with about
30 db of gain,   octave frequency  coverage through X band,   noise figures  of 20 to
30 dba   and output power  of 10  milliwatts  to  1 watt.

This power range  is well suited to the vital functions  of modulation and detec-
tion so that microwave  circuits  may be linked with information handling video  cir-
cuits®   It is  suitable for  stable  oscillator  circuits  comprised of either  microwave
oscillators  or  low frequency oscillators followed by a frequency multiplier  chain.
The level is  quite  suitable for  most microwave measurements  and some  new
measurement techniques become possible  due  to the  characteristics  of the  TWT.
The upper power  limit is  adequate for  a large portion of the fixed path propagation
links  in microwave  systems.   After  alla  this  is  about the  same power  range  in which
most  electronic tubes  operate !

As  to the broad frequency range of the  TWT,   one  can either take it or leave it.
If the  application requires  a broad bandwidtho  then the  TWT  is without peer.    On
the other  hando  if the  application requires  only a narrow bandwidth9  the  TWT may
still be used at any point in the wide  amplification band provided by the  TWT.   In
such  cases,   it is  often advisable t® filter the  output of the tube to  reduce  noise.
The narrow band filter  is  in a passive transmisL=,ion line for  the  TWT,   as  contrasted
with the tuned  circuits  of klystron or  space  charge  control tubes  that are  in contact
with the tube  electrodes.   In the  latter  case,  the amplification is  quite  sensitive to
the tuned circuit parameters  so the design and adjustments become  critical.

r e s e nt e
April  28®   1955.

**  Hewlett-Packard Company
Palo Alto,  California
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New  Frontiers

One  of the  new frontiers  that  may be opened up by the bandwidth of the  TWT  is
the  transformation of video  techniques  and functions to the  microwave  domain.    This
would  mean increasing the  effective  bandwidth from the tens  to  hundreds  of mega-
cycles  now available to thousands  of megacycles.    This practice would increase by
one to two  orders  of magnitude the  resolution or  speed of basic physical measure-
ments,   electronic  measurement,   communication,  and  computation.

The first obstacle preventing  such a transfer  of video  systems  to microwaves
is  the  lack of terminal devices,   that is,   how do we  enter  such a high  speed  elec-
system and then retrieve  the  new  or  processes  information?   Next,  the  internal
functions  of the  microwave  system,  which determine the  breadth of application,  will
demand intensive development.   Such problems  will require  considerable  effort be-
for  very high  speed microwave  systems  can be  realized.

A.C.  Beck4  has  recently demonstrated  a millimicrosecond pulse  system for  locat-
ing waveguide faults.    Another  example of a very high  resolution pulse  echo  system
that  could be achieved with present techniques  where the  resolution is  determined
mainly by the  center  rf frequency will be  given.   In thi,s  system a fast pulse  and low
phase  distortion are  also  needed.    Figure  I is  a block diagram of this  type  of  system.
The  rf pulse  generator,   in which the  rf  carrier  is phase  locked to  the  repetition rate,
may be  of the  regenerative  type  like Cutler's5  if the phase precession can be  elimi-
nated or  a beam deflection tube pulser6 with a frequency multiplier  and amplifier
driven by the pulse  repetition rate frequency  and a modulatol..    The delayed rf pulse
from the  generator  and the  return pulse  are fed into  a microwave  coincidence  circuit
which  consists  of a hybrid tee  and a pair  of crystal detectors with balanced reversed
crystals.    The  microwave  coincidence  circuit  shown in Figure  1 operates  as  follows:

PRECISION    REFLECTloN      LOCATloN

Figure  I
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afor  an input in the  E  arm,  the two  crystals  conduct during the  same half cycle withequal output`s  and opposite polarity.    For  an input  in the H  arm,   one  crystal con-
ducts  one  half  cycle  and the  other  crystal  in the  second ha.1f  cycle.    Again over  one
complete  cycle  the  average  output  is  zero.    For  simultaneous  inputs  to the  E  and H
arms  and proper  rf phases,   the  non-linearity of the  crystal detectors  cause  a  net
output.    When the  crystals  operate  square  law,   the  coincidence  circuit  shown is  a,
cross-correlation detector.    Figure  2  shows  the  resulting wave forms  with the  rf
carrier phase  stationary in the pulse.    The  accuracy of locating  a minimum near
the  center  of the pulse  should be  a fraction of  an rf  cycle,   say  10  degrees,   so  for  a
carrier  of  3, 000  mc  a  spatial  resolution of  about 1/10  inch  could be  expected.    This
is  only an elementary example of a high performance  system utilizing the band-
widths  available from  TWT's.    This  system  could also be used  in particle  emission
coincidence  studies  with  an accuracy determined there by the pulse width.

It would be  difficult to  estimate  the ultimate  extent of TWT usage  in the  expand-
ing  electronics  field.    However,   it does  appear  to be  a fruitful field for  exploration
and  invention.    With the  increasing dependence  on electronics  in industry  and science
today,   certainly there  shall develop  a demand for  greatly increased  speed in elec-
tronic  detection,  processing,   and  control and the  TWT  is  orders  of magnitude  ahead
of any  other  electronic  device.

Modulation  Characteristics

Now turning from the broad bandwidth feature,   let us  consider  some  more  down
to  earth  chara.cteristics.    A number  of functions  may be performed by modulating

a          tThhee Tb¥aTmeteucrtrre°ftei.ayTbhee ¢¥r°±evdarb±yabieesanasr eoft:£eb::tin:FarLrse=;pal::db:oa¥n:Col: :itey.
electrodes  of the  electron gun.    A typical variation of the  rf output volta.ge  and its
phase with electrode  voltage  is  shown in Figure  3.    The tube  output  can be  amplitude

modulated  over the  linear portion (about 10 db)
but the  attendant phase  modulation is  about  90
degrees.    The  amplitude  modulation still  can
be useful where  amplitude  detection only is  in-
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MODULATION    CHARACTERISTICS

Figure  3

volved in demodula,tion.

The  effect of pulse  modulation is  shown
in Figure  4 for  various  conditions  of tube  drive
and pulse  off-on ratio.   In the top  oscillogram,
the tube  is  driven to  saturation with an off-on
ratio  o£ 40  db.    The  modulating pulse  had a rise
time  of about one  millimicrosecond and an
amplitude of 40  volts.    The  resulting  rise time
is  4 millirnicroseconds  which was  close  to the
oscilloscope  amplifier  rise time.   In the  middle
picture,  the  off-on ration is  still 40 db but the
tube  is  operating well below  saturation.    It
seerns  that the  entrance  of the pulsed beam in-
to the  helix induces  a. voltage on the  helix that
in turn changes  the beam velocity.    When the
electron beam wave  velocity  is  shifted away
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Figure  4

from the helix wave  velocity the  TWT  amplification decreases .    Thus  a transient
period  of reduced  amplification occurs  at the  start of the pulse  slowing the  rise
time to  about  20  millimicroseconds.   In the lower picture the  off-on ratio has  been
reduced to 18  db by reducing the bias  and pulse  amplitude to  about 15 volts  so with
this  lower  current  ratio the  rise time  is  good again.    It  can be  seen from these
pulse oscillograms  that under proper  conditions,  the  TWT  may be used for  gener-
ating low  level pulses for  testing the  receiver portions  of systems  having fast rise
time pulses  in the transmitter.

In Figure  5,   and amplitude  modulatedpulse
tra.in is  shown.    This was  generated by apply-
ing a pulse  and  sine  wave  to  the  TWT   grid.
By this  method,   lobing  or  incidental  flutter
may be  simulated in system testing.

AMPLITUDE    MODULATED

PULSE  TRAIN

Figure  5
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Figure  6  shows  the  effect  of varying the
helix or  beam voltage  on the phase  of the  out-
put of a  TWT  amplifier.   For  constant  beam
current  (solid  curve) the pha,se  change  versus
helix voltage  is  nearly linear.   However,   the
output levels  vary,  being rna.ximum  at  some
optimum helix voltage  and diminishing on either
side.    The  amplitude  may be  held  constant by
an a,mplitude  stabilization  signal that is  fed
back to the  grid of the  electron gun.    The  re-
sulting phase  curve  (dotted)  is  shown.    It  is
not linear but the  advantages  of eliminating
a.mplitude  variations  may  outweight the  e££ect
of this  phase  characteristic distortion.
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phase  advance associated with the
cycle  of. rf has  been added during

Figure  8  shows  oscillograms
product of the  original signal and

The  amplitude  and phase  characteristics
of  TWT's  have been presented and the  inter-
action of the  two  effects  due  to  grid  or  helix
voltage  variation.    The  amplitude  modulation
characteristics  shown are  similar  to those
found in any other  amplifier  tube,   however,  the
large  amount of phase  modulation possible
(over  360  degrees)  can produce  some  interest-
ing results .

Sawtooth  Phase  Modulation
______

Mr.  Ray  Cummings7  of Stanford  Univer-
sity has  devised a method  of  a.pproximating
phase  modulation of unlimited devia.tion by its
stepwise  discontinuous  equivalent.    Consider
a uniform phase  change,   constantly  increasing,
for  instance,   it may be  approximated as shown
in Figure  7 by increasing the phase  constantly
over  a full  rf  cycle  of 21rradians  of phase  and
then quickly jumping back to  the  starting phase
and then commencing to advance  again at the
previous  constant  rate.    This  is  a  stepwise
discontinuous  approximation to  the  continuous

doppler  shift  of  approaching  source.    Since  one
a period`r,   the  shift in frequency is  just 1/a .

of the helix modulation voltage  and the  mixed
the frequency  shifted output  signal.    Note the

switching transient due to the finite flyback time  of the  sa.vJtooth-wave.    This  fly-
back time  can be  reduced  considerably  and thereby  correspondingly reduce the  er-
ror  in doppler  simulation.    This  system becomes  a very  accurate  2 terminal pair

HOMODYNE

MIXER  OUTPUT

LZ.I      T    ,   M   i

SAW   TOOTH      PHASE     MODULATION

Figure  7

1  KC  SAWT00TH

FOR  HELIX  MODULATloN

SINCLE    SIDEBAND    MODULATION

Figure  8
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device  for  simulating  doppler  shifts  from a few cycles per  second to  about  a hund-
red kilocycles.    This  should provide  a very  satisfactory  instrument for  the design
and test of cw doppler  and  coherent pulse  radars .

Linear  Detection In Microwave  Measurernents

Another  powerful application of frequency offset or  single  side band modulation
is  the  use  of linear  or  homodyne  detection which greatly  extended the  dynamic  range
of microwave  measurements.    Figure  9  shows  a homodyne  measurement  system.

The  TWT  provides  a frequency  offset fi.    This
shifted frequency is  then applied to the  system
under  test that yields  a weak output  signal.
The weak  signal and the  strong  reference  sig-
nal or  local oscillator  are then applied to a

I ~ ---SI MOLE  SIDEBAND GENERATOR  ---_

LINEAF(     (HOMODYNE)    DETECTloN     SYSTEM    FOR    MICROWAVE   MEASUREMENT

Figure  9

crystal mixer.    The  mixer  is  operated linearly
and the  beat frequency fi,   I kc possibly,   is
then applied to a tuned  amplifier  and meter
such  as  a VSWR detector.    Linear  mixer  out-
put  ranges  approaching  100  db  may be  atta.ined
compared with  an equivalent  50  db  ra,nge  for
a  square  law detector.    Thus  the  sensitivity
and dyna,mic  range for  measurements  is  in-
creased by  a power  ratio  of  about  10 billion.

The  advantages  of using  the  TWT  for  this
frequency  shifting function are:

1)  low  modulated  signal out of the  input term-
inals  of the  TWT.    This  limits  the  sensit-
ivity attainable .

2)  wide frequency  coverage.    The  helix
coupled  TWT  is  useful  even beyond the

recornrnended  2:1 bandwidth.

3 )  gain is  provided  in the  weak  signal  channel.

Of the possible  alternatives,   rotating  mechanical or  ferrite pbase  shifters  and
other  types  of tubes,   no  one  device  has  all three  of the  listed adva.ntages .

General Applications

A still further type  of modulation available  with the  TWT  is  suppressed  car-
rier  modulation.    Figure  10  shows  the  required  modulations  for  t-h~e-TE6'nti-6-1  grid
a'£d helix and`the  resulting  suppressed  carrier  rf output.    In comparison with a
magic tee and  crystal balanced modulator,   in this  one  all adjustments  are  voltages
rather  than mechanical positions  and the  TWT  modulation characteristics  may
offer  a greater  degree  of  stability than balanced  microwave  crystals.

For  narrowband work,   the  noise  level due  to the  immense bandwidth of the  TWT
is  often objectionable.    The  residual noise level and the  ?ffective  dynamic  range
(noise  to  saturation level) may be  grea.tly  improved by inserting  a band pass  filter
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SUPPRESSED         CARRIER         MODULATloN

Figure  10

after  the  TWT.    Under  this  condition the  TWT
should then .be  competitive with  either  a klys-
tron or  triode  amplifier  as  far  an dynamic
range  and  gain are  concerned,  but  since  a few
different  TWT  types  can be  adapted to this  use
a,nywhere  in the  microwave  range  up  to  12  KMC,
just three  or  four  different tube  types  could do
the  job and  require  only the  addition of a  single
bandpa.ss  filter  in the  output transmission line.
The  TWT  does  have  greater  time  delay tha,nits
competitors  and often the phase  distortion has

::::t:=tc[eys:ivper.ov:±ea#¥±::trieishte°r€to£:.=]:Sdbhee±[:±
circuit  on the  outside  of a tube with excellent
internal phase  characteristics,   the phase  dis-
tortion can be  reduced  even further with  care
in  constructing the  external microwa.ve  circuit.

TWT's  ha,ve  been proven excellent  as

:;8:::y::a:n::::ds=i=sC±o;¥asvu::;V5e:r::1::I?.93:':cSpes¥a:¥:K:iecd.
As  compared with a  stabilized  reflex klystron,
in which a tube with  a relatively low  Q oscil-
1ator  cavity has  its  mean frequency  corrected

n         :¥cak hc±igrhcuQ±troeff:;:nocsec:1::::yr' t:h:oEt¥:1 i£: S±£::a£:g±£ucsafr±:yqud:::;t.Ly ±n the feed-

Many other  applications  of TWT's  are possible,   since  the fundamental  compo-
nent of any  electronic  system is  the  signal amplifier.   In the  role  of amplifier,   the
TWT  is  rapidly opening up wide  regions  of the  microwave  spectrum to  a much more
flexible  approach to  system  synthesis.

Coupled  Helix Circuits

Another  more  speculative  role for  the  TWT  lies  in the  use  of helically  coupled
circuits  on the  outside  of  the  vacuum envelope.    Figure  11  shows  a tube  with its
amplifier  circuit in place.    The  role  of the  vacuum tube  is  reduced to  an a,ctive
transmission line  in one  direction and a passive  line  in the  other  direction.    Input
and  output  couplers  may be  arranged  along the tube  at will,   attenuating  sections
are  applied to  eliminate  any return signal from output to  input  in the passive back-
Ward direction.    These  are  the usual amplifier functions  connected with  making a
stable  amplifier  tube.    Variation of the  tube  length may be  used to  adjust the  am-
plifier  delay time  which might open up  the  use  of the  tube for  fast  switching func-
tions.    External reactive  and resistive  circuit  elements  can  change the  frequency
response  as  well as  the  non-linear  characteristics  of the  active  line.   Some work
has  started along these  lines;  however,  there  is  no  estimate yet  as  to how far  or
how flexible  these  external  circuitry methods  are®

The  immediate  advantage  of external  circuitry has been that the  internal vacuum

i         :u£: ah= Sc: :]eenctroerd.ucffet°c£::±cS=]mcp±]recs:i:°fru=c.t±o¥s eoLfe ::ru::±g:n±'n aanudn±:::=f :::±=Lbaend
and  stabilizing  the  amplifier  are  now made  separate  and may be  adjusted.    This  can
mea,n a  substantial increase  in production yield.
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Figure   11

The pl'ecision machine  work  required  on
the  capsule  has  been  reduced to  a minimum.
The  coupling  helices  and the  mournting  hole  re-
quire  precision while  the  3fleost  o±-the  manid-
facturing  operations  can be  simple  fabrication
methods  like  sawcuts,   stamping,   and  rolling®
Thus  with the  versatility  a.fforded by the  wide
bandwidth which  also  reduces  the  number  of
tube  types,   in  conjunction with high yield manu-
facturing methods,   sufficient demand  may be
expected to  result  in  low.  cost-flexible  micro-
wave  amplification by the  TWT.

Conclusions

The traveling wave  tube  and other  related
distributed  circuit-electron beani interaction
tubes  have  been the  object  of  intensive  research
and invention for  nearly ten years;  however,
only  in the past year  have  tubes  of  a.  general
purpose  nature become  commercially  available.
Now it becomes  necessary to  critically  examine
the  range  of usefulness  of the  TWT.    The  use
of the broadband property will require  another

research phase  before  it  can be  judged  and  given  suitable  employment.    A broader
less .critical  role  can be  filled  by  just  a few types  of tubes  providing  narrow band
amplification and useful modulation  characteristics  through most of the  microwave
r an8e .

It  is  hoped the modulation  characteristics  and possible  applications  presented
here  may  suggest  some  useful tasks  for  the  TWT.
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AN  X-BAND   BACKWARD-WAVE   0SCII.I.AT0B*

W.   V.   Chr.1stensen**

Introduction

It  ls  possible  to  build  a  backward-wave  oscillator  with  a
number  of  different  rf  interaction  structures.     Some  examples  of
these  include  loaded  wavegulde,   interdigital  lines,  folded  lines,
helices,  and  variations  of  all  of  these.    The  one  feature  that
all  of  these  structures  have  in  commori_  is  a  spatial  perlodicity
along  the  tube  in  the  direction  in which  the  electron  beam  flows.
The  particular  choice  of  Circuit  may  depend  on  several  factors,
such  as  power  output  requir`ed,   ease  of  construction,   shape  of
tuning  curve  required,   tuning  bandwidth,  and  frequency  of  operation.

For  the  tube  under.  present  discussion,  a  single-fllar  helix
was  chosen.     In  the  X-band,   the  helix  is  of  reasonable  dimensions
and  the  techniques  of  building all  glass  helix  type  traveling-wave
tubes  were  familiar.  to  us.    The  helix  type  tube  also  leads  to  a
small  and  I.elatively  simple  tube  and  package.

Perf ormance  Re ulrements

The  single-filar  hellx  type  tube  is  capable  of  operating  over.

:a: : :h::e8#:::# =:ng:+erT€:ed;: 58::d#8q#::Jck::ng£L:£rp:g:  :#:e
most  unifor`m  region  of  power  output  in  the  X-band  \8.2  to  12.4  Kmc).
The  design  goal  for.  power  output  was  nominally  set  at  loo  mw  across
the  X-band  and  it  was  hoped  that,the  power.  output  would  not  drop
too  drastically  outside  of  this  band.

slcal  Re ulrements

To  cover  the  2:i  frequency  range,   it  is necessary  to  couple
the  rf  power  out  of  the  tube  with  a  coaxial  system.    Fortunately,
the  char.acteristic  impedance  of  the  helix  is  near  jo  ohms  and  the
coaxial  line  can  be  comected  directly  to  the  helix  with  a  VSWB
of  less  than  2:1.    With  a  coaxial  rf  output,   the  cable  can  be
placed  parallel  to  the  axis  of  the  tube  and  brought  out  of  the  end
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of  the  Capsule.     Ihls  I.equlres  the  capsule  diameter  to  be  only
large  enough  to  f it  ar.ound  the  gun  bulb  which  ls  the  largest  dia-
meter.  on  the  tube.     Ihe  outside  capsule  diameter.  could  then  be  held
to  i.01nch.

Ihe  magnetlo  field  required  to  focus  such  a  tube  ls  of  the  order
of  1000  gau8s.     Io  supply  this  value  of  field  lt  is  necessary  to
build  an  air.-cooled  solenoid.     Ihe  solenold  can  be  built  with  open
windings  in  such  a  way  that  for'ced  air  comes  in  contact  with  each
layer..     Ihls  forms  an  efficient  solenoid  cooling  schem.e.     Air  from
the  same  blower  which  cools   the  solenold  can  be  used  to  cool  the
tube  by  merely  passing  the  air  over  the  outside  of  the  capsule,   for
the  tube  elements  which  need  cooling  are  placed  ln  good  thermal
contact  with  the  capsule  itself .

Construction Iechnl
The  fields  of  the  backward-wave  mode  on  a  helix  ar.e  associated

ver.y  closely  to  the  hellx  wires  themselves.     Since  these  fields  fall
off  very  rapidly  ln  a  radial  dlrectlon away  from  the  hellx,   lt  is
necessar.y  to  have  all  of  the  lnter'actlng  electrons  in  the  beam  pass
very  close  to  the  hellx.     This  results  ln  the  requirement  for  a  hol-
low  beam  of  very  tight  dlmenslonal  tolerances  whose  thickness  and
spacing  from  the  hellx  is  only  a  few  thousandths  of  an  inch.     Io
enhance  the  backward-wave  mode,   the  hellx  is  wound  from  tape  whose
width  ls  about  four  times  its  thickness.     The  dlelectr'ic  loading  of
the  hellx  by  the  sur'r`oundlng  glass  envelope  ls  kept  low  by  support-
ing  the  hellx  ln  a  fluted  glass  envelope.     Ihus,   glass  touches  the
hellx  only  along  three  line  contacts.

The  electron  beam  ls  for.ned  ln  a  hollow  beam  gun  which  has  a
cathode   tjust   the   shape   of  t;he  beam  gr`oss-section.     The  gun  ls  a
par.allel  flow  Pierce  type.     The  cathode  is  a  Phllips  lmpregrated
cathode  which  can  easily  support  the  r.equired  cur.rent  density  of
0.6  ampere/cm2.

sical  I)escri tion
The  tube  ls  enclosed  ln  a  capsule  one  inch  in  diameter'  and

eleven  inches  long.     This  ls  shown  in  Figure  I.     A  flexible  cable
with  the  dc  leads   ls  .Drought  out  of  the  gun  end  of  the  capsule.

Backwar.d-Wave Oscillator

Fiorre  i

I,

Phe  rf  output  cable  ls
a  flexible  coax  line  with
teflon  dielectric.    The
cable  is  terminated  either
in  a  special  type  1¢  co-
axial  connector  which  has
low  residual  VSWB  up  to
14.0  Kmc  or  terminated  in
an X-band  waveguide  adapter
where  only  the  X-band  is
required.
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The  tube  fits  into  the  solenoid  which  is  i+i  x  I+i  inches  in
cross-seotlon.     the  blower  which  cools  both  the  tube  and  solenold
ls  mounted  at  one  end.  of  the  solenold  and  is  contained  wlthln  the
solenold  case.    the  overall  length  of  the  unit  including  solenold
and  blower.  is  1691nches.

Tube Per'formance
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Figure  2  shows  a  curve  of  frequency
vs.   helix  voltage.     When  plotted  on  seml-
log  coopd.inates  in  this  fashion,   the
curve  becomes  a  straight  line.     This  is
typical  of  most  backward-wave  oscillator
structures.    To  cover  the  full  7.0  to
ldr.0  Kmc  f`requency  range,   the  helix
voltage  must  var.y  from  300  to  3300  volts.
For  operation  over  Just  X-band,   the  maxi-
mum  helix  voltage  required  ls  considerably
reduced.     X-band  is  Cover.ed  by  the  voltage
range   of  dy50  to  1900  volts.

Power  Output

lhe  curve  of  power  output  vs.   fre-
quency  is   shown  in  Figure  3.     Across
the  X-ba.nd  the  power  output  ls  greater
than  14  dbm.     The  minimum  power  within
the   7.0   to   14.0  Kme   band   is   i+.0   dbm.

Spurious  Responses

The  tube  has  been  tested  for  spurious
responses  across  the  band  under  various
load  conditions.     With  a  load  having  a
VSWB  of  3:i  or  less,   no   spurious  responses
wer.e  observed  90  db  below  signal  level.
With  a  load  having  a  VSWR  greater  than
3:1,   frequency  discontinuities  were  noted
acr.oss  the  band  and  spur.ious  frequencies
suddenly  appeared  in  the  neighborhood  of
12.9  Kmc.     Thus,   for  extreme  VSWB  varia-
tions  of  the  load,   a  3  db  pad  in  series
with  the  o.utput  cable  will  insur.e  satis-
factor`y  oper.ation  even  for.  open  or  short
circuit  loads.

Eg_W_e_r._  _a_upp_1y_  a e qu I_r_em_e_n_t_a

Power.  Requirements  for  the  Tube

Figure  4  shows  a  schematic  diagram  of  the  tube,   power  supplies,
and  metering  required.     The  anode  supply  must  be  var.iable  and
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Power.  Supply

Figure  4

deliver  between  300  and  dy50  volts
at  1.0  rna.     Both  the  anode   supply
and  the  7.5  volt  ac  heater  supply
must  be  insulated  f ron  ground  f or
the  full  helix  to  cathode  voltage.
The  helix  and  collector  electrodes
ape  operated  at  ground  potential,
and  tuning  is  obtained  by  operating
the  cathode  negative  with  I.espect
to  the  helix.     The  hellx  and  col-
lector  supply  must  be  variable  f ron
300  to  3300  volts  and  capable  of
dellverlng  13  rna.

The  tube  requires  a  1000  gauss
magnetic  f ield  to  properly  focus

®

the  beam  over.  the  entire  frequency  range.     If  only  X-band  is  re-

:E:5e:iu::eF±:::, in:g:e:::e£:::dr::::I::  ;8L¥oZ€: 8:uS:i  a:S:. th:he
blower  requires  28  volts  at  2.j  amps.

Power.  Supply  Stability  and Ripple  Requirements

The  I.egulation  and  filtering  of  the  various  power  supplies  is
dependent  upon  the  fr.equency  stability  requir`ed  since  all  of  the
voltages  affect  the  f requency  in  some  way.     Figure  i   shows  the  slope

£:rt:;  £#7¥gL%u:I:e:Sa: ::::t:;nt£:  g::5=L¥:;t:fethep£:L±:rg:1:gTg:           ®
required  to  maintain  a  fixed  frequency.     For  example,   at  2000  volts
the  slope   is  i.dy  Mc/volt.     A  peak  to  peak  ripple  of  0.1%  in  hellx

I:±t%8:  Wfu::p:::u:Z  5FL£  ::I::;L£:L±£  €::8:::C¥n°€h:i:Se::t¥£:us
::Eg;cw:::a:::u:Z  ::et::g::::h:::q::::gt:::i::i::eo:|g:::  or minus

The  anode  voltage  controls  the  beam  current  which  has  a  small
effect  on  frequency.     Figure  6  shows  the  relationship  between  anode
voltage  and  this  frequency  shift.     As  the  anode  voltage  ls  increased
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the  fr.equency  decreases.     The  slope  of  this  increase  is  0.3  Mc/volt
at  the  normal  operating  current  of  12  rna.     A  peak  to  peak  ripple  of
1%  on  the  anode  voltage  will  result  in  a  fr.equency  var.iation  of
plus   or  minus  500  Kc.

The  magnetic  flux  density  of  the  solenoid  affects  the  shape
of  the  electron  beam  as  well  as  the  amount  of  intercepted  current
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on  the  various  electrodes.    Both
of  these  factor`s  affect  frequency.
Thus,   frequency  is  somewhat  a
function  of  the  cur`rent  through
the  solenold.     Figur.e  7  shows  shif t
in  fr'equency  vs.   solenoid  current.
The  slope  of  this  curve  at  the
operating  point   ls  1/+.7  Mc/amp.     A
peak  to  peak  ripple  cur.rent  in  the
solenoid  of  1%  would  lead  to  a
frequency  variation  of  plus  or.
minus   300  Kc.     The  maximum  devia-
tlon  was  9  Mc,   and  the  maximum

Shift       slope   observed  was  dyo  Mc/amp.     The

Figure  7
f ine  details  of  this  curve  will
probably  vary  from  tube  to  tube.

Futur'e  Trends

The  future  trend  in  backward-wave  oscillator  design  will  be
towar.d  .per`manent  magriet  focusing  and  lower  operating  voltages.
The  lower  operating  voltages  will  r'esult  irl  a  greater  slope  ln  the
tuning  cur've  and  thus  more  Mos/volt.     The  permanent  magnet  focus-
ing  will  eliminate  the  need  for  the  solenoid  as  well  as  the  need
for  the  blower  to  cool  it  and  the  associated  power  supplies.

Tubes  Under  Deve

frequ£:c;h:a£:::e:=  ZiEetotE?8SK:::  ;?i;rt:e¥:;°E::?^tai:  ±getQ
20  Kmc.     The  power  output  levels  of   these  tubes   range  from  50
to  500  milliwatts  in  the  lower  fr.equency  ranges,   to  10  to  lj
mllliwatts  in  the  highest  frequency  range.

BELT   /  21   /   8-15-5j
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Aft  X-BAND  TRAVEI,Ilu`G -rrfAVE  AlffLIFIEB*

L.   A.   Boberts**

Introduction

As  wideband  systems  and  broadband  measurement  techniques  have
been  developed,   the` tr.avellng-wave  tube  has  been  f ound  to  be  an
extremely  useful  component.     In  the  case  of  the  forwar.a-wave  ampll-
f ier,   its  broadband  untuned  ampllf ication  characteristics  and  fast
modulation  properties  make  many  systelns  and  techniques  possible
which  were  previously  cliff icult  or  even  impossible  to  accomplish.

One  of  the  most  widely  used  microwave  frequency  ranges  ls  the
X-band  (8.2  to  12.I+  Kmc).     Until   the  announcement   of  the  tube   to
be  described  in  this  pa.per.,   there  has  been  no  commercially  avail-
able  general  pur'pose  tr'aveling-wave  tube  amplifier  in  this  range.
The  tube  described  her.ein  provides  useful  operation  over.  an  octave
f requency  range  which  br.ackets  the  X-band.

Perf ormance  Be uirements

In  designing  this  tube,   1t  was  desired  to  use  as  much  of  the
inherent  broadband  properties  of  the  traveling-wave  tube  as  pos-
sible.     Exper.lence  ln  lower  frequency  tubes  has  shown  that  they
exhibit  their  most  uniform  characteristics  over.  a  2:i  frequency
range,   even  though  they  can  pr.ovide  useful  gain  well  outside  this
range.     The  design  goal  was  then  set  to  cover  a  2:1  frequency
range  which  centered  the  region  of  best  operation  of  the  tube  in
the  X-band.

The  design  goals  of  the  tube  wer.e  as  follows:

Frequency  Range:      7.0   to   li+.0  Kmc

Gain:     30   db  minimum  at   a
f ixed  helix  voltage

Power  Output:     10  milllwatts  minimum

Magnetic  Field:     300  to  dyoo  gauss

#   Pr.esented at  195j  Electronic  Components  Conference,
**  ±3:gtfge±:£6rg::±=::nLa.   May  26-27,   1955.

Menlo  Park,   Callformla -EN  /  22/  10-10-55



Stability:     The  tube  must  not  osoil-
late  with  the  following
condltlons  applied
a lmulataneous ly :

( 1)  Total  reflections  of  any  phase  cormected  simul-
taneously  to  the  input  and  the  output,   with  (2)  the
helix  at  any  voltage  within  200  volts  of  sy:nchronism
and  with  (3)   the  beam  current  greater  than  the  nor-
mal  operating  value.

Further,  the  lnltial  adjustments  to  set  the  tube  into  operation
must  be  simple.     There  should  be  no  mechanical  adjustments  to  the
tube  other  than  a  simple  aligrment  in  the  magnetic  f ield  to  optinlze
the  electron  beam  transmlsslon  through  the  tube.

sical  Be uir.ements

It  was  desired  to  have  a  small  convection-cooled  focusing  sole-
nold  which  would  r.equire  no  external  fans  or  blowers  to  cool  the
solenoid  or  tube.     Io  accomplish  this,   the  lnslde  hole  diameter  of
the  solenold  has  been  kept  as  small  as  possible  to  hold  solenoid
power  dlsslpation  and  temperature  rise  to  a  minlmun.     The  solenoid
inside  diameter  is  deter`mlned  by  the  diameter  of  the  capsule  ln
which  the  tube  ls  mounted.     The  capsule  size  is  in  tul.n  determined
by  the  size  of  the  gun  bulb  which  results  in  a  capsule  one  inch  ln
diameter.

With  this  restr`1ctlon  on  capsule  diameter,   the  transmlsslon
lines  to  the  tube  input  and  output  are  of  necessity  coaxial  lines.
This  ls  most  easily  accomplished  by  using  flexible  coaxial  cable.
The  cable  connector.s  required  are  type  N.     Where  operation  of  the
tube  directly  into  X-band  wavegulde  is  desired,   direct  ad.apters
from  the  cable  to  waveguide  can  be  used  ln  place  of  the  type  N
c onne c t ors .

Construction Techni

A.     General

The  helix  is  supported  ln  a  tight  fitting  thin  wall  glass
envelope.     This  envelope  also  serves  as  the  vacuum  envelope  of  the
tube.     The  rf  energy  ls  introduced  onto  and  removed  from  the  helix
of  the  tube  by  mea.ns  of  hellcal  directional  couplers  which  are
external  to  the  vacuum  envelope.     This  type  of  coupling  has  become
known  as  the  "coupled-hellx  match.W     Such  a  coupl?I  ls  a  very  wlde-
band  device  and  almost  complete  transfer  of  energy  from  outer  to
inner  helix  can  be  accomplished  over  a  2:1  frequency  range.     The
use  of  the  coupled  helix  inatch  leads  to  extremely  simple  con-
struction  of  the  tube.    Wlthln  the  vacuum  envelope  there  ls  nothing
except  the  electron  gun,   a  uniform  helix,  and  the  collector  electrode.

a.     The  Coupled  Hellx  Match

The  coupled  helix  match  is  a  co-directional  coupler.     This
means  that  the  power  flow  ln  the  lamer  and  outer  hellx  is  ln  the
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same  dlr.ectlon.     In  order  to  accomplish  this,   it  is  necessary
that  the  coupling  hellx  be  wound  in  the  opposite  sense  to  the
lmer  or  ampllfylng  helix  of  the  tube.    Further,   it  ls  necessary
that  the  phase  velocity  of  the  inner  and  outer  helix  be  matched
as  closely  as  possible  and  that  the  correct  length  of  the  coupling
hellx  be  chosen  to  give  the  best  power  transfer  characteristic
aor`oss   the  band.

The  input  and  output  coupling  helices  are  mounted  within
outer  conductors  and  the  spacing  and  the  dielectric  loading
between  hellx  and  outer  conductor  is  so  arranged  that  the  helix
has  a  50  ohm  impedance.     This  then  can  be  cormected  directly  to
the  50  ohm  coaxlal  cable  with  a  resulting  low  Vsma  transition  lf
care  is  taken  to  keep  the  resulting  discontlnultles  small.    The
VSWH  measured  in  the  coaxial  line  due  to  the  transition  to  the
coupled  helix  and  its  coupling  to  the  tube  is  nominally  no
greater  than  1.7:1.     With  care,1t  can  be  made  1.4:1  or  less.
C.   Attenuator

The  center  attenuation  on  the  tube  which  ls  necessary  to
keep  lt  from  oscillating  is  introduced  also  by  a  coupled  helix
technique.    This  section  of  helix,  which  is  also  exterml  to  the
vacuum  envelope,   is  actually  a.  1ossy  directional  coupler.  which
dissipates  the  energy  which  is  c.oupled  into  it.    The  coupled
helix  attenuator  has  several  advantages.     (1)  The  actual  appli-
catlon  of  the  attenuation  to  the  tube  does  not  take  place  until
the  constr.uctlon  and  pumping  are  complete  and  the  tube  ls  ready
for  test.    This  means  that  the  attenuator  can  be  checked  out  on
an  operating  tube.     If  the  att,enuator.  is  not  exactly  correct,
the  change  Can  be  made  simply  and  the  tube  does  not  have  to  be

:::Ei:p:::  ::c::Zee:::1:3:?ge, :; 5:u:::dc:::i:h:::e:::tl::si:a
an  extremely  wldeband  scheme.     It  can  couple  ln  loss  whloh  ls
sufficient  to  prevent  oscillation  over  the  entire  range  where
the  tube  exhibits  any  net  gain.     (3)  The  reflection  Coefficient
seen  from  the  helix  looking  into  the  attenuator  section .is  also
extremely  low.    This  pr.operty  makes  short  circuit  stability  pos-
slble  and  keeps  gain  fluctuations  due  to  regenerative  feedback
at  a  very  low  level.

D.     The  Electron  Gun

The  electron  gun  is  a  parallel  flow  Pierce  type  gun.    The
current  density  I.equired  in  the  beam  is  0.5  ampere  per  square
centimeter.     This  value  of  current  density  ~is  easily  obtained
from  a  Philips  lmpregrrated  cathode.     This  type  of  cathode  has
the  further  advantage  of  being  reliable  and  easy  to  process.

E.     General  Constpuotlon  Philosophy

To  sum  up  the  philosophy  of  the  construction  techniques  on
this  tube:     (I)  Only  the  minimum  number  of  parts  are  inside  the
vacuum  envelope  thus  making  the  tube  itself  simple  to  construct.
( 2)  All  coupling  and  loss  is  accomplished  with  components  ex±er.-
E8Lmz8etga  ¥%C8Egr:£¥fi±°E%b:°kE:E  :g:¥:tments  and  changes  can
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sical  Descri tlon

Figur.e  1  1s  a  photograph  of  the   encapsulated  tube.    The  capsule
ls  one   inch  ln  diameter  and  1'3  inches  long.     The  dc  leads  are  br'ought
into  the  capsule  through  the  gun  end  with  a  f lexible  cable  which  is

f itted  with  a  high  voltage
connector.     The  rf  cables
are  double  braided  flexible
coax  with  teflon  dielectric
(BG-142/U).     The  rf   con-
nectors  are  special  type  N
female  which  introduce  only
a  small  ref lection  up  to
|dy.0  Kmc.     The  capsule  fits
into  a  solenoid  whose  out-
side  dlmenslons  are  3-3/8"   x
3-3/8"   x  12".     This   solenold

Encapsulated  HA-4  Traveling-Wave  Tube          85°::%::  g:8s9::::o:ith

FiRTe  1
The  tube  is  operated

with  the  collector  at  gr.ound
and  connected  to  the  capsule.     The  cathode  and  anode  ar.e  operated.  nega-
tive  with  respect  to  ground.     In  this  way  there  are  no  exposed  elec-
trodes  or  leads  which  have  a  potential  with  respect  to  ground.     This
pr.events  any  hazard  to  operating  personnel.

Tube  Perf ormance

Ao      Gain  and  Power  Output

Figure  2  shows  typical  curves  of  small  signal  gain,   saturation
gain,   and  satur.ation  power  output  as  a  function  of  frequency.     These
curves  are  taken  at  a  fixed  hellx  voltage.    The  gain  meets  at  least
the  design  goal  of  30  db  over  the
The  gain  is  bet,ter  than  20  db  out
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frequency  range  of  7.0  to  12.5  Kmc.
to   ldy.O  Kmc.     The   power  output  meets
at  least  the  design  goal  of  10  d.bin
over  the   7.0  to  11.0  Kmc  range  and
drops   to   7.5   dbTn  at   12.5  Kmc.      Power
output  beyond  12.j  Kmc  has  not  been
measur-ed  because  of  lack  of  suitable
equipment.

8.     Power  Output  vs.   Power  Input

Figur.e  3   shows   curves   of  power
output  and  gain  as  a  function  of
power  input  at  a  f ixed  frequency.
The  output  curve  exhibits  the  nor-
mal  tr`aveling-wave  tube  character-
1stlc;   1e.,   the  power  output  is  a
linear  function  of  power  input
until  the  output  level  is  about
6  db  below  the  saturation  value.
Beyond  this  point  the  curve  levels
off  and  then  decreases  as  greater
I.f  power.  input  is  applied.     The
gain  curve  shows  that  the  Small
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signal  gain  remains  constant  as  a  function  of  power  input  until
the  power  output  curve  starts  to  droop.    At  the  power  input  level

a::;;:E°8d±%87t:bin::::u:hg°:::1:u:::kLt3:Lg::n ff  :£:  #£:  i:a
dr.1ven  beyond  the  maximim  power  output  point  the  gain  continues
to  decrease.

C.    Grid  characteristics

The  electron  guri  contains  a  non-intercepting  grid  electrode
which  has  a  high  control  action  on  the  gain  and  power  output  of
the  tube.     Cur'ves  of  power  output  vs.   control  grid  voltage  are
shown  in  Figure  dy.     It  is  seen  that  the  gain  and  power  output
of  the  tube  can  be  varied  over.  an  extremely  wide  range  with  the
use  of  the  grid  and.  that  the  tube  can  be  used  as  an  electronically
variable  att.enuator.    The  maximum  attenuation  that  can  be  ot)talned
amounts  to  the  cold  attenuation  of  the  tube  with  the  beam  tuned
completely  off  and  ls  approximately  80  db  net  attenuation.     The
power  output  variation  from  full  gain  value  to  maxlnun  attenuation
ls  something  over  loo  db  which  is  obtained.  merely  by  variation  of
the  control  gr.id  voltage.

The  control  grid  ls  a  low  capaoitance  electrode  that  ls
capable  of  turning  the  bean  on  and  off  with nilll-microsecond
rise  time  when  driven  from  a  low  impedance  source.     The  total
capacltance  between  the  grid  and  cathod.e  as  measured.  between
their  respective  pins  at  the  base  of  the  tube  ls  6.4  mmfd.

As  an  example,  with  a  cw  signal  applied  to  the  input  of  the
tube,   the  tube  can  be  used  as  an  rf  pulse  mod.ulator  by  applying
the  video  pulses  to  the  grid  of  the  tube.    Another  application
involves  the  use  of  the  grid  as  the  control  element  ln  the  feed-
back  loop  of  a  system  which  malntalns  a  constant  output  signal
level  from  the  tube  over  a  wide  frequency  range  independent  of
drive  level.
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D.     Voltage  Response  and  Phase  Char'acteristics

Figure  5  shows  the  variation  of  relative  gain  and  relative
output  phase  of  the  signal  as  a  function  of  helix  voltage  for  a
f lxed  fr.equency.     As  helix  voltage  is  changed  away  from  the  syn-
ohronous  voltage  value,   the  gain  decreases  in  a  parabolic  fashion.
Furthermore,   the  phase  of  the  output  signal  relative  to  the  phase
of  the  input  signal  1s  a  linear  function  of  hellx  voltage.    At
10.5  Kmc,   a  variation  of  plus  or  minus  32  volts  from  synchronism
leads  to  a  phase  change  of  plus  or  minus  180°.     The  curves  show

±838  ¥#:no#;u:u:;u:h8h:::eharf sb:::psgif ::Stbg  g:TS  or minus
The  phase  shlftlng  property  of  the  traveling  wave  tube  is

::¥1¥:i:g €:::¥i:;:r%; :a¥:r¥e:::€¥;  38:i d:::::%:d:£hemes
E.     Noise  Figure

moder:g: Se:¥::tLfa:u:::nw::£e: g:I:::::ef::¥s:1;:=re¥ i:dF:£¥e  6
1s  plotted  noise  figure  vs.   frequency  for  a  number  of  different  tubes.
Work  ls  presently  being  done  on  a  low  noise  version  of  this  tube.

F.     Miscellaneous  Characteristics

The  tubes  are  insulated  to  operate  to  an  altitude  of  50,000
feet.    Two  tubes  ln  their  respective  solenoids  spaced  within
1/2  inch  of  one  another  can  be  operated  with no  appreciable  effect
on  focuslng  or  other  tube  characteristics.

P.   D.   I,acy,   Domestication  of
sentea  at  the  7th  Region  IRE  rechaioal  Conference,   Ph6enl±,  Ai.1zona,
April  1955.       Reprinted  in  Hugging  Laboratories'   Engineering Notes,
rr_1        I        tt _        -        I--i _-       1 -, J-Vol.   1,   No.   2,   July,   1955.
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Power  Supply  Bequlrements

A.   Voltage  and  Cur.rent  Requirements

Power  supply  for.  the  tube  must  deliver  1200  volts  at  2.0  mll-
liamperes  for  the  beam  and  between  230  to  450  volts  at  no  current
for  the  anode.     The  heater  ls  7.0  volts  at  0.8  ampere.     A  6.3  volt
ver.sion  of  the  tube  will  soon  be  available.     The  power  supply  for
the  solenold  must  deliver  90  volts  at  0.66  amperes  dc.

a.     Ripple  Requirements

If  the  hellx  voltage  is  f lltered  to  give  a  peak  to  peak  ripple
of  0.|#  there  will  be  neglible  amplitude  modulation.     However,   this
amount  of  ripple  will  lead  to  some  incidental  phase  modulation  of

:¥irr£:±g#5.E#rpe8a:m€:L#:£.rL:E:ep#S;1::C#S:::u:f3?g8:¥tput
10.5  Kmc.     The  amount  of  incidental  modulation  can  be  determined
from  Figure  5.     The  tube  is  much  less  sensitive  to  ripple  on  the
anode  voltage  than  it  ls  on  the  hellx.

Although  no  exact  figures  have  been  measured  as  to  the
amount  of  amplitude  modulation  on  the  tube  as  a  function  of  mag-

¥:t±:i€:::g ::Pgi#  ±:akha:obepe::kf:ESL:ngie:: ::: ::i:%:::v::I:ent
effects  due  to  this  factor.

C.     Stablllty  of  Hellx  Voltage.

A  variation  of  helix  voltage  plus  or  minus  5  volts  from
synchronism  will  lead  to  a  change  of  the  output  of  i  db  at  11.0
Kmc.    Thus,   the  supply  should  regulate  and  hold  the  hellx  voltage
within  1  or  2  volts  in  or.der  to  avoid  observable  changes  ln  out-
put  amplitude.
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CASCADING  TRAVELING-WAVE  "BES

In  many  systems  applloatlons,   over'all  traveling-
wave  tube  character.istics  ar.e  required  which  are  impossible
to  achieve   ln  one  tube.     It  then  becomes  necessary  to  cascade
two  or  more  tubes  to  achieve  these  I.esults.     It  ls  the  goal
of  these  Engineer.ing  Notes  to  point  out  some  of  the  problems
that  will  be  encounter.ed.

This  discussion  has  been  dlvlded  into  subtoplcs
which  touch  upon  the  major  points  to  be  considered.

Bp!g9_I._  _an_a  Gain  Characterls_t±Qji

Tr.avellng-wave  amplif ier  tubes  do  not  saturate  in
the  same  manner  as  trlodes,   pentodes,   and  other  conventional
tube  types.     In  these  types  as  the  power  input  ls  increased
from  a  low  level,   the  power  output  will  f lr`st  lncr.ease  linear.ly,
then  level  off  and  reach  a  maximum  value  which  ls  practically
independent  of  addltlonal  power.  input.     This  ls  lndlcated  by
the  dashed  cur've   in  Figure  1.

The
traveling-wave  tube
will  have  similar
output  characteris-
tics  up  to  the  point
of  maximum  power   out-
put  after  which  fur'ther
power  input  will  I.e-
Suit   ln  a   decreased        powEn
Power`   output.      The           ouTpuT
power.  output  will  con-
tinue  to  decrease  with
further.   1ncr.ease   of
power  input.     Excess-
ive  power  inputs  will
result  in  further  in-
cr.easi`ng  and  deer.eas-
ing  var.iations  ln  the
power  output  which  will
never.  appr.oach  the  or-
lginal  maximum  power.
outiJut.     Refer  to  the
solid  cur.ve   in  Fig.   1.

POWER        INPUT

Comparison  of  Power  Output  Curves
of  Traveling-Wave  Tubes  and  Con-
ventional  I.ow  Fr.equency  Tubes.

_FL|_qur._e_I
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In  or.den  to  clef lne  the   slgnlflcant  power  and  gain
par.ameter.s  conslder`  the  oper.atlng  characterlstlcs  of  a  tr'avel-
wave  tube  ampllfler.  shown  ln  Figure  2.     The  power  output  and
gain  ar'e  plotted  as  a  function  of  the  power  input  at  a  f ixed
fr.equency.

R.F.     POWER      INPUT      (dbm)

Typical  Power.  and  Gain  Cur.ves   f or  a
Tr.aveling-wave  Tube.

Firme  2

The  gain  and  power'  Char.acter.1stics  are  divid.ed  into
the  unsatur.ated  or.  1lnear'  I.eglon  and  the  saturated  or  non-
llnear  region.     In  the  llnear'  region  the  power  output  is  pr'o-
por'tional  to  power.  input  and  the  gain  of  the  tube  ls  Constant
and  independent  of  power.  input  level.     The  gain  ln  this  region
is  called  the  Small  Signal  Gain.

As  the  input  level  1s   incr`eased  the  power  output  ls
no  longert  a  linear  function  of  the  power.  input  and  the  tube
passes   into  the  saturated  r.eglon.     The  power  output  deviates
further.  from  a  linear.  cur`ve  with  incr.eased  power  input  until
it  reaches  a  maximum  and  then  begins  to  decrease.     This  point
of  maximum  power  output   18  the  Saturation  Power  Output  of
the  tube.

In  passing  into  the  saturated  region  the  gain  ls  no
longer  a  constant  but  is  a  function  of  the  input level  and  d.e-
ar.eases  with  increasing  power.  input.     The  gain  at  the  point  of
saturation  ls  called  the  Satur.ation  Gain  and  ls  approximately
6  to  7  db  less  than  the  Small  Signal  Gain.
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L50        -40         -30         -20         -10            0
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Power  and  Gain  Cur.veg
of  an  RA-1  at  3.0  KMo

Flour.e  3

of  the  HA-:[F¥:a  2m::pI::e::£e:h:in::¥::e:Tdtg£:£  gfa:a:i::i:tics
frequency.     The  algebraic  difference  between  the  power  output
and  power   input  measured  in  dbm  is  eqiral  to  the  gain.     Fr'om
these  curves  the  Small  Signal  Gain,   Saturation  Gain,   and  Satura-
tion  Power  may  be  ascertained.  at  this  fr.equency.

A  continuous  plot  of  these  three  parameters  as  a
function  of  frequency  is   shown  in  Figure  4  for  the  same
tr.avellng  wave  tube.     The  individual  values  of  these  three

:::::t;:::::E:::::::;::::i::::::y:::::::i:::E:y;::::::::i:
descr.1ptive  data  sheet  for.  each  tube  type.

S

I MALL      S16NA11LCAIN(db)

6Alll    AT   WAX"UM   POI

I--11-
11MAXIMUMPOWEROUTPUT       (dbmt

I

lJEllx    VOLTAGE                a   440   V,
CATHODE CURRENT       - 3.0   ua.

11

234
FREQUENCY      (KMc/s)

Power.  and  Gain  Curves   of  an  HA-1
as  a  Function  of  Fr'equenoy.

Flour`e   4
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Noise  Considerations

In  addltlon  to  the  gain  and  power.  oharacter'1stlcs
of  the  traveling  wave  tube,   lt  ls  of  prime  importance  to  con-
sider  the  r'ole  of  INoise  Flgur.e  ln  applications  where   lt   ls
necessar.y  to  cascade  one   or`  nor.e  traveling  wave  tubes.

Ideally,  an  ampllf ier  should  amplify  only  the  sig-
nal  which  ls  applied  to  its  input  and  should  not  produce  at
its  output  any  signals  that  do  not  exist  in  the  input  signal.
In  the  practloal  case,   signals  ar.e  always  present  at  the  out-
put  which  ar.e  not  applied  to  the  input.     Ihese  spurious  signals
ape  divided  into  the  categories  of  noise  and  hun.     Since  hum
signals  ar.e  usually  a  power  supply  problem  which  can  be  ellmlna-
ted  by  proper  design,   noise  signals  will  be  taken  as  the  llmlt-
1ng  factor.  ln  our`  conslderatlon  of.  traveling  wave  tube  noise.

'Jhe  llmltlng  noise  levels   in  a   system  are  those  pro-
duced  by  the  random  fluctuations  of  the  electrons   ln  its  con-
ductor.s.     The  level  of  this  noise  power.  has  a  deflnlte  rela-
tlonshlp  to  the  system's  absolute   temperature  and  the  bandwldth
over`  which  power'  is  accepted.     thus,   it   is  often  I.eferred  to
as  ''thermal  noise."     In  a  matched  transmission  system  where
maxlmun  power.  tr.ansf'er  between  the   source  and
the  available  noise  power.  at   r`oom  temper.ature I:a£®8cfu:3,_21
watts  per  cycle  of  bandwldth.     A  more  convenient  way  to  ex-
pr.ess  this  noise   level   is  -lli+  dbm  per.  megacycle  of  bandwidth.

This  thor.mal  noise   of   the   system  may  be   considered
as  a  noise  generator.  at  the  tube  input  whose  output  is  being
ampllf led  by  the  tr.avellng  wave  tube   in  the  same  manner  and
to  the   same  degr`ee  that  the  input  signal  is  being  amplif led.
The  output  will  consist  of  both  the  amplified  input  signal
and  the  amplified  system  thermal  noise.

In  ad.dition  to  the   system  thermal  noise,   there  is  an
additional  contrlbutlon  of  noise  ln  the  output  of  the  tube
that   is  associated  with  the  traveling-wave  tube  itself.    Whereas
the  thermal  noise  enters  the  amplifying  portion  of  the  tube  by
way  of  the   input  coupler.,   the  tube  noise  enter.s  the  ampllfylng
por`tlon  of  the   tube  by  way  of  the  electron  beam.     An  electron
beam  has  noise  Components  that  are  propagated  along  it  and  are
amplif led  ln  the   same  manner`  that  the   system  ther.mal  noise   is
ampllfled.

The  measur'e  of  the  contribution  of  noise  by  the  tube
alone   is  known  as  the  Noise  Figur.e  and  represents  the  power
I.atio  of  the  Signal  to  Noise  r.atio  at  the  input  to  the  Signal
to  Noise  ratio  at  the  output  (usually  expressed  ln  d.b).     This
noise  contr`1bution  can  be  considered  as  an  equivalent  noise
goner.atop  at  the  input  of  the  tube  with  the  tube  itself  being
a  perfect  amplifier  and  introducing  no  noise.

Flgur.e  5  ls  an  equivalent  I.epresentation  of  these
signal  and  noise  components  as  they  would  exist  at  the  input
of  a  tr.aveling  wave  tube  amplif ier.
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THEnMAL   NoisE
GENERATOR

(-H4  dbm/Wc.    of   DANDWIDTH   )

a

An  Equivalent  Repr.esentation  of  Noise  Sources   ln  a  System
Containing  a  lravellng-Wave  Tube.

Flmre  5

The  magnitude  of  the  noise  is  greater`  than  the  thermal
noise  level  by  the  Noise  Flgur.e  of  the  tube.     For.  example,   if
the  tube  has  a  Noise  Figure  of  20  db,   this  number  is  add.ed  to
the  ther'mal  noise  level  of  -lldy  dbm  per  megacycle  of  bandwldth  to
-94  dbm  per  megacycle  of  bandwidth.     The  total  noise  power  at  the
input  ls  pr.edomlnantly  from  this  generator..     (Ihls  will  be  tr.ue
until  tube  noise  f lgures  ar.e  I.educed  to  a  few  db  at  which  time
the  thermal  noise  generator.  contribution  will  begin  to  be  appr.e-
ciable  with  respect  to  tube  noise.)     Further',   suppose  that  some-

#::ef :=t::ew£¥:Ee¥sf:5L:gL£Ed:hie?=PL::i:=ft:::L#:::) is  a o¥:d-
±8  a%?e£E::t:¥e:h:nL2o¥CLham::WLfi:  :::s:Sg:n::::::  :€  :£e( :L%;

;:£::  i:v:±egti#ed€:£e  ::t5Lh:  ±:b:58aE%m:S  30  dbi   the  noise
Another  way  of  representing  these  van,ious  signal  and

3::::  :a:::::8::s¥:::dopeti: £:%:  ::e¥h8#P¥ic;:lfr:n6?he
The  orlgln  ls  taken  as  -114  dbm/mc  for  convenience.

The  thermal  noise  of  the  system  ls  determined  by  accounting
f or  the  bandwldth  of  the  f ollowlng  system.     The  equivalent  noise

£:¥::  ::£:E  i :ntE%mfu€;eLfo:::ef[#:g :¥  ::gL¥gb:°t ±#ed:r:r¥:om
the  power.  characterlstlc  curve  the  output  noise  power  level  1s
deter.mined.

The  dynamic  range  of  the  tube  ls  limited  on  the  low
power  end  to  the  signal  level  which  ls  Just  equal  to  the
equivalent  noise  input  level.     It  ls  limited  on  the  high  power
end  by  the  signal  level  whloh  Just  dr.1ves  the  tube  to  saturation.
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The  dynamic  range  (in  db)   is  then  equal  to  the  difference
in  these  two  power  levels.

OUTPUT

dE+#i!
|EVEL

Combined  Plot  of  Noise  and  Power  Characterlstlcs

Flqure  6

Sensitivity

One   common  measur'e   of   sensltlvity   is  known  as
Tangential  Sensitivity.     It  ls  the  input  signal  power
which  is  Just  equal  to  the  total  equivalent  input  noise
power  of  the   system.     This  definition  is  demonstr.abed  ln
Flgur`e  7  for.  an  oscllloscope  display  of  the  detected  out-
put  of  a  pulsed  signal.     Signal  power  input   is  read  when
the  bottom  of  the  noise  with  the  pulse  on  is  tangential
to  the  top  of  the  noise  with  the  pulse  off .     The  noise
level  which  is  seen  in  such  a  display  is  a  funotlon  of  the
bandwidth  of  the  system  as  well  as  its  noise  f igure.     Video
as  well  as  r-f  bandwldth  must  be  taken  into  account.     If
a   squar`e  law  detector  is  between  the  r-f  and  video  por.tions
of  the  system,   then  the  calculation  of  equivalent  bandwidth
must  be  modif led  to  account  for  this.     For  example,   if  the

±5E5t::8w:::  i;Ed¥£d#tah::gp::#:  :qiuac7ea:awt%:t:::::  is
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TAN6ENTIAL   SENSITIVITY

Representation  of  Tangential  Sensitivity.

Eiqure  _7_

:::§g::::::::::i;::g::::i:::iife±;i:sL::::;%:Et:::d:::w:;h
2  accounts  for.  the  square  law  detector's  effect  upon  the  noise.

Some  systems  may  be  able  to  handle  signals  at  levels
below  tangential  and  other.s  may  require  signals  much  greater
than  tangential.     However,   this  criterion  does  establish  a
common  measur.e   of   system   sensitivity.

There  are  two  obvious  ways  to  increase  sensltlvity.
One  method  would  be   to  employ  a   low-noise  traveling  wave  tube
ampllfler.     In  any  chain  of  ampllflers,   1t  ls  the  input  ampllfieri
that  determines  the  noise  f igure  of  the  complete  chain  provided
it  has  sufficient  gain  so  that  its  noise  overrides  that  of  sub-
sequent  stages.     It  is  for'  this  reason  that  great  care  ls  taken
in  the  clrcult  adjustment  and  noise  figure  of  any  r-f  input  stage.
Thor.efore,  any  decrease  ln  noise  f.igure  of  the  lndlvidual  input
tube  will  directly  improve  the  sensitivity  of  the  complete  system.
Figure   8  shows  the  noise  figure  for  the  HA-11  ( 10  mw,   2-4  KMc
amplifier)  which  is  essentially  an  HA-i  with  a  low-noise  gun
replacing  the  standard  gun.    This  low-noise  gun  design  results
in  an  impr.ovement  of  appr.oximately  10  db  in  noise  figur.e.

..`,_`.\ I-
34

FnEQUENcy       (KMc/s)

Noise  Figure  of  an  HA-ll  as  a  Furotion
of  Frequency.

Flfflre  8
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Another  way  to  increase  the  sensitivity  would  be  to
decrease  the  overall  system  bandwldth.     Increased  sensltivlty
may  be  I.eallzed  with  ever  decreasing  bandwldth  until  a  point
ls  realized  where  the  bandwid.th  becomes  so  narr'ow  that  it  will
not  pass  the  spectr.un  that  is  necessary  to  accomoaate  the
expected  signal.

The  noise  figure  of  the  tube  and  band.width  of  the
system  are  two  lndepend.ent  varlables  contr.1butlng  to  the  sen-
sltlvlty  of  the  System  and  a  Change  ln  one  of  tnese  var.iables
does  not  affect  the  other.    In  conclusion,   lt  should  be  noted
that  any  loss  ln  the  I-f  clrcult  before  the  input  coupler  to
the  traveling  wave  tube  amplifier  represents  a  decrease  ln
sensltlvlty  and  must  be  included  as  an  additional  factor  to
be  considered  with  the  ther.mal  noise  and  the  noise  f lgure  of
the  tube.    This  input  loss,   in  db,  must  be  subtracted  directly
from  the  sensitivity  of  the  system.

E±1thiter   Chara_cteri_sti_Q__s_

In  some  mlcr.owave  applications  lt  ls  desirable  to
have  a  device  which  will  give  a  constant  power  output  over.  a
ver.y  large  dynanlc  I.ange  of  power  inputs.     One  method  of
aohlevlng  this  involves  the  utlllzatlon  of  the  saturation
curves  of  two  dlsslmilar  traveling  wave  tube  amplifiers.     In
this  appllcatlon  the  two  satur.atlon  curves  ar.e  combined  so
as  to  keep  the  output  tube  ln  a  state  of  saturation  for  a
large  range  of  input  power  levels  of  the  first  tube.     This
can  best  be  illustrated  by  consld.ering  a  nuner.1cal  example  of
this  prlnclple  applied  to  two  of  our.  standard  tubes.

For  example,   oonslder  the  saturation  curves  of t;wo
of  the  a-Band  production  type  tubes.     the  HA-1  1s  a  10  mllll-
watt  anpllfler.  tube  and  the  HA-2  ls  a  i  watt  amplifier  tube.I  .  I             ,   __   _  i  _   a       I  -_
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These  curves  ar.e  illustrated  ln
Figure  3  and  Figure  9  respectively.
Assume  that  the  speclf icatlon  calls
f or  a  constant  power  output  of  I  watt
±'1-i/2  db  at  3  KMc.     This  output
is  t;o  be  constant  over  as  large  a
range  of  inputs  as  can  be  ea8lly
achieved.     It  ls  seen  from  Figure
9  that  lf  the  power  inputs  were  on
the   order  of  -2   d.bin  to  +13   d.bin  that
the  requirement  would  be  met  with
this   single  tube.     However,   suppose
the  requirement  her.e  Calls  for  a
wider.  dynamic  range  encompassing
a  lower  level  of  power  inputs.

Examining  the  HA-2  sat-
uration  cur.ve  further,   we  note  that
the  input  power  of +13  dbm  results
ln  28.5  dbm  power  output  and  that

-_-20                  -10                      0                   +10

POWER     INPUT      (dbm)

Power  and  Gain  Character.-
istics  of  an  HA-2  at  3.0
KMc.

F1"r.e  9
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any  further  dr.ive  would.  tend
to  give  less  power  than  the
specifications  call  for..     It
ls  then  desirable  to  have  a
second  traveling  wave  tube
that  will  satur.ate  at +13  dbm
at  this   fr.equency®     Such  a
condition  ls  met  by  operating
the  HA-i  amplif ier.  tube  at;
about  one-half  its  r.ated.  beam
power.     This  saturation  curve
is   shown  in  Figure  10.

These   two  cur.ves
are  combined  ln  Figure  11
with  the  power.  output  scale
of  the  HA-1   superimposed.  on
the  power.  input  scale  of  the
HA-2.     The  HA-2  has   its   beam
power  adjusted  to  give  a  sat-
ur'ated  power  output   of  31o5

\/
llEllx    VOLTAGE              =445   V.
CATHODE    CunnENT     -    I.7   Ma.11

-40               -30               -20               -10                  0     +5
POWER     INPUT     (dbm)

Power  Characteristic  of  an
HA-1  at  i/2  Rated  Beam  Power.
at   3   KMc.

Fioure  10

a

dbm  at  the  required  fr.equency  of  3  KMc®     It  is   seen  that  when
the  28.i  dbm  points  of  the  HA-2  are  projected  on  to  the  satura-
tion  curve  of  the  HA-i  that  the  dynamic  range  over.  which  these
power  output  conditions  will  be  met   ls  -39  tc) +5   dbm.     The   in-
put  power  can  vary  over.  a  range  of  25,000  to  i  and  the  power
output  will  vary  only  over  a  2:i  ratio.

The  power.  output  for  any  particular  power  input  is
obtained  by  pr.ojecting  these  individual  saturation  curves  to
form  a  power  output  curve  as  a  function  of  power.  input.     As  an
example,   consider  any  ar.bitrary  input  as  Point  A  and  project
it  as  shown.     Point  by  point  projections  I.esult  in  the  complete
power.  output  curve.

This  d.egr.ee  of  limiting  may  be  extended  by  the  add.i-
tlon  of  a  second  HA-1  which  Could  result   in  a  power  output
var.iation  of  30  dbm ±1/4  d.b  for.  62   dynamic  power  input  range.
Compar.able  limiting  may  be  achieved  with  only  two  tubes  where
they  are  especially  designed  for  this  type  of  operation®
Depending  upon  the  requir.ed  power  output,   this  tube  combina-
tion  could  entail  2  HA-2's,   2  HA-l's  or  one   of  each.     Limiting
Can  be  done   ln  other  band.s  with  other  tube  types.

Although  this  discussion  has  been  concerned  with  a
single  frequency,   tubes  can  be  made  which  have  flat  gain  vs
fr.equency  characteristics  and  wide  band  limiting  is  possible.

_Cascaded  _A_npl_if len  _Cl?gr'acte_I_1stl_c_s

In  many  applications  lt  ls  desirable  to  obtain
nor.e  ampllf lcatlon  and  power  output  than  can  be  achieved
with  one  tube.     It  ls  then  necessar`y  to  cascade  two  or  more
traveling  wave  tubes  to  achieve  this  added  performance®     The
factors  to  consider'  are  the  noise  f igures  of  the  individual
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Projection  of  Power  Curves  of
Cascaded  HA-i  and  HA-2   to  Ob-
tain I,imiting  Char.acteristic.

E-1±

tubes  and  saturation  character.istics  and  how  these  parameters
are  interrelated  when  they  are  superimposed  on  each  other  as
they  were   ln  Figur.e   11.

Ihe  problem  ls  twofold.     Ihe  noise  of  the  input  tube
may  saturate  the  output;  tube  resulting  ln  an  unusable  display
or  output.     Ihe  signal  power  output  level  of  the  input  tube  may
saturate  the  output  tube  I.esultlng  ln  a  very  small  or  llmlted
linear.  dynamic   input  I.ange.     Both  of  these  conditions  are  il-
lustrated  in  the  following  numer.ical  example  whloh  will  bring
out  most  of  the  pr.oblems  that  must  be  solved  ln  this  type  of
operation.
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Assume  that  lt  ls  necessary  to  aohleve  a  40  db

linear  dynamic  input  range  with  a  gain  of  55  db  at  3  KMc.
Assure  further'  that  the  system  bandwldth  is  to  be  equal  to
the  bgindwid.th  of  the  tube.     This  amount  of  gain  is  not  usually
possible  with  a  single  tube  so  it  becomes  necessary  to  cascade
two  tubes.     The  first  solution  may  appear`  to  cascad,e  two  HA-1's
slnce  lndlvldually  they  will  both  have  a  snail  signal  gain  ln
eHoess  of  30  d.b  which  should  easily  meet  our  I.equirements  with
a  total  gain  of  over  60  db.

Projection  of  Power  Curves  of  lwo  Cascaded  HA-1's.

ELqu_I_e_J£

In  Figure  12   the  power  curves  of  two  HA-1's  are
superimposed  ln  the   same  marmer  that  was  followed  previously
in  Figure  11.     The  noise  f igur.e  considerations  are  also  in-
cluded  wherein  a  noise  figur.e  of  26  db  is  assured  as  well  as
an  effeotlve  3   db  noise  bandwidth  of  1  KMc.

has  fa iiedE::mE£:t:::n::. FLF¥TeT±:  I:X::±Sdkhaa:i:h±:p::L¥:i:g

#et#:q£±::i EEb:b:S  f8+yTa:  gEutL€:I::i  :::s:a:::e:h::5u:for
n58  dbm  at  the  input  of  the  f lrst  tube  when  ampllf led  by
duo  db  to  -18  at  the  output  of  the  f lrst  tube  will  drive  the
Second  tube  to  saturation.     This  results  ln  16  dbm  of  noise
at  the  output  of  the  second  tube  with  a  corresponding  zer.o
linear  dynamlo  range.     Any  increase  ln  input  power  will  d.five
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the  second  tube  further  int;o  saturation.     Such  a  combination  may
not  even  wor.k  well  as  a  noise  sour.ce  since  it  is  operating  ln  a
saturated  condition  with  the  resulting  clipping  of  the  noise  peaks.   -

The  t`wo  factors  that  made  this  Combination  fail  were
the  noise  figure  of  the  fir.st  t;ube  which  limfited  the  d.ynamic  input
I.ange  and  the  power  handling  capabilities  of  the'  second  tube  which
allowed  it  to  be  immediately  saturated  by  the  f irst  tube.

OUTPUT  ( dbm)  SECOND TUBE   HA-2
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Projection  of  Power  Curves
of  a  Cascaded  HA-11  and  an
HA -2 .

Fi"re  13
Consider  the  combination  of  a  low-noise  HA-1l  followed

by  a  medium  power  HA-2  as   superimposed   in  Figure   13.     The  HA-11
has  a  noise  figure  of  at  most  13  db  across  the  2.0  to  4.0  KMc
band.     The  HA-2  has  a  noise  figur`e  of  at  most  25   db  over  this
fr.equenoy  band  and  has  the   same  i  KMc  effective  noise  bandwidth.
This  places  the  equivalent  noise  poweri  input  at  -69  dbm  for  the
HA-11  and  -j9  d.bin  for  the  HA-2.

Inherently  the  HA-11  has  a  linear  dynamic  range  of
44  db  (69-2j).     However,   when  oper.abed  dlr.ectly  into  the  HA-2,
the  over.all  dynamic  range  of  the  cascaded  pair.  1s  only  27  db
(69-4J2)   because  the  HA-2   is  driven  into  its  saturation  region

::nf  gBm6;nEEt(. 69:g;. °V::a::d8:L¥of:£t:¥:St±:in:::gt:±¥e%hamLc
linear.  input  range,   both  tubes  must  be  made  to  saturate
simultaneously.

Since  the  69  db  gain  is  not  requir.ed  a  nor.e  reasonable
solution  is  to  put  an  attenuator  between  the  first  and  second.
tube  ln  order  to  keep  }he  f irst  tube  from  satur.ating  the  second
tube  at  low  input  levels  as  lt  did  ln  Figure  13.     The  padded  com-
bination  is  shown  on  the  same  figur`e  wher.e  the  superimposed  f lrst

EN  /  40  /  5-1-56
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tube  output  and  t;he  second  tube  input  power`  levels  have  been
moved  in  respect  to  each  other  by  the  amount  of  the  pad.     This
is  shown  by  the  dotted  oblique  lines  between  the  fir.st  tube's
output  and.  the  second  tube's  input.     The  value  of  this  padded
attenuation  between  the  two  tubes  is  the  difference  between  the

::;::a:e::::::goT:p:t|::e::eo:t:::  ::b:ht+:3cgEE) t::g (t:2 ::gt:st
This  gives  lj  db  as  the  value  f'or  this  pad.

The  final  overall  Characteristics  are  a  W  db  (69-25)
linear  dynamic  range  and  a  small  signal  gain  of  53  db  (69-16).
This  closely  approximates  our  original  goals®

As  these  two  input-output  ord.inates  were  effectively
shifted  in  respect  to  each  other  in  Figur.e  13  by  the  interstage

I:p:g ::dth:tH£¥:¥Lga::  #::a:ntFitd:h(e58:E;Ya:;n:a=:i:: £:¥E:n
the  noise  region  of  the  second  tube.     If  this  had  occurred,   the
limiting  sensitivity  of  the  system  would  have  been  determined
by  the  noise  figure  of  the  second  tube  and  not  the  noise  f igure
of  the  first  tube.

One  other  method  of  operating  the  tubes  which  was  not
worked  out  in  this  example  would  be  to  operate  the  HA-11  at  I.e-
duoed  beam  power'  so  that  it  would  have  saturated.  simultaneously
with  the  HA-2.     Operating  in  this  fashion,   the  dynamic  range  of
the  HA-11  (and  thus  of  the  overall  combination)  would.  have  been
I.ed.uced  because  noise  f lgure  does  not  improve  in  proportion  to

::g:::::: :;  ::i;I:t::n2P3:e:SOE:::t;un::n:a(c::a:o:::e:igT:e
decreased.

--  a.  A.   Huggins
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MOJ)ULATION   0F   TRAVELING   WAVE   TUBESPHASE

Although  the  traveling  wave  tube  ls  best  knowri  and  utilized
for  its  bl.oadband  characterlBtic8,  it  hag  many  narrow  band  char-
aoterlstlcs  that  are  equally  important.     One  of  the  more  import-
ant  narrow band  oharaoteri8tioB  is  its  usefulness  as  a  device  to

€:1::  f:::::¥%¥tExe]J::::1::€::?#°nvih:: ¥£:tc::I::¥e:::::a::::fred
'v+aveforms  ar-e  applied,   this  can  result  ln  a  single   Bide-band  modu-
latlon  characterl8tlc  which  may  be  used.  In  aoppler  slmulators,.:%¥::e:£  F¥:a:e£:rfu:::::€{vg°g3S¥¥:a€¥3::T8,   and  s[n[Lar  fr,equency

This  dlscusslon  will  be  confined  t;o  the  use  made  of  the
phase  shift  proper'tles  of  a  traveling  wave  tube  which  result  from
a  varlatlon  of  the  hellx  voltage.     This   ls  the  mos.|   satisfactory

r+         ¥:t:a:f€:ro;bzaoTL.:::Ea::i:rpg:p::t:~£:fts:#L::  #et:n:gy°€:a:d%€E::
tube  or  clrcult  parameters  that  affect  the  electron  beam  conf lgura-
tlon  will  also  to  Bone  degr.ee  affect  the  phase  relatlonshlp  between
the  ln|)ut  and.  output  slc>mals.     These   include  such  things  as  posltlon
and  magnitude  of  the  magnetic  field.   cathode  current.   as  well  as
the  macmltude  of  the  input  signal  lf  the  tut)e  ls  being  driven  into
the  saturation  region.     Phase  modulation  due  to  these   secondary
causes  will  be  the  subject  of  a  later  Englneerlng  Note.

Serr.ody]]e  Or  Single  Side-_B_and  Modulat|qn

EBed:€:=.±=gd°£ya t£:¥%:b!:: € ±%g  :¥r:#8hpfy:I:::i :gff¥#:a#::
of  the  hellx  and  the  electron  beam.    Normally,   the  hellx  voltage
ls  adjusted  so  that  the  electron  veloolty  of  the  beam  and  the  wave
velocity  on  the  hellx  are  essentially  equal.    Varying  the  hellx
voltage  and.  thus  the  cor`respondlng  electron  velocity  will  perturb
the  velocity  of  electromagnetic  waves  on  the  hellx.     The  velocity

-`

'The  Serrodyne  Frequency
Pr-oceedlngs  of  thai.R.E,  February  1957.

rming ,Baymond  a. I-r-anslator'',
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changes  tend  to  advance  or  retard  the  phase  of  the  output
[^  gigrml  with  respect  to  the  phase  of  the  input  signal.

/

Consider.  Fig.   i..    The  phase  delay  or  advance   ls  plotted
as  a  function  of  the  hellx  voltage  for  the  RA-i  at  a  f ixed  fr.e-
a.uency  of  3.0  kmc.     An  18  volt  modulating  Voltaire  when  a3)I)lied
symmetrically  about  the  synchr.onous  value  of  hellx  voltage  will-tL£508h:rpaha.=eri393:a:rpia:er%g::::ionT¥::mm:a:f:::gL:::tell:fa:e:o

relative  phase  shift  at  the  synchronous  voltage  condltlon.

voltage ,  :::::aE€ag8,::  :::eg:1:::gL:e:Lg;a:]`;¥#:,::n:  ;fn:i::i;
1ncr'easlng  voltage  ag  a  function  of  time.     For  example,let,  the
voltage  wave form  begin  at  a  voltage  correspoiidlng  to  -7r.
Then  ag  voltage   increases,   the  phase  will  soon  reach  the  va=lue   +iT.

A  phase   of   +7r  ctR  -7r.means   exactly  the   Same   thing,
therefore  the  voltage  can  be  instantaneously  changed  back  to  its
starting  value,   the  output  phase  will  be  unchanged  and  wave for.in
can  be  repeated.     This  wave form  ls  simply  a  linear  sawtooth  volt-
age  with  lnflnltely  rapid  flyback  time.     At  t,he  output  of  the  tube
lt  appears  that  phase  ls  lncreaslng  lndeflnltely  with  time  at  a

constant  value  of  d¢/dt
This  means  that  the  in-

R£|ArlvE
PHASE    0®

415 V    ,,nc.

H[LIX    VOLTAGE   ~
43a

Phase  Shift  vs  Hellx  Voltage
f or RA-I ",

Flame  1

nEiiiEI

®o
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put  frequency  ls  shifted
by  an  amount  equal  to  d¢/dt
since  time  rate  of  change
of  phase   ls  equal  to  fr.e-
quency  shift.

A   sawtooth  voltage
whloh  swings   symmetrically
about   t;he   synchr.onous
hellx  voltage  ls  usu-
al_1y  used  ln  applications
wher'e  these  Phase   shift
characterlst-1cs  ar.e   r`e-
a.ulred.     This   is   some-
what  analogous  to  allow-
1ng  the   second  hand  of  a
clock   to  complete  59
seconds  crf  the  minute
and  then  quickly  turn-
1ng  it  backwards  ln
the  last  second  to  its
lnltial  starting  place
after  which  the  process
repeats  itself .    The
apparent  result  is  a
continuous  advancement
ln  phase  wherein  the



algobralo  Bumatlon  of  the  revolutlonB  n®vor  oxoeedB  one  revo-

:B:::n;hi:£33¥:[€::i:€:o:n::83TEgai:1:£:io::::h3:'tfge8#3B:nouB
voltage  and  would  be  at  the  half  minute  point  glnoe  both  of .
thego  varlatlonB  are  a   ± varlatlon  about  a  Center  of  ref©renoe.
ThlB  repetitive  8awtoot.h  voltage  type  o.f  modulation  whoI`e  the

gra8fai3 :gTEEffgi:g 3S°:h8e:rI:±£:Eef%iEgn:;8£±:£o ±£  :±¥::iginai
frequency  18  Bhlfted.  elthar  higher  or.  lower  by  the  value  of  the
repetltlon  rate  of  the  sawtooth  voltage.

OscllLOSCOPE     PRESENTATION
OF

DlfF[RE.c[   mE®uEwcy-
EiH

Phase  Modulation  Tlme  Reference  I)1agram

Flour.a   2
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A  negative  Slope  on  the  modulating  voltage  results  ln  a
decrease  ln  fpequenoy  output  as  Compared  with  the  orlglnal  input

1  frequency;  a  posltlve  g19pe  on  the  nod.ulatlhg  voltage  results
.  `   1n  an  lnorease  ln  frequency  output  aB  compared  with  the  orlglnal

input  frequency.
For  example,  a  peak-to-peak  sawtooth  voltage  of  18  volts

with  a  one   Beoond  period  superimposed  on  the  a.a.   voltage  applied
to  the  hellx  of  an  RA-1  tr.avellng  wave  tube  will  result  ln  an

£¥t3¥8oS;8rra:e8::a?edT£:a?h%£:g:€5u€e:!e£:it;I:E.:ei:;uEsS:ff:ted
by  one  cycle  per  B8cond,   or'  one  cycle  per  sawtooth  period.     Like-

#:::  i: 5#;f€::qg6e88yp:f #£OOS3w::O:h8::O:£:Oc::::a:gfd:£Pf: a
frequency  shift  of  one  Cycle  every  i/1000  of  a  second  or  1000
oyole8  per  second  which  again  ls  equal  to  the  s8wtooth  frequency.

Flcqur'e  2  gives  a  composite  picture  of  this  action  wherein  a
sawtooth  voltage  of  period  t  with  a  flyback  time  of At  ls  applied
t,a  the  c-drve  of  Figure  I.     In  this  flgrre  we  have  taHen  some
llbertles  with  our  111-ustrative  projections  in  that  the  sine-
wave  gti,own  ls  an  oscllloscope  presentation  of  the  differ.ence
frequency  between  the   input  and  output  fr'ea.uencles.     This  oscll-
1oscope  preseritatlon  will  be  explained  below  and  ls  included
here  for  clar'lty  and  fur.then  reference.

The  linear  sawtooth  voltage  input  I.esults  ln  a  linear  ln-
creasing  or  decreasing  phase  output  as   shown.     I)lreotly  below

n    :¥8gn::W£%3:a £8:¥E  ¥:`L:%S:i£:d-P*t€Eg  E£3uS±:£3r:::Su€r:3u£:Eg
w.ere  mixed.     The   dif l'erenc8   frequency   ls  made  up  of   two  com-
ponents.     The  predominate  frequency  ccri£`ponent   ls  equal  to  1/t
and  this  side  band  contains  practlca.lly  all  of  the  available

:;:;rg°%::;  a:::n:t¥!;b:gf q¥:£:?  °8Er;::eE€  ±S  :q=::ht%i=£%E  ;:g-
quency  little  energy  ls  expended  during  lt8  cycle  and  lt  repre-
sents  only  a   Small  ener.gy  component  of  the  total   signal  spectrum.

In  operating  one  of  these  phase-modnlation  frequency-
shift;  Systems.   1t  ls  very  lnpor.tant  to  obtain  the  dlffere.nco
fr.equency  shciwn  above  and  use   lt  as  a  means  of  monltorlng  the
overall  system  per.formance.     The  resulting  slnewave  may  then  be
used  as  a  crlterla  ln 8ettlng  up  the  various  voltages  r'equlred
to  obtain  the  optlmun  modulatlori  condltlons.     A  glmple  method
of  sett,lug  up  and  observing  this  phenomena  ls  Shown  ln  Figure  3.

E:::¥t:a:±¥ia€::8s:°£:±B±:r°€h:  8fg€:i8fffgft£: vP:£¥[g:ngh3
input  to  the  traveling  wave  tube.    The  relative  magnitudes  of
the  two  signals  that  are  fed  into  the  crystal  mixer  ar.e  pro-
portlon8d  so  as  to  insure  linear  mlxlng.    The  orlglnal  frequency
presents  a  power  level  of  0  dbm  which  18  sufflclent  to  ensure
linear  mlxlng  while  the  shlf tea  frequency  from  the  traveling  wave•  tube  has  an  input  to  the  mixer  of  -30  dbm.

f+
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A
Block  Dlagr.am  of  measuring  Equipment

Flrmr'e   1

s Lott:3rL:::P::: 1:¥e:n:s e:£: ::x:¥e:aE:£nbet#t:r¥£:a:x:1:a.
tlon  of  the  mixed  signal  at  any  arbitrary  phase  by  novlng  the
probe  po81tlon.    Ihe  hellx  of  the  traveling  wave  tube  ls  modu-
lated  with  a  sawtooth  voltage  and  the  output  ls  fed  to  the
other.  end  of  the  Blotted  line  where  it  mlxeB  with  the  unaltered
orlglnal  input  glgnal.    The  resulting  a.1fferenoe  frequency  1g
ampllfled  and  displayed  on  an  osclllo8oope  or  applied  to .the
dlstQr`tlon  meaBurlng  equipment.

The  oorreot  value  of  voltage  Bwlng  and  ltB  Center  or
average  value  may be  determined  by  either  obBervlng  the  best
81newave  on  the  osolllo8oope  or  by  Betting  the  ByBten  up  for
mlnlmun  harmonlc  dlstortlon.    The  ddjustments  oonsls€  of  de-
te}:.mlnlng  the  nagnlt;ude  of  the  sawtooth  voltage  and  ad.|ustlng
the  heltr  voltage  so  that  the  moduhatlng  voltage  swings  about
the-sy'nohronous  voltage.    A  thlr.d  adjustment  that  may  not  be

EN  /   LJ6   /  3-I-fit
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available  due  to  system  conBlderatlons  18  to  adjust  the  pick
off  point  on  the  Blotted.  line  for  an  optlnum  phase  relation-
Ship  of  the  flyback  tine.    IhlB  ls  due  to  the  fact  that  the
mixer  ls  usually  fixed.1n  posltlon  ln  the  r.f.   olrcult  of  a
nomal  system.     Even  lf  the  mixer  Could  be  moved.  for  optlmun
oonaltlons  lt  would  be  at  the  oorreot  posltlon  for  only  8eleoted
frequenoles  aoposs  any  oper`atlng  band.

Imrdopt_a_1  A_nplltude  Ho¢ula_tlon  and  _PhaEe  I)_1stQr_t_1_ep

Slnoe  dlstortlon  nay  greatly  affect  the  operation  of  the
system  ln  which  these  signals  are  to  be  used.,   1t  ls  appropriate
to  oonslder  the  types  of  dlgtortlon,  their  causes,   and  how  they
may  be  remedied.

+     TIWE

Amplitude  Modulation  D6rlved  from  Voltage
Modulating  the  Helix

Flmre  4
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One  may  think  of  spurious   Blgnal8   1n  the  output  of  the
tube  as  dlstor`tlon.    This  results  f I.om  the  fact  that  the  un-
Wanted  frequencleg  are  harmonloally  related  to  the  frequency

;;;€:!A:i:a§%:::i£%b;¥{:a:3::%::::¥::ig::e#:m€:::fo:f[;a3:;+%%!i!rby

¥tFm;i::;1::g:i::¥lf:E::in¥:iE::-::::;;:n:i:i::;::ig::::::i:I
be  determined  simply  by  making  a  harmonlc  dlstortlon  measure-
ment.

-,,- __ _

the   phase   change  was   a  linear  Iunuui.uLi   u+    u.._   ___
Change.     Ihls   ls  only  approximately  true   slnoe  the  phase

i::::::-:-:-.::1::-:-:::-:i:::-::-:::::_:--::-:::=-_-:::-_-i::--:::--:-:_::-::==:::i:-:::::-:_:---::_-,:.:--i::jj::i_::::-::-:--:-::-::.::I:-:-

3£iE€eiF=Eet3eha::]±=:g±;ag%or[%L5£8%fc¥h:8:£%rtr%n3uITSE:±|±n
Voltagea     Assuming  a  perfect  sawtooth  voltage  the  811ght  re-
malnlng  Curvature  ln  the  phase  characterlstlc  would  result
ln  a  harmonlo  dlstortlon  of  2  to  3  percent  lf  there  were  no
other. sources  of  distor.tion.

ConBlder  the  dl8tortlon  that  may  be  attributed  to  not
operating  the  modulating  voltage  about  the  oorreot  hellx
voltage.    Figure  tr  repre8ent8  two  operating  condltlonB  where
the  modulation  voltage  ls  center.ed  on  the  correct  hellx  volt-
age  and  on  an  lnc,orrect  hellx  voltage.    In  this  figure  the
modulatlngsawt?9EP~V:±t:::+::t,:Eeofr%Pheern%t£:|t8::nt%sS#:¥!x1  J__  ,_-     4  a

Inthe`f_l:¥?a,?±¥gadT[€::::L3nckctEonha:fb%%:a:E¥¥esoE¥a:e1.  _     ._I--rla

mociulE3, i,|[iE    pu,, vv_ ___

€%it:E:S%u:vfre:ad±%:Sc:;r€:%J%:::dc%:p%nneenrt[u:-`fa€h:1   i-   +I.A   c!iryirhT.nnou8  voltage   Which  gives   the_    -      ,  I  _--    I?^n

::-¥:tnt:df]*:sS¥£:h|:::¥sa:I;±i;EE?"_¥3a€±5f.}g¥]£:r

in::::arfeg::n
the  Pea.mired

ls  responsible
a:±ExP€:E¥:::  E£:n::aL`Eh|`;r:a5i|tude  modulation  ls   rebLLiuiiDLu+v
for  harmonlc  frequency  dlstortlon  which  produces   AM  slde-

f:::sis;i:Li:3:E:::t:=mE:33:gil:::;:::i::ef:!iI;I::n=::;3i?:ird

::I::i;::owi:€:::;:i:;:y5:i:::Ee:#:::::;:i:JP::::::i:i3:!ooAimb
%:::°:u¥:e:%:°m¥:Li#:%£¥::a:e:a:#8t%:L€u::r:1:8:a:=d::€:::d°:y
loading  the  hellx  with  cold  loss.

press:€eE°E::=Vei:t:8BX::€st¥E%g%±±±C::1:%:I:€8dL:tt:ef€%:a
Value  for  all f requencle8  under  conslderatlon.    IhlB  representst#ulr:I:a#geu:i:::!1:!e::::o:;bel:3::a!=::E!:f3o:E!l::atlons

a:¥±:unvo!%:%eYh[±£:€ht¥nw:Ed:e€:I:::i£LzgEfaLgFn%£i°nA°mu,S
the  hellx  voltage  must  be  optlmlzed  at  each  f requenoy.
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FREQUENCY        |Kuc/.)

I)1sperslv®  Curve  for  HA-1

Floure  5

a

EI-,

Flgux.e  3  illustrates
how  this  optimum
helir  voltage  or
synchronous  voltage
Varies  88  a  function
of  frequency.    This
Curve   ls  known  as
the  Dlspersive  Curve
for  the  traveling
wave   tube.

The  curves  of  the
Phase  Shift  as  a
Function  of  Helix
Voltage  of  Figure  i
and  the  Curve  of  the

E
ower  output  as  a
unctlon  of  Hellx

Voltage  of  Figure  4

a:fu::P8r±::°:::1::s
fixed  frequ8ncles.     The
required  hellx  voltage
f or  a  2 7r radian  shlf t
ln  phase  ls  indicated.
The  lncldental  anplltude
modulat,ion  for  this
phase  shif t  ls  also
not;ed.

i      -                      HELIX        VOLTAGE

Gain  &A¢vB  Hellx  Voltage

Flmre  6
EN   /   ty9   /   3-P-Sit



aoro8s  the  operating  barn.
This  acoountB  for  the  observa-
tion  that  the  degree  of  dis-
tortion  ls  nearly  independent
of  frequency.

fi

EiE

~

There  are  a  few  foatureB  of  thlB  BerleB  of  ourveB  that
Stand  out.    It  18  g®en  that  the  optlmim  operating  voltage  has

iii:;i!ii;¥;;i::!i:::T!::i3;iii¥::::a;!¥r;?::=T:::=::ng=T:g:*lth
inore:B:n8£Snw|::£°:: eta:  %r:¥E%::3nd::I::: ::. V°#aeefE:SOS::pi ea
with  the  lnoreaslng  modul.atlng  voltage  as  the  frequency  deoreaBeB
results  ln  praotloally  the  game  value  of  amplitude  nodulat;ion

FR[OUENCY         (KMc/S)

Peak  to  Peak  Voltage  hea.ulred
for`  a   27r  Badlan  Shift   ln  Phase

The  dlstortlon  that  arlBeB
from  poor  adjustment  of  the
amplitude  of  the  sawtooth
modulating  volttqge  is  due
to  the  f act  that  the  phase
has  not  been  advanced  or  re-
tarded  exactly  2tr radlans.
Figure  8  illuBtrateB  the
various  o8ollloscope  presen-
tations  of  the  difference
frequency  output  of  the
mixer  of  Figure  3  that  may  be
observed  as  the  modulating

Ficure  7
voltage   ls  varied.     This  voltage  adjustment  may  be  monitored  by
visual  lnspectlon  of  an  osQllloscope  presentation  or  by  the  use
of  a  harmonic  distortion  analyzer.

VOLTAGE    SWING   TOO   SMALL                    VOLTAGE    SWIN6    CORRECT                  VOLTA6E    SWING   TOO    LAR6E
a.

Difference  Frequency  Presentation  for
Various  Anplltude8  of  Modulating  Voltage

Fioure  8

C.

EN  /  50   /  3-p-5n
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MIN"UM    I)lsTORTION
a.

MAXIMUM   DISTORTI0N
b.

#:  £eh%::c:e±:E[fiY£]£FL£  £:x:h3i:±g¥::n

Figur`e   9

h,

r~,

Another  source  of  dlstor'tlon  which  may  be  adjusted  for  a
nlnlmum  value  ln  the  test  setup  illustrated  ln  Flgune  3   1s  the
relative  phase  of  the  orlf!1nal  signal  and  the  altered  signal  at
the  mixer.     rhe  amount  of  dlstortlon  ln  the  dlff erenoe  frequency  out-
put  Can  be  varied  by  moving  the  probe  carrla,ge  on  the  Blotted
line.     In  most  appllcatlons  this  adjustment  would  not  be  avail-
able  since  the  usual  system  would  have  to  per.form  satisfactorily
under  conditions  of  arbitrary  ph?se  rel,qtlonshlps  at  the  f ixed
posltlon  of  the  mixer.

Flgul.e  9  illustrates  the  posltlon  of  maximum  and  mlnlmum
dlstortlon.     It  ls  readily  seen  that  this  ls  a  f.unctlon  of  the
posltlon  of  the  flyback  time  retrace  on  the  difference  frequency.
The  dlff erence  in  per  cent  harmonlc  dlstol`tlon  between  the  optim-
um  pick  off  oondltion  and  the  poorest  pick-off  oondltion  ls  3  to  5,¥.

A  f lnal  sour.ce  of  dlstortlon  Could  be  attributed  to  any
nonllneal`1ty  of  the  sawtooth  voltaf5e.     Techalques  are  readily
available  so  that  this  factor  oan  be  praotloally  neglect;ed.
Ihe  dlstortlon  due  to  the  flyback  time  retrace  may  be  mlnlmlzed
by  making  this  time  as  Short  as  possible.     Such  a  preoautlon
will  result   ln  two  beneflclal  effects.    One,   the  energy  confined
to  this  retrace  time  will  be  praotlcally  negllglble  Compared  with
energy  contained  ln  the  main  trace.     T`wo,   t;he  frequency  represented
by  the  retrace  time  will  be  so  high  as  to  be  outside  of  the  fre-
quency  range  of  interest.

DIBtortlons  from  5%  to   7,*  were  aohleved   ln  the  test  setup
previously  desorlbed.     These  figures  could  have  been  reduced
by  2%  to  3¢  by  using  tubes  which  had  been  adjust;ed  for  low-
galn  and  flat  response  as  illustrated  ln  Figure  ly.
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It  1g  thus  possible  to  achieve  these  Single  sideband
modulations  or  frequency  BhlftB  with very  small  per  oeut  diB-
tortlons  whloh  oorreBpond  to  unwanted  BldebandB  whloh  are
30  to  ro  db  below  the  oarrler  amplitude.
L__±g±±±__a_f_Frgqu=eno_y___Sn_1_f_i_i_ng__T_eo_hpi_gi`_9_

It  ls  possible  to  aooompll8h  frequenoy  shifts  of  the
order  of  tens  of  megaoyoleg.     The  only  llmltatlon  18  to  de81gn
the  olroultry  that  oan  modulate  the  hellx  with  a  Bawlooth
voltage  at  these  high  frequenole8.     In  the  10  to  50  mo  range,
a:£:r!%Ete%%sa¥E€:£€:::  gThaer:!3S  ::rs€¥:;  %:£::€a:8e¥:±L  A¥J  fre-
quencies  above  50  mc,   or  the  order  of  sever.al  hundred  megacycles,
frequency  Bhlfting  with multiple  sldeband  response  may  be
accomplished  by  sine  wave  modulation  of  the  helix.    The  usable
frequency  Shifts  are  represented  by  the  lowest  order  Bldeband
of  the  resulting  frequency  spectrum.    The  limltlng  Condition
that  the  tube  lmpoBes  on  such  high  frequency  modulation  ls  en-
countered  when  the  period  of  the  applied  wave form  becomes  appre-
olable  with  respect  to  the  transit  time  of  the  electron  bean
through  the  tube.     There  is  also  the  poBsibllity  that  the  modula-
ting  frequency  would  be  limited  by  resonant  oondltions  ®f  the
hellx  as  a  t;ransmiBslon  line.

--       D.   R.  BelliB
--R.  A.   Hngglns

`       sJ     €`       5   r          .I



H U G G i EN S'
TRAVELING     WAVE    TUBES

EASY    TO    OPERATE    AND    ADJUST

HIGH    PERFORMANCE

RELIABLE

RUGGED

RE

1

PERFORMANCE   CRARACTEBISTICS

i.     High  Gain

Small  Signal  Gain  is  a  minimum  of  30  to  35  db
depending  on  fr.equency  range.

Saturation  Gain  fop  the  medium  power  tubes  is  at
least  30  qb  so  that  the  tube  Can  be  driven  to  full
power  output  with  a  milliwatt  signal  generator.
2.     Wide  B&ndwidth

`Most  tubes  provide  r`ated  gain  and  power  output
over  2:1  frequency  range  withc)ut  readjustment  of  voltage
or  current  and  have  useful  gain  and  power+  output  over  a
much  wider  frequency  range.

3.     Stability  (Freedom  from  oscillations)

Spurious  low  level  oscillations  have  been  elimin-
abed.     The  tubes  are  stable  under  shQpt  circuit  condi-
tioris.    Total  reflections  of  arbitrar.y  phase  Can  be
simultaneously  connected  to  the  input  afld  output  I.f.
Cables  wlthout`  osclllatlon.

4i.     Low  Eegenerat\ion

Periodic  flThQtuations  Qf  gain  as  a  function  of
frequency  due  to  regenerative  feedback  are  held  to  a
minimum.     Variations  of  less  than  plus  or  minus  1  db.
can  be  e3{peoted  into  a  matohed  load.     Gain  fluctuations
are  not  excessive  with  high  VSWB  loads.

5.     I]ow  vsun

The  Vsma  measured  with  the ,tulbe  not  operating  is
less  than  1.7:1  for  most  tubes.     Both  the  input  and
output  VSWB  measured  with  the  tube  opepatlng  does  not
differ.  appreoiably  from  the  Cold  VSRE  exQept  at  one
or`  two  isolated  frequencies  within  the  bane.

+      +     ++     ®+\of
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6.      Holes

Holes  in  gain  and  power  output  as  a  function  of
f requenoy  are  virtually  eliminated®

7.     Grid  control

All  low  power  tubes  have  a  grid  electrode  which
enables  variation  of  gain  and  power  output  over  wide

:::i:S4%L:£::::::I::yL:in:::nv::t:f:v¥::±a::#nher€t
within  the  operating  band with  jo  volts  negative
applied  to  grid.    If  sufficient  negative  grid  voltage
is  applied  so  that  the  bean  current  is  cut  off ,   the
total  reduction  in  output  can  be  as  great  as  90  to
loo  a.b.

8.    Vibration  Effects

When  solenoid  and  tube  ar.e  mounted  on  shock  trays
such  as  used  in  airicraft  equipment  installations.   the
effects  on  operating  char.acteristios  ape  not  appreci-
able  with  10  G' s  vibration  at  60  cycles  in  all  direc-
tions  of  vibration.

9.     Long  Life  Characteristics

Minimum  of  1000  hours  fop  low  power  tubes.

Minimum  of  500  hours  for  medium  power  tubes.

OpmATING  cHARACTERlsTlcs  AND  ADuusTMENTs:

1.     A  minimum  number  of  voltages  are  required  fop
operation.

Low  Power  tubes  require:

a.     Heater.  Voltage  Supply  (6.3   -7.0  volts  A.C. )
b.     Helix  and  Collector.  Voltage  Supply  (same  voltage)
c.     Anode  Voltage  Supply  (anode  draws  practically  no

current )
d.     Grid  Voltage  Supply  (optiorml  since  grid  is  at

cathode  potential  for  full  gain)

Medium  Power`  tubes   I.equine:

a.     Heater.  Voltage  Supply  (7.0  volts  A.a.  )
b.     Helix  Voltage  Supply
c.     Collector.  Voltage  Supply  (helix  voltage  plus

150  volts)
d..     Anode  Voltage  Supply  (anode  draws  no  curr'ent)

2.     Simple  Adjustments  to  Set  Tubes  into  Operation.

Tubes  require  no  RF  measurements  or  adjustments
which  use  a  signal  generator.  for  setting  into  operation.

A  /   2   /  LnyJ+-55



a.     F[©ffeiy  adjust  tube  position  in  magnetic  field
for  minimum  helix  Current.

b.     Apply  helix  voltage  given  on  data  sheet  with  a
i  per  cent  aocuraoy  meter.

c.     Apply  anode  voltage  for  rated  current.

Safety  to  Operating  Personnel

There  are  no  exposed  coolers9   lead.s,   or  terminals
which  have  voltage  with  respect  to  ground..

PHYSICAL   CHARACTERISTICS

i.    Rugged  capsulation

a.     All  metal  capsule  has  tube  permanently  locked
ln  place  inside.

b.     Iubes  will  easily  withstand  shock  of  normal
handling  by  unskilled  or  untrained  per.sormel.

c.     No  breakage  Can  result  from  handling  of  the
uncapsulated  tube  since  tube  ls  permanently
locked  inside  capsule.

d.     All  mechanical  adjustments  on  tube  are  made
inside  of  capsule  at  the  factor.y.

2.     Capsule  Size

Capsule  size  of  the  amplifier  tubes  ls  1.0  inch
maximum  diameter.     Ihis   small  size  allows  the  tubes  to
be  operated  ln  efficient,   small  diameter  solenoids.

3.     Input  and  Output  Cables

The  tubes  are  provided  with  input  and  output  leads
consisting  of  flexible  high-temperature  50  ohm  coaxial
cable.     Either  EEC  or  Hype  N  comectors  can  be  provided
in  most  frequency  ranges.

SPECIAli   MODIFICATIONS   OF   TUBES

i.     Power'  Lead  Filters

Filters  can  be  pr.ovided.  within  the  tube  capsule  to
prevent  BF  feedthrough  into  the  tube  on  the  D.C.   voltage
lead.s.     Filters  are  necessar.y  in  high  siglral  strength
areas  to  eliminate  unwanted  signals  from  entering  the
amplifying  charmel.     Filters  are  also  necessary  to
prevent  oscillations  due  to  stray  feedback  when  high
gain  tubes  are  operated  in  tandem.

Filters  provide  at  least  3j  db  of  dlssipative  loss
in  series  with  each  lead  going  into  capsule.
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nulocture
•ve'opme,lt

TRAVELING-WAVE   TUBE
AMPLIFIERS

Power
Frequency   in    Kilomegacycles

0.5 -I.0 I-2 2-4 4-8 7-14 10 -20 20 -40

0.I     -     I.0WILLIWATTS

I-10MILLIWATTS
DHA.3 DHA-2 DHA-1 #  HA-15

10   -   looWILLIWATTS
#  HA-7 HA-5#HA-17 HA-1HA-11 HA-3 HA-4

0.I    -    I.0WATTS
HA-10HA-13

I-10WATTS
HA-2HA-12 HA-6

#  HA-9

10     -looWATTS

#  g:¥_5:oducts  not  previously  armounced.

Hugglris  Labor.atories,   Inc.
Menlo  Park,   California AIfJ   /  1  /  3-+56
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PLEASE NOTE: THE  F.OLLOWING CHANGES:

TUBE  TYPE DATE
IcH^NGEII

H^-I 7-I-a7 C^PSuLE   LENGTH   . . . . . . ,. . . .. . . .. . . .                16  S4   lNCHE8
H^-2HA-5 7-I -57I-I-Sa E L I C TFt I C^ L

gE¢I¥E CcuuRRRrtEENNTT..................................            £5?a  ^MM^P i(M^"  '                            I

95±iLXEccTuORRR E¥ |R.Ei.ri+. ..........................            2;a?pr MiM:^Mx;i ,                               ,I

|J£ELCAL     OPERATloN                                                                                                                              IHELIXCuRRENT..I.-..-.-..............1!0|1^.•HEATERCuRRENT..............„.I.3^MPS(MAX.)v.I

H^-„ 7-, -Je CAPSULE     LENGTH   ....„.„....„..              IB  I/8   lNCHES                                         I
11 A - I 4HA-'5 a-I-587-,-58

g£:::::    ::::`E:T......,...........a...............           :?55/8Ml"f#::.;..
CAPSULE   LENGTH   a...............„               13.8     INCHES

H^-'6H^-'7H^-'9IH^-20 6-I-J7,-I-58a-I-585-I-58
x::ixEcvuORLRTiNGTE.a...a.......a.......a.O.....®..........#igr55O(¥5:+)s'
CAPSULE   LE:NGTH    . . . . . . a . .. . . ® . . . . .                 13  5/a   INCHES   ,

R.F.   CONNECTORS   . . . . .. .. ..a ...... .               TYPE   N   lulALE\
CAPSULE   LENGTll   .................®.              15  5/8   lNCHES

:^Fp®s::=NLEECNTGOTRHs.........a..............a............            T5y;,E  rN¥H^ELSE                                        II

c^psuLE  LENG"   .a.................            ,5  ,,8   ,NCHEs r  , ~
* H^-22H^-23IH^-24 3-I-5e12-I-583-I-5e

=:L±xuLCEURLREENNGTTri::::::::::::::::::::           i8o#8  {#cAHXE±                                       ,

HEATE:R   VOLTAGE   ...................              4.5   TO.6.3  VOLTS                                     I
c,`p§uLE   LENGTH   a...oo.........®...             ::57/8M|Nf#==.)C^THODECuRRENT.................

ICAPSULELENGTH....a.a.....a...o„14.8lNcllES

* H^-26 3-I-58 CAPSULE   LE:Nat,+   ..oa...............             ,,..   ,NC,+ES    ,                                            ,

J' H^ -28 3 - I - 58 IC^PSuLELENGTH...................17INCHES!¢.I

HA-29H^-30H^-3'*H^-34H^-.40H^-44H0-I I -I -ae6-'-5€3-,-,eI-I-583-'5-987-I-S82-15-5€ C^PSuLE   LENGTH   . . ..... .... .... . ...             17   INCHES   `z
NET  WEIGHT   ..®......................              3.6   POuNDst``                                                  I\

c`psuLE  LE"GT'|.......a......-..-           ,5,,  ,NC,+ES   ,                                  i

::I::;:::::;:::^:a:i..:.::.:.::.:.::.:.::.:.::.        :;::i:::P;::O=V::LTS                      I
ANODE  NO.  I   VOLTAGE:.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .               a  TO  10  VOLTS   'HEATERVOLT^GE..............5.0TO6.3VOLTSC^PSuLELENGTH..............17l/2lNCHE§                                 ,

I=`:::::::::I:::::::::::::::::::::;;::::::I

H0-,9 2-'5-58 CAPSULE   LENGTII   . . . .. . . . ... ..... .. .             13  5ys   INCHES

P^-3 11 -, -S7 c^psuLE  LENaTli  .a.................           i3  5^  ihcHEs
P^-4 6-'-58 CAPSULE   LENGTH   ..a. ,....... .a... ..             14   3/4   INCHES

.P^-6 6-I -58 C~t,ULE   LENGT.,1   a..a.......,.a....-              ,5  ,ys   ,NCHES   -

B^-11 a-I-57 CAPSULE   LENGTH   „ . . .. . o.. . ..a.. . ..             15  IA   INcllE8

t)A-2 6-I-57 CAPSULE   LENGTH   .......„.....a.„.             I.54   lNCHE9                                          I

*  ^DOITION  TO  POWER  SuPPLY  REQUIREMENTS  ^RE  --GRID  VOLT^GE .  .  .  . a  TO  -50  VOLTS`®®\AS

monu(ocwr.
dove,opm.nt                                           HUGG]NS  LABORATORIES '   |NC.
•::::qen.nnq®           7||    HAM|LTON   AVE:NUE,      MENLO  PARK,    CALIFORNIA

•::::*                                                                           . ,` H.
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TO:    All RmchasEmg Agents,  ELgineers

¥otm attantiom  is  called to  certain  changes  in perf`ormance
specifications  in  some of our produe±s.

1.     BackFTard it{Jave  Oscillators.

a.    Standard units,  effective  the  above  date, ~will be  specified
at  1  rmr minirmm  output  over  the  appropriate  band  assigried  each  tube
type.    This  is  a.  change  from  the  former  10  rrmr  minirmm  outpunt  speci-
f.ieation.    +#e will  in  all  cases,  hovei7ier,  be  able  to  supply tubes
meeting  customer  specifications,  as we  have  done  in  the past.    For
exaxple,  HO-1   tubes  can  be  supplied  to  provide  10  !rmr minirmm  out.put
over  the  2.0  to  £L.0  REro  band,  if  required.    Standard units will  be
specified  at  the  1.0 rmr min5rmm  level,  horrever.    Submit  request  for
quotation of price  and delivery on units whose  specifications  differ
from  th_ose  of  onl-  standard units.

b.    The  standard X-band backurard wavie  oscilla.tor will  be  given
the  HO-14  desigriation.    This  tube  is  specified  to  provide  1  rmv min-
£±"m  output  oviei-the  8.2  to  12.1L  Hinc  band.     The  formei`  HO-2  type
has been  discontinued,  but will be  available  for r`eplacenent purpeses,
or for  applications  requiring a tube having  specifications  differing
flrom  the  HO-1!+ for  frequencies  in  the X-band  region.

2.     Ijcw Noise  'mbes.

A change in  specification for  small  si.rmal  gain  is  effective
the  above  date.    All  ttibes  providing  either  15  db  or  tod:b mexinm
noise  figure  over  the  a.ppropriate  band. will provide  25  db mini"m  sma_11
signal  gain over  that band,  rather than  the  former 30  db.    .ngain,  tribes
meeting customer  specifications which differ from  the  above  can be
supplied as  in the past.

i.     HA-9  and  RA-21.

(27#mT:veinrs£=g?;e:o¥FRE=e=d:utHii=msl=::i:::±w::t
27  dbm rather  than  30 aha.

4®      IIA-14,

Specif'ied per:f'or'manee  c>ver  the  i.0  to  2.0  ELc  band  is  11  db  maxi"url
noise  figul`e,  rather  than  10  db.    The  lower noise  figure  carl be  provided,
:in  general,  over  any portion  of  the  1.a  to  1.8  REc  band.    Ijch'fer  specified
band!¢!ridth usually results  in  our being able  to  suppLv  tubes  having lover
noise  fj.gure,  with  8  db beinc?.  the  foest  opt±mm value  we  have  observed
at  a  given frequency.
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PEBFOBMANCE   CHARACTREISTICS

1®      HighGain

Small  Signal  Gain  is  a  minimum  of  30  to  35  db
depending  on  frequency  range.

Saturation  Gain  for  the  medij`thifj7i  power  tubes   is  at
least  30  db  so  that  the  tube  can  be  driven  to  full
power  output  with  a  milliwatt  signal  generator.
2.     Wide  Bandwidth

FTost  tubes  pr.ovide  rated  gain  and  power  output
over.  2:1  frequency  range  without  readjustment  of  voltage
or  curr.ent  and  have  useful  gain  and  power.  output  over  a
much  wider  frequency  range.

3.     Stability  (Fr.eedolfi  from  oscillations)

Spurious  low  level  oscillations  have  been  elimin.1,
abed.     The  tubes  are  stable  under  short  eircuit  condi-
tlons.     ]otal  reflections  of  arbitrary  phase  can  be
simultaneously  comected  to  the  input  and  output  I.f.
cables  without  oscillatlon®

dy.     Low  Regeneration

Periodic  fluctuations  of  gain  as  a  function  of
frequency  due  to  regener.ative  feedback  are  held  to  a
minlmun.     Variations  of  less  than  plus  or  minus  I  db
can  be  expected  into  a  matched  load.     Gain  fluctuations
aite  not   excessive  with  high  VSWB  load.s.

5®       LowVSWR

Ihe  VSWB  measur.ed   -y¥l,irfi   tf=fue3   t,ube  not   operating.   is
less  than  1.7:1   for  most   tubes.     Bot!i  the   in=`,ut  and
output  VSWR  measur.ed  with  the  tube   oper5ating  `¥`jes  not
dif.fen  appreciably  from  the   cold  VSWB  except  L`it,   ;3`i-i8
or  two  isolated  frequencies  within  the  band.

A  /  i  /  1-14-55



•6.      Holes

Holes  in  gain  and  power  output  as  a  function  of
f I.equency  are  virtually  eliminated.

7.    Grid  control

All  low  power  tubes  have  a  grid  electrode  which
enables  variation  of  gain  and  power  output  over  wide

:::g:s4;iE£::i::!I::y|:in::|nv::t;g:v:3:ia:ifunier:t
within  the  oper.ating  band. with  50  volts  negative
applied  to  grid.    If  sufficient  negative  grid  voltage
is  applied  so  that  the  beam  current  is  cut  off ,   the
total  reduction  in  output  can  be  as  great  as  90  to
loo  db.

8.    Vibration Effects

When  solenoid.  and  tube  are  mounted  on  shock  trays
such  as  used  in  aircraft  equipment  installations.   the
effects  on  operating  characteristics  are  not  appreci-
able  with  10  G' s  vlbratlon at  60  cycles  in  all  dlrec-
tions  of  vibration.

9.     Long  I-ire  Characteristics

Minimum  of  1000  hours  for  low  power  tubes.

Minimum   of  500  hour.s   for  ned.ium  power  tubes.

OPERATING   CHARACTERISTICS  AND ` ADJUSTMENTS :

i.     A  minimum  number  of  voltages  are  requir.ed  for
Operation.

Low  Power  tubes  r'equire:

a.     Heater  Voltage  Supply  (6.3  -7.0  volts  A.a. )
b.     Helix  and  Collector  Voltage  Supply  (same  voltage)
c.     Anode  Voltage  Supply  (anode  draws  priaotlcally  no

cur'rent )d.     Grid  Voltage  Supply  (optional  since  grid  is  at
cathode  potential  f or  full  gain)

Medium  Power  tubes  require:

a.     Heater  Voltage  Supply  (7.0  volts  A.a.  )
b.     Helix  Voltage  Supply
c.     Collector.  Voltage  Supply  (hellx  voltage  plus

ljo  volts)d.     Anode  Voltage  Supply  (anode  draws  no  current)

2.     Simple  Adjustments  to  Set  Tubes  into  Operation.

Tubes  require  no  RF  measurements  or  ad.justments
which  use  a  signal  genel.atop  for  setting  into  operation.

A   /   2   /   1~nyJ+-55
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a.     Merely  adjust  tube  position  in  magnetic  field
for  minimum  helix  current.

b®     Apply  helix  voltage  given  on  dat`a  sheet  with  a
1  per  cent  accuracy  meter.

c.     Apply  anode  voltage  for  rated  curDrent.

safety  to  operating  perDson:nel

®

a

Ihere  are  no  exposed  coolers,   leads,   or  terminals
which  have  voltage  with  respect  to  ground.

PHYSICAli   CHARACTREISTICS

I.     Rugged  capsulation

a®     All  metal  capsule  has  tube  per.manently  locked
in  place  inside.

b.     Iubes  will  easily  withstand  snook  of  normal
handling  by  unskilled,  or  untrained  persormele

a.     ago  br.eakage  can  result  from  handling  of  the
uncapsulated  tube  since  tube  ls  permanently
locked  inside  capsule.

d.     All  mechanical  adjustments  on  tube  ar.e  made
inside  of  capsule  at  the  factory.

2.     Capsule  Size

Capsule  size  of  the  amplifier  tubes  is  1.01nch
maximum  diameter.     This  small  size  allows  the  tubes  to
be  operated  in  efficient,   small  diameter  solenoids.

3.     Input  and  Output  Cables

9fae  tubes  arse  provided  with  input  and  output  leads
cor*sist.iris  of`  flexible  high-temperature  50  oho  coaxlal
oable®     Hit;her  B#C  or  Hype  N  connectors  can  be  provided
in  most  frequency  ranges.

SPECIAL   MODIFICATIONS   OF   TUBES

i.     Power  Lead  Filter.s

Filters  can  be  provided  within  the  tube  capsule  to
prevent  BE'  feedtnrough  into  the  tube  on  the  D.a.   voltage
leads.     Filter.s  are  necessar.y  in  high  sigrlal  strength
areas  to  eliminate  unwanted  signals  from  entering  the
amplifying  charmel®     Filters  ar`e  also  necessary  to
prevent  oscillations  due  to  stray  feedback  when  high
ff?;`ain  tubes  are   oper.abed  in  tandem.

FilLjgi~'B  pr.ovlde  at  least  35   d.b  of  dissipative  loss
in  ser`ies  twitke  each  lead  going  into  capsule.

A  /   3   /  1-uJ+-55



2.     High  Altitud.e  Insulation

Tubes  can  be  specially  treated.  so  that  they  will
operated.  to  altitud.es  of  50,000  feet  without  corona
or  arc-over  problems.

3.     Special  Gain  Characteristics

Tubes  with  special  gain  vs.   frequency  character-
istios  Can  be  provid.ed.

Special  tubes  with  very  low  regeneration  Character-
istics  can  be  supplied..

4.     Medium  Power  Tube,   Grid.  Modification

The  medium  power  tubes  can  be  provided  with  control
grid  electrodes  at  2  to  3  db  sacrifice  in  power  output.
This  grid  operates  positive  with  respect  to  the  cathod.e
under  nor.mal  operation  and  does  not  have  the  high  control
action  on  gain  and  power  output  that  is  f ound  in  the  low
power.  tubes.

SORENOIDS

1.     Compatible  solenoid.s  can  be  supplied  for  each  tube
type.     These  solenoids  are  a.esigned  for  minimum  weight
and  size  consistent  with  good  engineering  practice  and
oper.ating  temperature  conditions.

2.     Solenoid  types  are  available  for:

a.     Alroraft  Voltage  Ranges  (24i  -28  volts  D.C.)
b.     Rectification  fr.om  ilo  volt  A.a.line  (90-loo

a.     Special  Voltage  Bequir`ements

High  Gauss,   Air  Cooled  Solenoids

volts  D.a. )

For  tubes  that  require  high  magnetic  fields  and  which
have  collector'  power  to  dissipate,   solenoids  are  avail-
able  which  provide  air  cooling  f or  the  collector  as  well
as  for  the  solenoid  windings.     This  is  accomplished  with
one  blower  mounted  on  the  solenoid  which  can  be  supplied
either  to  operate  on  24-28  volts  D.a.   or  110  volts  A.a.

A.   /   L+   /   L=th/55



HUGGINS   LABORATORIES,   INC.
711   Hamilton  Ayenue      .      Menlo   Park,  California

D.C.    CONNECTOR    INF-ORMATION

THE      INFC)RMATION     BELC)W     GIVES     THE     ELECTRODE     WHICH      IS     ASSOCIATED

WITH      THE     CORRESPONDING     PIN       ON      THE       VARIOUS     CONNECTORS       WHICH      WE     ARE

ABH    TO    Supply    WITH     OuR   AMPLIFIERS    AND     OSCILLATORS..   THE     COLOR     COOING

INDICATED     FOR     THE     LE:ADS      IS     SIANDARD     AND     CANNOT     BE     CHANGED.

CC)NNECT0R       CC)NNECTC)R COLOR CC) CC)L0RC)FLEAD

FNPNME,€roR
CC)N#9EpC3TOF3 COLOROFLEAD

T I Fi M I N^ Lr-A M7S OF   LEAD
NPNf:fTC)F3

GRID4 V E L L 0 V/

'(          NO.CONN.

ANC)DE   NO.  2 •    YELLC)W

8 ANODE a Fi a W N A N C)D E a Ft 0 W N GRID ANODE   NO  3 BBC)WN

C
A:gLGLREoCuTN°Dft

G R E E: N H E 1_ I XHEATI.f3 ----``:+-`--``-``-`--__(HE.ATER Fi E: D

I A=8LGLREcC)CuTN°DFt

COLLECTOF25 GREEN

DE: HELIX FiEDBBLiEc:R    I BLACK HELIX F3ED

H E:A T E: R --CATHODE
WH I -r  E liE^TER-,CATHODE BLUE

F
1111_ _-_-------*iwHITEi(I------___iORANGEi Ii          c,i-J|      I-rT,,R-I,--,-.?,`3uNDr'i

H E:A T E: R
G R E: E: N HEATER-CATHODE HEATER  \ WHITE

H CATHODE
HEATER ANODE   NO.  IJ ORANGE

J
CATHODE ANC)DE:    NO.  4` BLACK

K

CATHODE PURPLE

L
HELIX

N

i
ANODE

•      SuPPLI"   ^S     STANDARD    CONNECTOR    ON    BWO   AND   BWA    TUBES     AND    SOME     POW-
ER     AMPLIFIERS.

2      SUPPLJ"     AS    STANDAF]D     CONNE:CTC)R    C)N     PEF3MANE„     MAGNET    F.OCUSED      TUBES
ATTACHED     DIFtECTLY     TC)     CAPSULE.

3     SuPPLl"   "     STANDARD    CONNE:CTOR    ON    MEDIUM    NOISE    A„   LOW   NOISE    TUBES.

•      lN     TUBES      INTE""      FOR      PULSE     USE      WITH      GROuNDED     CATHODE,      THE      GRIO
LEAD    C"     BE     SUPPLIED     ON     A    FEMALE     BNC     CC)NNECTOR    ATTACH„   TO    TliE     CAP-
SULE.       NO     CONNECTION      TO     THIS      PIN      IN      NOW-GRIDDED     TUBES.

5TT±=RNNslL=`%Esr^#.EE.FD.A..GT_EH_E_Poe_Wo_ERLE^c¥oPRL`cFi=RBsiswuHPEPFE,FGn:°^i:.==^=_._C.A_TH_O"OPER^-
TION    IS    DESIFtED.    THE    CC)LLE:CTOR     CAN     BE    SUPPLIE:D     ON     A    SEP^FiATE     WINCHES-
TER     SMIP     CONNECTOR     ATTACHED     DIF3ECTLY     TO     THE     CAPSULE.

PAGE   ,   /  12-I-57



CHARACTE:RISTICS
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HA-1

HUGGINS    LABORATORIES,    lNC.
999    East   Arques   Avenue   .   Sunnyvale,   Californici

SOLE:NOID  -FOCUSED,10   MW   S  -BAND   AMPLIF.IE:R

\\ ELE:CTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
F.REOUE:NCY   RANGE    .....................................     2.a   TO   4.0      KMC

SMALL-SIGNAL  GAIN    .......................................     30   DB      MIN

S^TUR^TION   POWER   OuTPuT ..................................     10  DBM      MIN

GAIN   AT  SATURATION   .......................................    20  DB      MIN

VSWR.   INPUTAND   Output  .....................................     2:I      MAX

OPE:RATING CHARACTERISTICS

ELEMENT VOLTAGE a/a    RE:GULATION CURRENT
li E L I X 400  TO  525         V -

0  2            MA           M    X
COLLECTOR 400  TO  525         V - iIaMAMA,(

ANODE 0  TO  3SO          V 0.1             MA           MAX

CATHODE OV 3  5           M^          MAX
GRID 0*V 0. I            MA           MAX
HE^TEFt 6.3V 1.0        AMP           hA^X

*  A  NEGATIVE   VOLTAGE  CAN  BE  APPLIED  FOR  R  -F  ATTENUATION

FOCuSING    ........................................   SOLENOID.   300  GAuSS

MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS

il,.,,.

`r---                                                                      _7

CAPSULE   FINIsl1 .......................................  BLACK  ^NODIZED

END  CAP   F.INISH  .......................................  BLACK  ^NOB]ZED

AuXILIAFtY  COOLING   REQUIRED    .................-....................  NONE

NET   WEIGHT   ...............................................      I.0   LB

F.WA/ llA-I  /  MARCH,    1961



HA-I

--_F

HU66!NS    LABORATORIES,    lN(.

TYPICAL      OPERATING      CHARACTERISTICS

VH=440  vVANS195vV9--0vIK=3.0ma

S.S.    GAIN (db)

.........

•...-....--.-.--SAT.GAIN

.d.;.,-..`....`....

``...

•.......

•...........

•-.-`_ _.`
•`.`.`.-.-`-` SAT   Po (dbm)   `.

2.0                                         3.0                                          4.0
FREQUENCY   ,  kmc

GAIN     AND    POWER   OuTPUT

\ \\
\ \ I

\
VH=440vVAN=195vPIN=-30dbm

`\1\\

\

\
\

\ \

\ \

`\
2.0k\\ mcI\

\
\ \ \

3.0 kmcI

4.o`:m\c``I \\
0                    10                  20                  30                  40

GPllD -CATHODE   VOLTAGE    (volts)

GRID    CONTROL

FWA/  HA-I  /  MARCH.     1961

VH=4VAN=fs3.O40v195vklne

VIsOv

-lov

-20v

-SOY/ -40v

-70   -60   -50   -40-30    -20   -10       0         10
p,N    (dbm)

TRANSFEFi    CHARACTERISTICS

\•_'_\

\ \

VAN =  195 v

\ Vg=Ovf=3.0 kmc

\ \ \ \ \
GAIN

\ \ \ \ \

\
\ \'-\

PHASESHIFT

420              430             440              450              460
VH(Volts)

PHASE   SHIFT  AND   GAIN     vs
HELIX VOLTAGE  (small  signal)                 ®
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HA-lB

HUGGINS   LABORATORIES,   INC.
711   Hamilton  Avenue      .      Menlo   Park,  California

LOW      POWER      -      HIGH       GAIN      AMPLIFIER

GENERAL           CHARACTERISTICS

ELECTRICAL

FREQUENCY   RANGE
SMALL   SIGNAL   GAIN
POWER   OUTPUT
GAIN   AT   MAXIMUM   POWER   OUTPUT
NOISE   FIGURE

OPERATING

HELIX   AND   COIjLECTOB   VOLTAGE
CATHODE   CURRENT
ANODE   VOLTAGE
ANODE   CUREENT
GRID   VOIjTAGE
GRID   cunRENT
HEATER   VOIjTAGE
HEATER   CUREENT
MAGNETIC   FIELD

MECHANICAL

RF   CONNECTORS
DC   CONNECTOB
CAPSULE   LENGTH
CAPSULE   DIAMETER
NEE  WEIGHT
SHIPPING  WEIGHT

20   db   (Max

45o  Volts
3.5   Ma   (Max.)
250  -  loo  Volts
50
0
20
6t%a-5%a?;its3F?oi::X.)
0.7   Amps.
300  Gauss

BNC   Male  UG-88C/U
Octal  or  Winchester  Plug
16  3/4,  In.
1.0   In,
lib.
11   1bs.

( M7P )

HA-lB  /  i  /  12-16-54.



H  A  -1  a PERFORMANCE

ISMALLSIGNALGAIN       (DB)

/
GAIN     AT'MAXIMUM

POWEP     OUTPUT   (  IDB)

/        MAXIMUM       POWEP      O'UTPUT      tDBM)

II+EL.lxVOLTAGE    .   430   VOLTS

CATHODE    CURB ENT   .    3.0   MA.
I

2.0                                            3.a

FREQUENCY          (KWc^   )

GAIN   and    POWER   OUTPUT

-90 -40 -30 -20  -10
POWER    IN    (Dew)

r '0 ''2 'N.i

I

OA'N   (De

3.a    KMc,,11

PO ER Out
( DBW)

/
-50 -.a -30 -20  -10
POWEFt    lN    (DBN)

\ \£i*: ` `
VAN ODE  .  30 OV

VllE L'X    .  45 5V

\ `\?a
\ `(..\\

`,.0`*¥\ \ S\

\ \ \ \

0           -10         -20         -30        -40
a.lD-CATHODE     VOLTAGE

GRID      CONTROL

I11

6A'N   ( 0B)

4.a  KNc^Ill

PO
IY,EFt IOUT \
(DBW'

-50 -.0 -30 -20  -10
POWEfl    lN    (OBM)

DIMENSIONS

L INPUT

1'    3/4  IN.

POWER   OUTPUT

'VS

POWER    INPUT

i_I

16     I,2   lN. 17    lN.

Note:     Other  lead  lengths  or  cormectors  may  be  specified.

SOLENOID

See  Solenoid  Section  for  appropriate  unit  and  specifications.

HA-lB  /  2   /  12-16-5Z+



CHARACTE:RISTICS

a nu(aclure
ivelopmer``

HA-2

HUGGINS    LABORATORIES,    lNC.
999    East   Arques   Avenue   .   Sunnyvale,   California

SOLENOID-FOCuSED,I    WATT      S-BAND    AMPLIF.IE:R

ELECTRICAL CHARACTE:RISTICS

sO  DB       MIN
SATURATION   POWER   OUTPUT    .................................      30   DBM      M|N

GAIN  AT  S0  DBM   POWER   Output    ................................     27  DB      MIN

VSWF3.    INPUT  AND   OuTPUT    ......................................   2:I      MAX

OPERATING  CHARACTE:RISTICS

ELEMENT VOLTAGE O/a    REGULATION CURRENT
HEL'X 800  TO   '100     V 0  3     MA       MAX

COLLECTOR 800   TO   1100     V ZS  0     MA        MAX

ANODE 0  TO     450     V a.1      MA        MAX

CATHODE OV 2S.O     MA        MAX

GRID  I 0* 0.I      MA        MAX

HEATER 7.0V 1.2  AMP      MAX
*  A  NEGATIVE  VOLTAGE  CAN  BE  APPLIED FOR   R -F.  ATTENUATION.

F.OCuSING ........................................      SOLEN0lD.   600  GAUSS

MECHANICAL CHAFtACTERISTICS

-..,,,                                                                                                                                                   `.,

CAPSULE   FINIsl+    ..................,........................     CHROME

END   CAP   F.lNISH      ...........................................     CHROME:

AUXILIARY   COOLING   REQUIRE:D        ............................    SOLENOID   BLOWE:R

NET   WE:lGHT ...............................................        I.0   LB

I   F'OFt  TUBE  WITli  GRID  CONNECTED   INTE:FtN^LLY  TO  CATHODE.   ORDEFt  HA -2J.

F.WA /  HA -2 /  APRIL,    ]961



HA-2 HUC6]NS    LABORATORIES,    [N(.

TYPICAL      OPERATING      CHARACTERISTICS

S.S.  GAIN (db)

......JL.`.-`..
•...='.'='."i

SAT.    GAIN..,...., (db)..:.-I.-`.
•-:i.-.._....-.

SAT.   Po (dbm)  ...

VH = 820 vVAN=260vVg=OIK=21rna

2.0                                        3.0                                        4.0
FF}EQUENCY  ,  kmc

GAIN    AND    POWER   OUTPUT

-~
`.\\\

r.-

VH=8VAN=2PIN820v60vSAT

\\1`.\\ \ \
\2.0\ kmcI

\\

\3.\ 0kmcI

\
\.

4.Okmc
\

\\ \

\
\

\\\

0     -30   -60   -90    -leo  -150  -loo  -210  -240-270
GRID  -CATHODE   VOLTAGE   (volts)

GRID   CONTROL

FWA/HA-2/APRIL,    t96l

302010010-20
VH = 820 vVAN=260vf=3.Okmc

VO/I=Ov

I/-20 -46

/-08/

-cO    -50   -40   -30    -20    -10       0        10
p,N    (dbm'

TRANSFER    CHARACTERISTICS

\
\

\ \ \

VAN=260v_-_-\
f =3.0 kmcVga0v

\ \ \ \
GAIN

/ \p`::,SFET\\ \\ \
\.\

\

BOO                 810                 820                 8sO                  840
VH  (Volts)

PHASE   SHIFT  AND   GAIN     vs
HELIX VOLTAGE  (small  signcll)



a

a

a

MEDIUM     POWER    AMPLIFIER

GENERAL           CHARACTERISTICS

ELECTRICAL

FREQUENCY   RANGE   .......
SMAljL   SIGNAlj   GAIN    ......
POWER   OUTPUT .........
GAIN  AT   MAxlMUM   powm   OuTpuT.

OPERATING

HELIX   VOLTAGE   .......
COLLECTOR  VOLTAGE   (Approx.  )
CATHODE   CURRENT    ......
ANODE   VOLTAGE   .......
ANODE   CUREENT    .......
HEATER   VOIjlAGE .......
HRATER   CUREENT .......
RAGNETIC   FIELD .......

MECHANICAL

RF   CONNECTORS   .     .
DC   CONNECTOR.     .     .
CAPSULE   LENGTH.     .
CAPSULE  DIAMETER.
NET   WEIGHT ....
SHIPPING  WEIGHT   .

2.0   -4J.0  KMc/s
34  db   (Min. )
30   dbm   (Min. )
30   db   (Min. )

9jo  Volts
1050  Volts
2j   Ma.
too  Volts   {max. )

ua   (Max.)
0  Volts
8  Amps.
0  Gauss

BNC  Male  UG-88C/U
Octal  or  Winohester  Plug
14  3/4,  In.
i.0  In,
i  1/4  1bs.
11  i/4'  Iba.

RA-2B  /  i  /  1-I-55

( M7P )



HA-2B

2.0   KMc/s

I

GAIN

(DB)

/ POWER OUT

( DBM)I

I

-30   -20   -10      0

P  ERFORMANC  E

POWER    OUTPUT

0

P 0 W E  Fi

3.0 KM C/S

I GAIN

(DB)

POWFROuT
( DBM )

-30  -20   -10      0
INPUT

0

(D  B  M)

r '0 ''2 'N.i

'NPuT
113/4  lN.

sMALLs,GTifeA,N`

GAIN    AT    MAX.   '
POWER     OUTPUT      (DB)

'

MAX.    POWER    0 UTPuT       (DBM)

-  FIXED   HELIX   VOLTAGE
------   OPTIMIZED    HE LIX    VOLTA6E

HELIX   VOLTAGE        a    950  V.
CATHOD E   CURRENT=         25   MA.II

3.0                                           4.0
FREQ.       (KMc/a)

4.0  KMc/s

GAIN (DB)

POW FROuT
(D PM) I

-30  -20  -'0     0

DIMENSIONS

POWER   OUTPUT

VS

POWER    INPUT

14   3/4   lN.

I.I

"NJ
Note:     Other.lead  lengths  or  cormectors  may  be   Specified.

SOLENOID

See  Solenoid  Section  for.  appr.opr.late  unit  and  speoiflcations.

HA-2B  /  2  /  1-1-55



J1

ft

-I+

Tl+ls  AMPLIFIER   IS   FURNISHED  FOR   REPLACEMENT   PuRPOSES   ONLY,  AND  HAS   BEEN
•ha- -^ ---.---.-----. L -I .--------.SuPERCEDED    BY    THE    HA-26.     THE   ONLY   DIFFERENCE    BETWEEN   THE   TWO   TUBES   IS

IN  CAPSULE   LENGTH.   WHICH  ARE:

'3  3/4

14   3/4

PAGE   I    /   '0-I-57



®

a

a

LOW      POWER      -      HIGH      GAIN

TRAVELING-WAVE    TUBE   AMPLIFIER

GENERAL           CHARACTERISTICS

ELECTRICAL

FREQUENCY   RANGE   .
SMALlj   SIGNAlj   GAIN
powm  OuTpuI.    a    .

....    i[.0   -8.0  KMo/s

OPERATING

HELIX   VOLTAGE    .     .     a     ®     a     .     .
COLLECTOR  V0IjIAGE   (Approx. )
CATHODE   CURRENT    .     .     ®     .     .     .
ANODE   VOLTAGE    .     a     .     a     .     .     ®
ANODE   CURRENI   .......
HRAIm  VoLTAGE .......
HEATER   CURBENT .....     ®     a
MAGNETIC   FIELD.     .     ®     .     ®     .     .

MECHANICAL

BF   CONNECTORS    ®     a
DC   CONNECTOR.     .     .
CAPSULE   LENGPH.    .
CAPSULE   DIAMETER.
NEI   WEIGHT ....
SHIPPING  WEIGHT   .

•    30   db   (Min)
.    10   dbm   (Min)

700  Volts
700  Volts
2®0    Ma®

350  -5jo  Volts
joua
6.3  Volts
0®75   Amps.
300  Gauss

BNC  Male  UG-88C/U
Octal  oi  Winchester  Plug
13  3/4  Inches
1  Inch
lib.
13  |bs.

RA-3B  /  1  /  1-14J-55

(M7P)



HA-3B PERFORMANCE

11SMALLSIGNALGAIN( db)I

AIN AT    NAXINUNROUTPUT(CPOW

db)I

MAX"uM POWER     OUTPUT      (Ibm)

HELIX    VOLTA6E:           -   720   V.
CATHODE   CunRENT      -2.o  wa.11

45678
FREQUENCY            (   KMc/S  )

GAIN   and    POWER   OUTPUT

GAIN

6 l(MC
I/s

\
/opuoT

WEnPUTI

-40            -30            -20             -10                0

POWER      INPUT         (dbm)

r '0 ''2 'N.i

I      Pin    held   conslanl  al  value  which

gives   maximum    Poul     al
Vo,id   --  0

I4-6 KMc/a

7.6 KMc/8 \\
0           -10          -20          -30         -40          -50         -60

GRID   -CATHODE    VOLTAGE

GRID      CONTROL

POWER    OUTPUT

YS

POWER    INPUT

DIMENSIONS

I N Put
113/4  lN.

/

I:`

13    3/4    lN.

±=±
". I

Note:     Other  lead.1engths  or  cormectors  may  be  speclfled..

SOLENOID

See  Solenoid.  Section  for  appropriate  unit  and  speoiflcations.

HA:5rfe   /  2   /  8-2:2,-55 Hugging  Laboratories,   Inc.



CHARACTERISTICS

®

a

nulacture
'velopment

HA-4

HUGGINS    LABORATORIES,    INC.
999    East   Arques   Avenue   .   Sunnyvale,   California

SOLENOID-FOCUSE:D,10    MW    X-BAND    AMPLIF.IER

ELE:CTRICAL CHARACTE:RISTICS
FREQUENCY   R^NCE    ........

SMALL-SIGNAL  GAIN   ......................................       30   DB      MIN

SATURATION   POWER   Output ......................,..........       10   DBM      MIN

GAIN   AT  SATUFtATION  ..................................,...       20   DB      M]N

VS`^/R.   INPuT^ND   Output       ...................................        2:I      MAX

OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS

ELEMENT VOLTAGE o/a    REGULATION CURRENT
11 I L I X ''00  TO  '300    V 0.2            MA           MAX

COLLE:CTOF` 1100   TO   13oo     V 2.S            MA           MAX

ANODE 0  TO     450     V 0.I             MA           MAX

CATHODE OV 2.5            MA           MAX

GRID 0*V 0.I             MA           MAX
HEATER 6.3   0R     7.0       V I.2        AMP           MAX

*  A   NEGATIVE  VOLTAGE  CAN   BE  APPLIED  F.OR  R -F  ATTENUATION  .

FOCuSING    ..........................-.............   SOLENOID.   400   GAuSS

MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS

TYPE    N,   MALE

SNIP

"
RERE±

I M7p-LSHL97

.8=
CAPSULE   FINISH   ......................................      BLAct<   ANODIZED

END   CAP   FINIsl1    ....    `..................................      BLACK   ANODIZED

AuXILIAFtY   COOLING   FtEOUIRED  .....................................      NONE

NET   WEIGllT ................................................    I.0   LB

F.WA/HA-4/APRIL,1961



HA-4 HU66lNS    LABORATORIES,    lN(.

TYPICAL      OPERATING      CHARACTERISTICS

VH = 1130  vVAN=250vVg=0vlK=2.Irna

S.S.  GAIN (db)

......

.,.;.;i........
.....SAT.   GAIN

...........

'...

r..................

`...

.- .-.
`.-.-..,' SAT.   Po (dbm)` . -

8.0                                                 10.0                                              12.0

FREQUENCY   ,  kmc

GAIN     AND    POWER   OUTPUT

Q.

\

VH = 1130 vVANS250 vPIN=-30dbm

\\`
<..̀  i

•-
7.5   kmc9.7kmcII.0kmc

\

0             -20           -40           -60            -80
GRID  -   CATHODE    VOLTAGE    (volts)

GRID    CONTROL

F.WA/HA-4/APRIL,1961

I

VH=VAN=f=9.7 I I 30 v250vkmc

Vg =Ov

-10
-20 -30 -40

-70   -60   -50    -40   -30   -20   -10        0         10

PIN    (dbm)

TRANSFER    CHARACTERISTICS

_\ VAN = 250 v\ f =  9,7 kmc\ \ \ \
Vg  =  0 v

GAIN

\ \ \ \ \ \

\ \ \ \ \ \

\ \ \---\`

PHASESHIFT

1110                           1120                         1130                          H40                         1150

vH         (Volts)

PHASE    SHIFTAND    GAIN     vs
HELIX VOLTAGE  (small  signal )

®



A

A

a

LOW      POWER      -      HIGH      GAIN
TRAVELING-WAVE    AMPLIFIER    TUBE

GENERAL           CHARACTERISTICS

ELECTRICAL

FREQUENCY   RANGE    ......
SMALL   SIGNAII   GAIN    .     .     a     .     .
SMAljL   SIGNAL   GAIN    .     a     .     a     .
POWRE   OUTPUT ........
VSWR   (INPUT   AND   OUTPUT)     .     .

OPERATING

HELIX  AND   COLLECTOR   VOLTAGE
CATHODE   CURRENT    ......
ANODE   VOLTAGE    .......
ANODE   cunBENT    .......
GRID   VOIjTAGE ........
GRID   CUREENT ........
HEATER   VOLTAGE .......
HRATRE   CURRENT .......
MAGNETIC   FIELD ....     a     .     .

MECHANICAL

ELF   CONNECT0BS    .     .
DC   CONNECTORS    .     .
CAPSULE   IiENGTH.     .
CAPSULE   DIAMETER.
NET   WEIGHT ....
SHIPPING  WEIGHT   .

*  Supplied  with  mating  receptacle.

-14.0  KMc/s

Min (i;124K#?#!,
7.5   dbm   (Mln)    (7-12.4  KMc/s)
2:i  Maximum

||jo  Volts
:a5  ¥a6oo  volts
50   ua.    (Max)
0  to  -50  Volts
20   ua.    (Max)
7.0  Volts
0. 7  Amps.
430  Gauss

Type  N  Female
Winchester.  Plug  M7P*
13.8  Inches
1.0  Inch
lib.
11  |bso

HA-4B  /  1  /  i-12-jj



HA-4B P  ERE  O  RMANC  E

ISM

All   SIGNA
I L    GAIN

(Da)

CAIN AT
AX.     POW ER     OuTPUT

(DB )

MAX.     POWER     OuTP UT      (DON)

HE| 'X      VOLT AGE. a   ''ao V a LT S
CAT NODE      C URRENT              =           I.5        WA.

Ill

7                        a                         9                       10                      11                      '2                        13
FREQUENCY      {KMC/S)

GAIN   and    POWER   OUTPUT

POWER
OUTPUT      0
(  DBM  )

-`5

=j;F            __

•1- 12      lN.

GI AIN
I

I

I I.0
I

K Mc/8

POW ER
OuT PUT

/

lo   GAIN
(DB)

IVANODE         -TOO   V.

`````-
V      HELIX           -1150   V.

``\
````````

_\\

\ \ \

1'.0       l<W c;s```\7oKwc,e
\\ \\ \\

-10                     -20                     -30
0RID   -CATIJOOE       VOLTAGE

GRID      CONTROL

POWER   OUTPUT

YS

POWER   INPUT

-40  -30   -20   -10      0
POWER     INPUT     (DBM)

DIMENSIONS
I      lN.    DIA.

13    3/4   ,N.

--:±
". I

NOTE:     Other  lead  lengths  or  cormectors  may  be  specified.

SOLENOID

See  Solenoid  S6ction  for.  appropriate  unit  and.  specifications.

HA-4B  /  2  /  I-12-55



HA-5

\

RE

HUGGINS   LABORATORIES,   lNC.
711   Hamilton  Avenue      .      Menlo   Park,  California

TE:NTATIVE   DATA

WIDEBAND    TRAVE:LING    WAVE    TUBE   AMPLIFIE:R

E:LECTRICAL   CHAF3ACTE:RISTICS
FREQLJENCY      RANGE  .....................     I.a     TO     2.a     KMC

SMALL      SIGNAL     GAIN  ...................       30     DB      (MIN.)

POWER     OUTPUT  ........................   10     Dam      (MIN.)

POWER   SUPPLY   REQUIREMENTS'
HE:LIX      VOLTAGE:  .......................      loo     TO     220     VOLTS

COLLECTOR      VOLTAGE  ...................    330     TO     370     VOLTS

CATHODE     CURRENT  .....................    3.5      MA      (MAX.)

HELIX      CURRENT  ........................      ZOO     HA      (MAX.)

GRID     VOLTAGE   ........................   0     TO    +5     VOLTS

HEATER     VOLTAGE:  ..................t   ....    6.3     VOLTS

H  E A  T  E  R     C  u  R  R  E  N  T  ....................   (!  i,    a -.p-5-i    A  M  P S    ,:, L`  .    ,;

MAGNETIC     F.lE:LD  ......................     400     G^uSS

ME:CHANICAL   CHARACTERISTICS
RF.     CONNECTORS  .......................    TYPE     N      MALE

D C     C a " N  E C T a R  ........................  W  l ~ C H ME ]S MT PE £     P L U G

CAPSULE      LENGTH  ......................   15     5/8      INCHES

CAPSULE     DIAME:TER      ...................    I.0     INCH

NE,T     WEIGHT  ..........................   I.0     POUND

*    SuPPLIED     WITH     MATING     CONNECTOR.

I     ALL     DC     VOLTAGES     MEASURED     WITH     RESPE:CT     TO     CATHODE.      COLLECTOR

IS      INSULATED     AND     THUS    ANY     ELECTRODE:     CAN     BE     OPERATED    AT   GROUND

POTENTIAL.

2     THE     ANODE     VOLTAGE      SUPPLY     MuST     COVER     THE      RANGE      0     TO     150      VOLTS

FOR      INITIAL     FOCUSING     PuRPOSES.

H^-5  /  p^GE  i  /  !-I-5e



HA-5
P   E  R  F  O  RMA  N  C  E

I                                I.2                             I.4                             i  6

FREQUENCY                     I:KMc.`S:I

I.8                        20

GAIN    and    POWEft    OlJTPUT

-40          -30          -20           -10
POWER     INPUT         (dbm)

Flo `'2" i
unft-

L INPUT
„   3/4''

!1'1

P...r  lnp.I h.N  co..hII ol  r.lH.
)               girrng I.ori". Po..r o.lp.I lor

y,,I, -  a

I

-
(

I.0    KHc/,

I

I---------+

2.C)   KMc/I_____L__'_
I

1

I

I,11

0                -10             -20              -30             -40
GnlD   -CATHODE    VOLTAGE

GRID      CONTROL

POWER    OUTPUT

YS

POWER    INPUT

DIMENSIONS
/      1,,    DIA.

'5  5/8', I,"-
NOTE:      OTHER     LEAD     LENGTHS     OR     CONNECTORS     MAT     BE     SPECIFIED.

`10 L  E  N  o  I  D

SEE     SOLENOID     CHARTS     FOR    AP.-ROPRl^TE     UNIT    AND     SPECIF.lcATIONS.

H^-5  /  PAGE  2  /  S-I-58



HUGGINS   LABORATORIES,   lNC.
711   Hamilton   Avenue       .       Menlo   Park,   California

TENTATIVE   DATA

ME:DIUM    POWE:R   C-BAND    TRAVELING   WAVE   TUBE
AMPLIFIER

HArrf

Ei:

1

E:LECTFilcAL   CHARACTERISTICS
FF`EQUE:NCY     RANGE   ................   4.0     TO     8.a     KMC

SMALL     SIGNAL     GAIN   ..............      30     DB      (MIN.)

?L°oWAEDR   v°sUwTF3P  U<T2. : .,  ;   ................  3 0     D a .M     (  M  I  N  .   )OPTIMIZED  llELIX  VOLTAGE
30   DBM    (MIN.)
BRO^DBAND.  .  .  4.5   TO   7.5   I<MC

OR    4.a  TO  5.3   l<MC
OR    5.3  TO  8.3   KMC

27   DBM    (MIN.)
BRO^DB^ND.  .  . 4.0  TO  8.a  KMC

GAIN     AT     MAXIMUM     POWER      OuTPUT.    .    .    27     DB      (M|N.   )

POWER    SUPPLY    RE:QUIREME:NTS'
HE:L[X     AND     COLLECTOR     VOLTAGE  .....  1200     TO     1500     VOLTS

CATHODE     CuRRENT  ................   „     MA

0.   5     MA      (MAX.   )

700     VOLTS     (MAX.)
ANODE     CURRENT  ..................   50     prA      tMAx.>

HEATER     VOLTAGE.

llE:ATE:R     CUF{F3ENT  .................   I.3     AMPS      (MAX.   )

MAGNETIC      F-lE:LD  .................     1100     GAUSS

MECHANICAL   CHARACTERISTICS
RF     CONNECTOR  ...................   TYPE     N     MALE

DC     CONNECTOFZ  ...................   WINCHE:STER      M7P*

CAPSULE     LE:NGTH  ..,............   o    .W      S/8     lNCHES

CAPSULE     DIAMETER  ...............   I.0     lNCH

NET     WEIGHT  ........,............   I.0     POUND

SHIPPING     WEIGHT  ................     H      POUNDS

*

HA-6  /  PAGE  I  /  6-15-58



nu(acture
velopment

HA-7

HUGGINS   LABORATORIES,   lNC.
711   Hamilton  Av®nu®      .      M®nlo   Perk,  Celiforni.

TENTATIVE   DATA

WIDEBAND    TRAVE:LING-WAVE   TUBE:   AMPLIF.IER

ELECTRICAL   CHARACTE:RISTICS
FF3EQUENCY     F3ANGE:  .......................  a.5      TO      I.a     KMC

SMALL     SIGNAL     GAIN  ......................    30     DB      (    MIN.)

pOwER     OuTpuT .......................... in    DBM     (    MiN.)

POWER   SUPPLY   REQUIREME:NTS`
HELIX     VOLTAGE  .........................   90     TO     120     VOLTS

COLLECTOR     VOLTAGE  ......................  40     TO    270    VOLTS

CATIIODE     CuFtF`ENT  .......................  3.5     M^      (    MAX.)

•200     HA    (    MAX.)

.  a     TO    90    VOLTS
GF`  I  D     VOLTAGE  ..........................- 50  TO  +5  VOLTS

HEATE:R     VOLTAGE:  ........................  6.3     VOLTS

HE:^TEF3     CuF3F{E:NT  ........................  I.4     AMPS

MAGNETIC     F.lELD  ........................    300     G^uSS

MECHANICAL   CHARACTERISTICS      '
RF     CONNE:CTORS  ......................... TYPE     N     MALE

DC     CONNECTOR  ..........................  WINCHESTEF`     M7MP*

CAPSULE     LENGTH  ........................  16     3/8      INCHES

CAPSULE     DIAMETEF3.®   ....................  15/„     INCHES

NET     WEIGllT  ............................ a.O     POUNDS

*

ff -ng

SUPPLIE:D     WITH      MATING     CONNECTOR.

I.    ALL    ac    vOLT^GEs     MEAsuFtED    wlTH     FtEspECT    TO    cATiioDE.    COLLECTOR

is      INsuL^Tro     AND    THus    ^Ny      ELECTRc>DE    c^N      BE      OpEFt^TED    ^T    GF3OuND

POTENTl^L.

2.     THE     ANODE     VOLTAGE      SUPPLY      MUST      COVER     THE     F!^NGE      a     TO    90      VOLTS

FOR      INITIAL     FOCUSING     PURPoSES.

I,+r.:

ife:_*`.i
ii*-7  /  p^6E  I  ;  9ri-sO



ZiinJE.|d

~

HA-7

P  ERE  O  RMANC  E

GAIN

and

POWER   OUTPUT

NOTE:

lS                    6^

"

++
I 505

PO,tft    0 TPuTKWc/,

.7

.p3oo„„-„2p3T   "-b':)          0

POWER    OUTPUT

VS

POWER   INPUT

DIMENSIONS

OTHER    LE"    LENGTHS    oR    CoNNECTORS    M^y    BE    "EclriEo.

IS  O  I  E  N  O  I  D                                                                                                  ---.--. PEclriEo.

elE  .oL"olo   cH"T9   ron  ^„RopRI"I   UNIT  "D   .pEclrlc"low..

H|_7   ,  -, __  _

EiH



HA-8

®

a

a

L'

iu(acture

velopment
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HUGGINS    LABORATORIES,    lNC.
999    East  Arques   Avenue  .  Sunnyvale,   California
REgent  6-9330                                                                          TWX  sunnyvale,  Calif.116

TE:NTATIVE   DATA

SOLE:NOID    F.OCUSE:D,     ME:DIUM    POWE:R

U H F. - a A N D   A M P L I F. I E: F3

ELECTRicAL   CHAFaACTE:RISTics
F.  fi  E  a  u  E:  N  C  Y      Fi A  N  G  E:

S  M  A  :_  L.  -S   I  r;  N  A  L_      GA   I  N    ,

POWER     OuTPUTt

OPERATING   CHARACTERISTICS
HELIX     AND     COLLECTOR     VoLTAGE2`

3
H  E  L  I  X      C  UFiR  E  N  T

H  EATE:R      VOLTAGE

HEA  TER     C  URR  ENT

drji)6cO

0     5      TO      1      0      l<  M  C

30      DE3       (M   IN       )

30      DBM       (MIN   `   )

400     TO     500     VOLTS

1       MA      (MAX,   )

50      MA      (MAX      )

iJ=  :     Tc     =ceT   vOLT9

20     TO     60     VOLTS

fl5      MA       (MAX.   )

`T     90       MA       (MAX       )

.    6     3     0R     7     0     VOLTS

?i +--A M P S
MAGN  ET  I  C      F   I  E:  LD

ME:CHANICAL   CHARACTERISTICS
R  --F.      C0NN  ECT0F3S

CA  PS  ULE:      LE:NGTH

CA  PS  ULE:     D  IA  M  ETEFt

N  E:T      W  E  I  GHT

820     GAUSS

uG   g!Blu    E
WI  NCH  ES  TEFi      IVI  I2P  -LR6

171/8       lNCHE:S

t      5/t6      INCHE:S

11/2      POUNDS

15      MA      (MAX      )

ELHVEEN© SHuej2jNi   ELgrB©RAI_ffi©ELRHB§
L , M I T I I,

RETCAR    STREET  .  LONDON.N.19
ARCHurwLy.62Si
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SALES  Gc  SERVICE  IN  THE  UNITED  KINGDOM:-

a.  a  K.  LABORATORIES  LTD.
4 T.LNEY  ST.,  PARK  LANE.  LONDON.  W.I.,  E:NGLAND.

TE:LE:PHONE:    GROSvENOR  4567

a



HA-9

A HUGGINS   LABORATORIES,   lNC.
711   Hamilton   Avenue       .       Menlo   Park,   California

TENTATIVE     DATA

ME:DIUM    POWEF2-GRID   CONTROLLED   TRAVELING
WAVE:   TUBE   AMPLIFIER

OuTPuT

:      `  ::_--__I

E€EH.,

:---:__-_:_-_:-::_i-------;

E: L E C T F2 I C A L    C H A F3 A C T E: Fa I S T I C S
FREQUENcy    F3ANGE -----  ~ -------. ~--~-_ ----  8.  o    To    ii  .  o    r{Mc

PC)WEF=     0uTPU1 -------...-- ~-` --..- ~ .--.---- `~ ------- 27    D8M     (M]N.   )

GAIN     AT     MAXIMUM     POWE:F3     OUTPUT --------    27     DB     (MIN.   )

POWER    SUPPLY   REQUIREMENTS
HELIX     AND     CC)LLECTC)Ft     VOLTAGE''2---~ ---- ZO00     TO    2400     VOLTS

CATHODE:    CUF3RENT---~~-~ ------ ~ ------ ~-20    MAo     (MAX.}

ANODE    VOLTAGE:     F3ANGE:2-~--~~ ------- ~ ---- tooo    TO    1800    VOLTS

ANODE    CUF3F3ENT-~-~ .--- ~  ------- ~ --------   50    |J.A     (    MAX.   )

GF3ID    \/C)LTAGE'  .Z -------------- ~---~---O    TO    --loo    VOLTS
GRID    CuF=REr`IT---~ --------------- _---~   5o   I+A    (   MAX.  )

HEATEF3    VOLTAGE: --------.--.----------,----  6.  3    VOLTS
HEATER    CuRREr`IT ----------,--------- ~---o.  9    To    i  .  2    AMPS
MAGr`IETIC    F.lELD ------------- ~-~ ------   1000    GAuss    (    M.tN.  )

MECHANICAL   CHARACTEFusTICS
F2F    CONN ECTORS ---------- ~ -------------  TypE    N    MALE
DC    CONNE:CTC)R ---- ~ ---------- ~~ -----------  WINCHESTER    PLUG*

PM6P

CAPSULE    LENGTH -.----.--,-------------.------  151/2     INCHES

CAPSULE    DIAME:TEFt~-~ ----- ~ -------- ~--I.0    INCH
r`iET   \~EIGHT ---.------------- ~ ------- ~--Z   PouNDS
Slllpp[NG    WEIGHT -.--------------------- t2   POUNDS

*      SuPPLI  E:D     WITli      MATING     FtE:CEPTACLE:  .

I       COLLECTOR     AND     HE:LIX.     GRID,     C>R     CATHODE     MAY     BE     OPERATED    AT
GRC)UND     PC}TENTIAL.

2     ALL     VOLTAGES     ARE    ME:ASURED    WITH    RESPECT   TO   CATHODE.     ANODE
SuPPLY     Must    STARTFROM     ZERC)    VC)LTSFC)R    INITIAL   FOCU§lNC      PuR-
POSES,

H^-9  /  PAGE  I  /  3-15-58
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HUGGINS   LABORATORIES,   INC.
711   Hamilton  Avenue      .      Menlo   Park,  California

TENTATIVE   DATA

MEDIUM    POWER   HIGH   GAIN   TRAVELING   WAVE
TUBE   AMPLIFIE:R

ELECTRICAL   CHARACTERISTICS
FREQUENcy     RANGE  ......................    8.2     TO     12.4     KMC

POWER     OuTPuT  .........................   20     DBM     (MIN.)

GAIN     AT     MAXIMUM      POWER     OUTPUT  .........     20     DB      (MIN.)

SMALL     SIGN^L     GAIN  .....................  25     DB      (lvIIN.   )

POWE:Fi    SUPPLY   REQUIREMENTS'
HELIX     AND     COLLECTOR     VOLTAGE  ...........   2000     To     2300     VOLTS

CATlioDE     CuRRENT  ,.....................    8     M^     (MAX.)

ANODE:     VOLTAGE     RANGE2  ..................  0     TO     BOO     VOLTS

HELIX     CuRRENT  ........................     0.5     M^     (MAX.)

ANODE     CuRRENT  .........................    50     H^     (MAX.)

HE:ATE:R      VOLTAGE:  .....................    a    .     7.0     VOLTS

HE:ATER     CuRRENT  .......................    I.I     AMPS      (MAX.)

MAGNETIC     FIELD  .......................      1000     GAuSS

MECHANICAL   CHARACTERISTICS
RF     CONNECTOR  .........................    TYPE     N     IVIALE

DC     CONNE:CTOR  ...........    :   .............    WINCHESTER    PM6P*

CAPSULE      LE:NGTH  .......................    13      5/8      INCHE:S

CAPSULE:     Dl^METER  .....................    I.a     INcl+

NET     WEIGHT  ...........................    I.a     POUND

*

I.     ALL     DC     VOLTAGES      MEASURED     WITH      RE:SPECT      TO     CATHODE.      COL-

TOR     IS     GROuNDE:D      TO     CAPSULE:      AND      MUST     BE     OPERATED      AT      GROUND

POTENTIAL.

2.     ANODE:   VOLTAGE:     SUPPLY    MuST    BE   ADJUSTABLE     F.RON     ZERO    FOR     IN-

ITIAL     FOCuSING     PuRPOSES  .

H^-io  /  p^GE  I  /  6-i5-5e



HA-10
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P  ERFORMANC  E

GAIN    and    POWER   OUTPUT         2o

GAIN      AT    WAX.   POVE R      OUTl>UT

I(db)-
)

in)1WAX
.    powm    ouTpuT          (db

i

I

-
HEL'X       V LTAGE           - 2'00  V.I
CATHODE    cunnEiiT     -,11 6.0  uo.

II,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,I_
8                                 9                                 ,0                                ,,                                12                               13

FREQUENCY                 (    KWc/a   )

DIMENSIONS

-_---____
NOTE:       OTllER   LEAD   LENGTlls   OR  CONNECTORS   MAT  BE   SPECIFIED.

SOLENOID

SEE   SOLENOIO  CHART  FOR  ^PPROPRl^TE   UNIT  ^ND  SPECIFICATIONS.

HA-10  /  PAGE  2  /  6-15-S8

9"H
•=-------:__i



CHARACTERISTICS

®
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A

nufac{ure
'velopment

HA-1 I

HUGGiNS    LABORATORIES,    lNC.
999    East   Arques   Avenue   .   Sunnyvale,   California

SOLENOID  -FOCUSED,     ME:DIUM  -NOISE:    S  -BAND    AMPLIF.IER

ELECTF2ICAL  CHARACTERISTICS
FF{EQUE:Ncy   RANGE:      .....................................         2.0   TO   4.0      KMC

SMAL.L-SIGNAL   GAIN    .......................................        25   DB       MIN

SATURATION    POWER     OUTPUT ,..................................     0   DBM       MIN

NOISE   FIGURE   .......,..................,.,.....,........       15   DB       MAX

VSWR,    INPUT   AND    OuTPuT  ......................................    2=1       MAX

OPERATING  CHARACTERISTICS

ELEMENT VOLTAGE a/OREGULATION CURRENT

H E: L I X 375        TO        475     V 0.03           MA       MAX

COLLECTOR 375        TO        475      V 2.0            MA      MAX

ANODE:    I 0       TO         S0     v 0.01           MA       MAX

ANODE   2 0       TO          80     V 0.01            MA       MAX

ANODE:   3 0       TO       '50     V 0.01            MA       MAX

ANonF=   4 0       TO      -50    V 0.Ot           MA       MAX

CATHODE OV 2.0            MA      MAX

H E:A T E: R 5.0        TO        7.5     V I.1         AMP       MAX

FOCUSING       .................................      SOLENOID,      MPE     TYPE     AS    -to

MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Mop-LSH'97

CAPSULE:    F-[NISH ...,.,....................,.....,......    BLACK   ANODIZED

E:ND    CAP   FINISH  .......................................    BLACK   ANODIZED

AUXILIAF2Y   COOLING   REQUIRE:D     .............................    SOLENOID   BLOWE:R

NET    WEIGHT    ......................,..............     `     ,........      1.0    LB

A    LOWER    NOISE:    FIGURE    CAN    BE   ACHIEVED    BY    OPTIMIZING    TllE    TUBE:    F.OR    NARROWBAND    OPE:RATION.

LNT   /   HA   -11   /  SEPTEMBEFi,      1961



HA-ll HU66lNS    LABORATORIES,    lN(.

TYPICAL      OPERATING      CHARACTERISTICS

vAANN2==!48VvY#::::vVc=390vVH=390vIK=1.4ma

3.0                                          4.0
FREQUE:NCY     ,       kme

SMALL-SIC NAL GAIN

LNT / HA -I I  /

V- -
[:%=:::vVAN3=65vVAN4=-36vVc=390vVH=390vIKa1.4ma

\

2.0                                        3.0                                      4.0
FREQUENCY   ,      kmc

NOISE       FIGURE

VANl=VAN2VANSVc=3VH=IK=lPINS
I 14v=38v=65v90v390v.4mo-20d Ibin

-- 3.0 kin+-CI-- \\ \\ --

0             -20            -40           -60             -80
ANODE  4-CATHODE    VOLTAGE      (volts}

ANODE  4  CONTROL



a

MEDIUM      POWER      -     GRID     CONTROLLED
TRAVELING-WAVE   AMPLIFIER   TUBE

GENERAL        CHARACTERISTICS

ELECTRICAL

FREQUENCY   RANGE   .......
SMAliL   SIGNAL   GAIN   ......
pOwER  Ourpur .........
GAIN  AT  MAxlMun  pOwER   OuTpur.

OPERATING
/

HELIX  &   COELECTOR  VOLTAGE
CATHODE   CURRENT    .
ANODE   VOIJTAGE   .    .
ANODE   CUREENI    .    .
GRID  VOLTAGE.    .    .
GRID  CURRENT.    .    .
HEATER  voljrAGE.    .
HEATER   CURRENT.    .
RAGNETIC   FIELD.    .

MECHANICAL

RE  coNRECTors   .    .
IX3    CONNECT]OR.     .     .
cApsunE  LENGTH.    .
CAPSULE  DIAMRI)EB.
NEH?   WEIGHT ....
SHIPPING   WEIGHT    .

db
4

dbm   (Min.)
db

950  Volts

a%6Ovg:t:MTE;±.,
30  ua   (Max.)
loo  Volts   (Max.)
12.5   Ma   (max.)
7,0  Volts
0. 8  Amps .
600  Gaugs

BNC  Male   UC+88C/U
Octal  or  Winohester
14  3/I+  Inohe8
1.O  froh

:11#4P;=isgs

TAIr2  /  1  /  r3~H56



HA-12

2
I KMc/ IS

/
/ POWE( ROUTdbm'I PUTI

/

GAIN

and

P  ERFORMANC  E

POWER   OUTPUT

''3KMc/s

/
/

IPOWER     OUT

PUT

(   dbm  )I
I

11 I

0              +50           +loo               0              +50           +loo
6niD-CATHODE       vOLTA6E

SOLENOID

END    CAP

I

.SHALL      S16N AL    CAIN      (db

I )

lw AX I l' U M       POWEB      0U TPUT       (dbm)

CA THODE     cunRENI T    .    35    l*a-I

34
FREQUENCY          (KMc/s)

4
IKMc/ IS

/

(
P OWER  0 UTPUT

(dbmI )I

0             +50         +loo

DIMENSIONS

GRID

CHARACTERISTICS

Note:     Other  lead  lengths  op  oormector.s  may  be  specified.

SOLENOID

See  solenoid  Charts  fori  appropriate  unit;  and  speoifioatlons.

TdA:X2  ,   2   ,   r3_+_56



a

MEDIUM      POWER      -      GRID'      CONTROLLED

TRAVELING-WAVE    AMPLIFIER   TUBE

G  ,E  N   E  R  A  L

/

E  L`  E  C  T  R  I   C  A  L
/

/'`   REQUENCY  RANGE   .
pOwER  ounur   (cw)
PORER  Ourpur   (pub
GAIN  AT   RAXIMUM   P

OPERATING

HEEilx   &   COI.LEO

A  RACT  E  R  I  ST  I  CS

OUTPur .

B  VOLTAGE
CAPHODE   CUREERT   ( Ow)
ANODE   VOLTAGE\' RANGE
ANODE   CUBBEN¥

8E±3 ¥8EgA8E
GRID  cuRErfe.
HEATER  VOLff AGE
HEATER   a
MAGNErlc

PUI.SED'

-..Ii=:i='
j`

./

M  E  C  H  A;`'N  I  C  A  L

EFCO erors  .
RECTOR.    .

SUI,E I.ENrFTH
CAPSELE   DIAMEHER
in  REIGHT.   .   .
SHIPPING  WEIGRT

*Supplled  with  mating  reoeptaole.

8.2  -  1
20  dbm
30   dbm

•4  KMo/a

Min
20  db   (Min.)

2100  Volts
13   Ma.    (Max.)
150  -  800  Volts
50  ua.    (Max.)
75   Volts   (max.)
loo  Volts   {Max.)
5    Ma.     (Ma3£.)
7.0  Volts
0.8  Amps.
1000  Gauss

Type  N  Female
WlnQhegter  Plug  PM6P#
13.6   Inohe8
1.0  inoh
1  Pound
11  Pounds

HA-13  /  1  /  3-1-56



FT A 1  3

PERFORMANCE

PULSED      and      CW

POWER      OUTPUT

PULSED    P OWER   OUTPUT     (

I dbm)-----_

dC.W.     PO EB     OuTPUT bin)

8                       9                       10                      „
FREQUENCY      (I(Mc/s)

DIMENSIONS
CAPSULE          I        ln.       0.D./

--:::_----

LTT±  ,36 ,n  H ,9 " J
NOTE:     Other  lead  lengths  or  comectors  may  be  specified.

SOLENOID

See  Solenoid  Section  for  appropriate  unit  and  specifications.

RA-13  /  2  /  3-1-56 Hugging  Iiaboratorles,   Inc.
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HUGGINS   LABORATORIES,   lNC.
711   Hamilton   Avenue      .      Menlo   Park,  California.

TENTATIVE   DATA

LOW   NOISE   L-BAND   TFtAVELING   WAVE:   TUBE
A M P L I F I E: R

ELECTRICAL   CHARACTEFusTICS
FRE:OUE:NCY    FtANGE ------------------  I  .  0    TO   2.  0    KMC

SMALL    SIGNAL    GAIN--~ ------ ~ -------    Z5    DB    (    MIN.)

NOISE    F.IGURE ----. ~ ----------------    11    DB    (    MAX.  )

POWE:R   SUPPLY    RE:QUIRE:MENTS
HELIX    AND    COLLECTOR    VOLTAGE'  ----- ~165    TO    190    VOLTS

` --`~
CATHODE    CuFtF`ENT ------- ~ -----------  0.~6£d-0~O-T-40    M^    ~€,.,7,~-```,-`7
HE:LIX   CuFtRE:NT  ----- ' ----- ~ ---------  <   to   |J.A
ANODE    NO.I    VOLTAGE2---~ ----------- O    TO    20    VOLTS

ANotJE    NO.  2    VOLTAGE: ---------------- 0   TO   20   VOLTS
ANODE    NO.    3   VOLTAGE ---- +~ ---------  0    TO    loo    VOLTS
ANODE    NO.     4    VOLTAGE --------------- +2o    To    -`0    VOLTS
HEATER    VOLTAGE ------ ~~ -----------  4.  5    TO   6.  3   VOLTS
llE^TEF=    CuF2FIENT -------------------.  45    TO   0.  7   AMPS
MAGNETIC   F I ELD -------------------  loco   GAuSS

MECHANICAL   CHARACTERISTICS
FZF    CoNr`iE:CTOF2 -------.--------------  i-tpE:    1`[    MALE
DC    CONNECTOFZ ---------------------  WINCHESTER    M9P*
C A P S  U L E    L E N G T H ------------ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 15    i/-2j'\\;';I N C H E S
CAPSULE    DIAMETE:F3 -----------------  I.  0    [Ncll
NE:T   WE IGllT---~ -------------------  I .  a   POUND

*     SuPPLIED     WITH     MATING     CONNECTOR.

I     ALL      DC      VOLTAGES      MEASURED      WITH      RESPE:CT      TO    CATHODE.       COL-

LECTOR     IS     INSuL^TED    AND    THUS    ANY     ELECTRODE     MAY    BE     OPER^TEO

^T    GF`OuND     POTENTIAL.

2     ALL   ANODE    VOLTAGES     SHOULD     BE    ADJUSTABLE:     FROM     ZERO    FOR    IN-

lTLAL     FOCUSING     PURPOSES,

H^-i4 / p^aE  I  / 3-i-5a



tiiEE
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I.    CAPSULE   LENGTH

TUBE   TYPE

H^-15
• H^-44

CAPSULE   LENGTH,   lNCHES

3    3/I.           I,-~

14    3/4

2.    NECESSITY  OF   CONTINuOuSLy   V^Rl^BLE   HE^TE:R   VOLTAGE^ND   POS~

lTIVE    COLLECTOR    OPE:RATION    (   WI"   RESPECT   TO  THE    HELIX    )    ON

THE:   H^-44.     (  SEE   H^-44  D^T^  SHEET.  )

3.    DIFF-ERE:NCES   IN   REQUIRED   SOLENOID   TYPE:

MPE   SOLE:NOID   TYPE

BS-4B,  BS-4C

BS-t3B.  BS-13C

F,^aE I   /  7-I-ee
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HA-16

HUGGINS   LABORATORIES,   INC.
711   Hamilton  Avenue      ®      Menlo   Park,  California

TENTATIVE:     DATA

§PE:CIAL.   PURPOSE   TRAVELING   WAVE   TUBE:   AMPLIFIER
S-BAND   TO   X-BAND   F.REQUE:NCY   MULTIPLIE:R

ELE:CTRICAL     CHARACTERISTICS
FFtEOuENcy    RANGE:  ------------- I.e    Kiulc    iN,    9.a   i<Mc    Our
CONVERSION    GAIN   ------------- M]Nu810   DB    -a   DB
x-BAND    powEF{   ouTpiiT  --------- a    -    io   DBM

OPERATING     CHARACTERISTICS
HELIX    AND    COLLECTOR    VOLTAGEl   -goo    -1100    VOLT

C^TlioDE   CuRRENT  ------------- 25   MA
HELIX    CLJRFiENT   --------- _-____tpo-u^.,A;i`:`6         7`-'t\  -t\

ANODE   VOLTAGE  ---_ ----------- ae^o~--5-i5®   volt   _`   j`~`  !3-(;2
HEATE:F`    VOLTAGE -------------- 7.O   VOLT
HEATE:F{   CuRRENT -------------- a.9   ^IVIP
MAGNETIC   FIELD   -------------- GOO   G^uSS

ME:CHANICAL     CHARACTE:RISTICS
F§F    CONNECTOF!     --------------- TYPE`  N    MALE
DC    CONNECTOF3  ---------------- WINCHESTER    M7P
CAPSULE    LENGTli  -------------- 14---ar/4   lNCHE§   ''':^
CAPSULE:    DIAME:TER  ------------ I.0    lNCH
NET   WEIGHT     ----------------- I.0   POUND

PRICE      $85o.oo

DE:LIVERY      6   To   8   WEE:Ks

'ALL    DC    VOLl-AGES     MEASURED    WITH    RESPECT    TO    CATlioDE.        COL-

LECTOR   is    GROuNDEO    TO    cApsuLE    AND    Must    OpERATE    ^T    eROuND

POTENTIAL.

HA-16  /i/    6-I-57
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HUGGINS   LABORATORIES,   INC.
711   Hamilton   Avenue       .      Menlo   Park,   California.

TENTATIVE:   DATA

MEDIUM    NOISE:   L-BAND    TRAVELING   WAVE:    TUBE
AMPLIFIER

ELECTRICAL   CHARACTERISTICS
FREQUENCY    RANGE -------------------  I.O    TO    2.a    KMC
SMALL    SIGNAL    GAIN ----  ~  ------ ~  ------ 25    DB     (MIN.   )

POWER    OuTPUT -------- ~ -------------- 5    DBM    (MIN.)
NOISE:    F-IGURE -------- ~ ------- ~  ------- 15    DB     (MAX.)

POWER      SUPPLY   REQUIREME:NTS
HELIX    AND     COLLECTOR     VOLTAGE'--~  ----  170     TO    ZOO     VOLTS

CATHODE:    CURRENT~ ------------------  I.5    MA    (MAX.)

ANODE    NO.   I    VOLTAGEZ ------------ ~---a    TO    20    VOLTS
ANODE    NO.   2    VOLTAGE --------- ~ -------   0    TO    20    VOLTS

ANODE    NO.3    VOLTAGE-~ ------ ~ -------    0    TO    loo    VOLTS

ANODE    NO.    4    VOLTAGE--~ -------------  0    TO    -"    VOLTS
ANODE    CuRRENT ----------- ~ ----------  LESS    THAN    5    tJA
HEATER    VOLTAGE~ ----------- ~-~ -----  5.O    TO    6.3    VOLTS

IIEATER    CURRE:NT -------------- ~ -----  0.5    TO    a.7    AMPS
MAGNETIC:    FIE:LD ---------------  ~ ----   1000    GAUSS

MECHANICAL   CHAF3ACTERISTICS
R F    C o N N E C T o R _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ ._  _ _ _ _  T y P E    N   rE_ ,,,,.f.,L,;<j_
DC    CONNECTOR --------------- ~  ---------  WINCHESTER      M9P*

CAPSULE    LENGTH ----- h  ----  ~ -----  ` -----  H    ~17Z-INCHES    ,`,-,

CAPSULE     DIAMETER~--~~-~--~-~  ---- ~-I.0     INCH                   "

NET    WEIGHT---~ ---------- i--~ -----.---  I.0    POUND

*

I     ALL      DC      VOLTAGES       MEASURED      WITH      RESPECT      TO      CATHODE.      COL~

LECTOR      IS      INSULATED     AND     THUS     ANY     ELECTRODE     MAY     BE     OPEF`ATED

AT     GROUND     POTENTIAL.

2    ALL   ANODE     VOLTAGES     SHOULD     BE     ^DJuST^BLE     FROM     ZERO   FOR     IN-

lTl^L     FOCUSING     PURPOSES.
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HUGGINS   LABORATORIES,   lNC.
711   H®milton  Av.nu.     .     M.nlo  P.rk,  C.Iifomi.

TENTATIVE   DATA

MEDIUM   POWER   C-BAND   TRAVELING-WAVE   TUBE
AMPLIFIER

E L E C T R I C A L   C H A R A C T E: R I S `T I C S
FREQUENCY     RANGE  .................

SMALL     SIGNAL     GAIN  ..............

?°LWoiRD°v:TwPFtuT<.2.:.,...............

GAIN     AT     MAXIMUM     POWER     Output.   .   .

POWER   SUPPLY   REQUIRE:MENTsl
li  E:  L  ,  X  .........................    I

COLLECTOR     VOLTAGE  ........... `.   .   .

CATlioDE     CuRRENT  ................

HELIX     CUFtRENT  ..................

ANODE     VOLTAGE2  .................

ANODE     Cuf]RENT  ..................

HE:ATER     VOLTAGE  .................

I.a     TO    2.a     KMC

30     DB      (    MIN.)

30  Dam   (WIN.)
OPTIMIZED  HELIX   VOLTAGE
27   DBM   (M[N.)
BRO^DB^ND..I.a  TO  2.0  I<MC

27     DB      (    MIN.)

550    TO     700     VOLTS

6SO     TO     BOO     VOLTS

30     TO     SO     M^

3     MA      (    MAX.   )

500     VOLTS     (MAX.)

I      M^     (   MAX.   )

7.  0     VO  LTS

1.3    AMPS     (MAX.   )

8ZO     G^uSS

MECHANICAL   CHARACTERISTICS
FtF.     CONNECTOR  ...................    TYPE     BNC     FEMALE

DC     CONNECTOFt  ...................    WINcllE9TEFt     M7P*

CAPSULE     LE:NGTH  .................    W     I/8     lNCHES

CAPSULE     DI^METEF3  ...............    15/„     [NC-HES

NET     WE:lGHT .....................    I      I/2     POUNDS

SHIPPING     WEIGHT  .................  u     POUNDS

*SuPPLIED     WITH     M^TING     CONNE:CTOR.

I.    ^LL    DC    VOLTAGES     ME^§uRED    WITH     RESPECT    TO    C^TlioDE.     COL-

TOR     IS     GROuNDED     TC)    CAPSULE     AND     MU"    BE     OPEFt^TED    ^T    GFtouND

POTENTIAL.

2.     ANODE     VOLTAGE     Ft^NGE     FOR     F[^TED     BE^M     CURRENT     IS     loo    TO    500

volts.       ANODE     supply     Must     BE     ^D.u§T^BLE     FRoivi.    zEFto    volts
FOR     INITIAL     FOCuSING      PuRPOSES.
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HUGGINS   LABORATORIES,   lNC.
711   Hamilton  Avenue      .      Menlo   Park,  California

TE:NTATIVE   DATA

MEDIUM   NOISE   L-BAND   TRAVELING   WAVE   TUBE
A M P L I F I E: R

ELECTRICAL   CHARACTERISTICS
FREQUENcy     RANGE~~ --------  ~-+  -~---~~~-I  .   6     TO    Z.   6     t<MC

SMALL     S  [GNAL     GAIN---~--~  -------, ~~--25     DB     (M[N.   )

P0WEFi     OUTPUT ---------- ~` -------.----.- ` -----.-. 5     D8M     (M[N.   )

NOISE      F.!GURE--~ ------  ~---`+.-~ .------  ~ --..  ` ----     t5      DB      (MAX.   )

POWER   SUPPLY    REQUIREME:NTS
liELIX    AND     COLLECTOR     VOLTAGE:I  ------  t70     TO    200    VOLTS

CATHC)DE    CUF3FIE:NT -------- ~ ---- ~ ----,- ~  1.  5     MA

HELIX     CuRRE:NT -.------- ~--.~~ ---------- ` ----   20    |j.A

ANODE    No.     I    VOLTAGE:2--~ -----------   0    TO    20    VOLTS

ANODE     NO.  2    VOLTAGE--~-~-I ----- ~--~`-0    TO    20    VOLTS

ANODE    NO.  3    VOLTAGE   -~-~ ------ ~ -----  0    TO    too    VOLTS

ANODE    NO.  4    VOLTAGE~ ----------------    a    TO    --10    VOLTS

HE:ATEFt    VOLTAGE ----- ~-~ -----------  S.  0    TO   6,  3   VOLTS
HEATEF3    CUF3F3ENT---~ -------- ~ ------. 5    TO    .  65    AMPS
M^GNETIC    F.  [ELD ------- ~ ---.--------------   1000    GAU5S

•ME:CHANICAL   CHARACTERISTICS

RF    CONNECTOR-~ ---------------------- TYPE       r`[    F_£~M-A+--E,''Jr'/L;
DC    CoNNECToR -------,----.- ~-`~ ---------- ~wir`icHE:STE:F3     M9p*

CAPSULE    LENGTH ---------- ~ --------  t5   t7+   lNCHES   `l,,,r,,~
CAPSULE    DIAMETEF3 -----------------  1.a    INCH
NET   WEIGHT ----------.---.-------- ~ -----  t.  O    pour`ID      .

*

I+^-I9 / p^GE  i  / all-5e
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HUG6lNS   LABORATORIES,   INC.
711   Hamilton   Avenue      .      Menlo   Park,  California

TE:NTATIVE:   DATA

PERMANENT   MAGNET   FOCUSED   HIGH   GAIN
TRAVELING   WAVE:   TUBE   AMPLIFIER

E:LECTRICAL   CHARACTE:RISTICS
FFtEQUENCY    F`^NGE ------------------ 8.0    TO    11.a    KMC

SMALL    SIGNAL    GAIN ----------------   30    DB    (MIN.)

PC)WEF3    OUTPUT -----.---------------- 10    DBM    (MIN.)

POWE:R    SUPPLY   REQUIRE:MENTS
HE:LIX    AND    COLLECTOR     VOLTAGE:I  ------  1200    TO    1300    VOLTS

CATHODE    CURRE:NT ----- ~ ------------- I.2-I.8    M^
HELIX    CURF3ENT -----.---------------  O.2-a.5    M^
ANODE    VOLTAGE2 -------.------------  0    TO    450    VOLTS
ANC)DE    CUF3F3ENT -------------------- 50    tJ.A    (MAX.)
HEATER    VOLTAGE -----.--------------- 6.3    0F]    7.a    VoLTS3

HE:ATEF3    CURF`E:NT ------.-------------- 0.  9    TO    I.  2    ^MP9

MECHANICAL   CHARACTERISTICS
F`F-CoNNE:CTOF= --------------------- TvpE    r`I    FEMALE    ohl

CAPSULE

DC    CONNECTOF3 --------------------- WINCHESTER    M12P
CAPSULE    LENGTH ------------------.--- 151/8    INCHES
CAPSULE    DIAMETEFI ----------------- 2.  0    lNCHES
NET   WE:lGHT ----- ~ ----------------- 3.6    POUNDS

I     ALL     DC     VOLTAGES     MEASURED     WITII     RESPECT    TO    C^TlloDE.

2     TtlE     ANODE     VOLTAGE     SuPPLY     MUST     COVER     THE     RANGE     a-450    VOLTS

TO        PREVENT        POSSIBLE        TUBE      D^M^GE       Wl|EN     INITl^LLY    ^PPLYING

VOLTAGES.

3     pROvisioN      sHOuLD     BE      MADE      TO     ^LLOw    roR      EiTiiER        6.3    OR       7.0

VOLT     OPERATION    TO     OBTAIN     OPTIMUM     LIFE     PERFORMANCE     FROM    THE

TUBE,

H^-20/  PAGE  I  /  a-I-5®


